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ABSTRACT

An observational program was designed for systematic spatial and
temporal monitoring of the Jovian atmosphere at several wavelengths chosen
for their different absorptive properties. The weak broadband (5A/pixel) CH 4
absorptions (6190 and 7270A) probe the deep (2-4 bars) cloud layer while

-'.

the stronger band at 8900A probes the upper 400-600 mbars. The high
resolution (. . . . 50mA/pixel) 3-0 H2 quadrupole wavelengths probe to about 1-2
bars.
The gradual increase in the measured equivalent widths of the H2
quadrupole lines from the east to west limb is most likely indicative of a
diurnal change in the vertical cloud structure. Such a variation is consistent
with the properties of a convective layer driven by internal heat, with solar
heat deposited at the top. The CH 4 data from the same time period was
modelled for the south tropical zone.

Since these absorptions are sensitive to

several atmospheric layers it is difficult to separate the effects of the various
are no obvious limb to

cloud parameters on the

limb variations in these bands but several cloud parameters may be changing
simultaneously, introducing compensating affects
XVI

xvii
two limbs may not, therefore, appear significantly different even if they are
representative of substantially different cloud structures.
The June 1983 H2 data has been modelled at seven different
latitudes and cloud structure differences are indicated. The average models
representing the belt regions require somewhat thinner optical depths for
the upper ammonia cloud (Tel=3-4.5) than the zones (Tcl=5.5-6.5) or the
equatorial region (Tel =6.5-7).
These data also provide some constraints on the thermodynamic state
of the hydrogen. A model atmosphere with only "normal" hydrogen (orthoH2 to para-H 2 of 3:1) is not able to fit both of the 3-0 lines simultaneously.
Model atmospheres with all of the hydrogen in a state of equilibrium fit
the two lines much better. Models with small amounts of disequilibrium
hydrogen in the upper atmosphere also provide reasonable average fits to our
H2 data and cannot be easily distinguished from those that incorporate only
equilibrium hydrogen at all levels or from those which incorporate "normal"
in the top 300 mbars of the Jovian atmosphere.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 CHANGES IN THE JOVIAN VERTICAL CLOUD STRUCTURE

Jupiter, the largest planet in our solar system, has attracted the
attention of astronomers for well over 300 years. Its atmosphere has been
studied for a variety of different reasons and at many different wavelengths.
Studies of Jupiter's atmosphere can be broken down into several different
areas; imaging, UV, visible IR, and (more recently) radio spectroscopy,
spectrophotometry, spacecraft data (Pioneer 10 and 11 and Voyager I and II),
and finally theoretical modelling of the dynamics and of the cloud structure
using various aspects of these numerous data sets.
Although there is an abundance of spectroscopic information about
the planet very few systematic studies (Teifel 1976 , Sato and Hansen 1979)
have been carried out. Most investigations have concentrated solely on one
aspect of the atmosphere rather than being comprehensive in nature. An
in-depth review of H2 and CH 4 studies (observations and modelling) prior
to 1978 is offered by Wallace and Hunten (1978).
1

In recent years the

2

development of more sophisticated instrumentation has increased the amount
of data being acquired. The introduction of two dimensional CCD detectors
in conjunction with higher resolution spectrographs has greatly improved
the spatial and temporal coverage as well as the quality of the data. The
research discussed here is based on data obtained as part of a ground-based
observational program (that I established in 1983) which was designed to
give long and short term spectral, spatial, and temporal coverage of the
Jovian a.tmosphere. The design of the LPL spectrograph has enabled us
to monitor a variety of absorption features in Jupiter's atmosphere virtually
simultaneously. In addition to observations of the 3-0 8(1) and 8(0) hydrogen
quadrupole lines, broadband observations have been made of CH 4 (6190A ,
7250A , and 8900A ) , and NH3 (6450A , 5520A ) , as well as the

3V3

CH 4 lines at 10974A. Vertical cloud structures defined by two-cloud models
(Danielson and Tomasko, 1969; West and Tomasko, 1980) have a minimum
of six free parameters. More sophisticated models, such as those suggested
by thermodynamic studies (Weidenschilling and Lewis, 1973), would require
even more parameters. Each independent observation from this observing
program provides an additional constraint on the model's free parameters as
each absorption feature is sensitive to a different depth in the atmosphere.
There is also additional information to be obtained from the center to limb
variations.

Observations at the center of the disk probe the atmosphere more

3

deeply than those at the limb. Matching both the center of disk data and the
center to limb variations provides further constraints on the cloud structure
models.

Even with all the spectral coverage available from this observing

program there is insufficient data to evaluate each model parameter uniquely.
The combination of the extensive spatial coverage of our CCD spectra with
the extended temporal coverage does allow, however, for the incorporation
of spatial and temporal effects into this model cloud structure. The data
acquisition and data reduction procedures are discussed first.
The modelling results for the June 1983 H2 quadrupole and the
broadband CH4 data measurements are discussed in subsequent sections.
Extensive modelling is needed to convert the spectroscopic results into
information

about

atmospheric

composition

and

structure. Families

of

acceptable cloud structure models which fit the hydrogen quadrupole data
taken in June 1983 are presented. The additional CH 4 observations better
constrain the vertical structure cloud parameters that the H2 lines are
insensitive to. The fact that the CH4 and H2 data were acquired virtually
simultaneously (over a 4 day period in June) adds to the inherent value
of these data. The weakest methane band at 6190A probes deep into the
atmosphere and, though little affected by changes in the upper haze or
ammonia cloud, it is very sensitive to the lower (H20 or NH4 SH) cloud
layer. The pressure of this cloud's top,

P41

can be somewhat constrained

4

by measurements of this band and of the 7270A CH 4 band, which is of
intermediate strength. The 7270A band is sensitive to changes in both the
upper ammonia cloud and the lower cloud. If both cloud layers are changing
then it would be difficult to separate these effects. The best that can be done
is to model each parameter separately so that the effect of each parameter
can be analyzed. The strongest methane band (8900A) probes the upper
levels and is particularly sensitive to the ammonia cloud top but it cares
very little about the level or thickness of the lower cloud. Assigning unique
values to all of the cloud parameters incorporated into these two-cloud models
is still not possible. The modelling of these three methane bands with the
hydrogen data can, at best, be used to build a reasonably well constrained

family of models which represent the average vertical cloud structure.
Diurnal changes in the vertical cloud structure are indicated by
the H2 studies and a mechanism for creating such changes is shown to be
reasonable. The H2 data also contain information on the thermodynamic
state of the hydrogen gas since both an ortho-H 2 line (3-0 S(1)) and a
para-H 2 line (3-0 8(0)) were studied and modelled. The best fitting models
require that most of the hydrogen be in a state of equilibrium but models
with small amounts of disequilibrium H2 in the upper 300 mbars also fit the
data adequately.
Over the years a variety of different observing programs have been

5

designed to study the H2 quadrupole absorption lines. The 3-0 8(1), 3-0
8(0) and 4-0 8(1) quadrupole lines were studied by Fink and Belton (1969),
Hunt and Bergstralh (1977), and Carleton and Traub (1974). Hunt and
Bergstralh attempted to do some f'lpatial and temporal studies of the center
to limb (CTL) behavior of some of these lines. They noted variations in
the equivalent widths of the 3-0 8(1) and 4-0 S(1) lines that occurred on
timescales of less than a day. The problem with these studies was that
none of them were truly systematic. 0111y limited attempts were made at
separating spatial and temporal variables. Early analysis of these data relied
on fairly unsophisticated models such as the reflecting layer model (RLM)
and the homogeneous scattering model (H8M). There were marked problems
with both these models with respect to matching the hydrogen quadrupole
observations. The equivalent widths of these lines do not vary appreciably
from center to limb (CTL) of the planetary disc. The RLM basically puts a
clear atmosphere over an impenetrable scattering layer. This model predicts
significant CTL strengthening and therefore does not adequately represent
the observations. The HSM spreads the cloud particles uniformly throughout
the atmosphere at all levels. It predicts a weakening trend from center to
limb. It soon became apparent that more complicated combinations of these
two simple models were needed. The two-cloud models (TCM), of the type
used by many authors but dating back to Danielson and Tomasko (1969),
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were suggested as being reasonable representations of the Jovian atmosphere.
The first

attempt

to pull together

a

coherent comprehensive

description of the Jovian atmosphere was that of Sato and Hansen (1979).
They attempted to build a consistent vertical cloud structure model for the
atmosphere using many diverse data sets that had been collected over the
previous several years and which covered a wide range of wavelengths at a
variety of different spatial and spectral resolutions. These data sets were used
to extract information about various parameters used in the cloud structure
models. In the past investigators had modelled only their own individual
data set but had not necessarily placed much emphasis on defining the
overall cloud structure. The work of Sato and Hansen tried to correct this
oversight by limiting the cloud structure with several diverse data sets. The
problem with their study was that the wide range of data sets chosen could
introduce several possible sources of error due to:

a) different reduction techniques for different data sets,
b) different instrument calibration by individual investigators,
c) changes in vertical structure associated with combining data
sets that were acquired months or years apart.

The spatial and temporal coverage of the data varied enormously thus making
it very difficult to draw specific conclusions about any particular region or
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how it might have changed with time. The atmospheric dynamics and the
cloud physics on Jupiter are extremely complex and poorly understood. It
would be very difficult, therefore, to devise anything more than a simple
average picture of the vertical structure from such a diverse data base.
The data sets used in the Sato and Hansen study span a minimum
of four years between 1973 and 1977. The basic visible cloud pattern on
Jupiter between July 1973 and December 1978 changed drastically over this
five year period (Morrison and Samz, 1980). Dark regions become light
regions and vice versa and complicated structures appear and disappear. It
would not be too surprising therefore if indeed the pressure of the lower
(H 2 0 or NH4 SH) cloud top or the entire vertical cloud structure is changing
with the upper visible clouds on similiar, or possibly even shorter, timescales.
One study by Cochran and Cochran (1980, 1983) did deal with
this problem. They monitored the longitudinal and temporal variations in
the equivalent widths of the 6190

A CH 4 and the

6450

A NH3 bands at

the center of the disk. Slightly smaller equivalent widths were measured for
the CH 4 absorption at a longitude of approximate1y 150 0

•

Their results

suggested that cloud structure varied with longitude and that these variations
could best be explained by changes in the altitude of the ammonia cloud top
of about

±

110 mbars. Their work also indicated that there were long-term

changes which could be explained by a global decrease in the mean altitude of
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the ammonia cloud. Our June 1983 low resolution CH 4 data. sample different
longitudes from the east to the west limb since the spectrograph slit lay
east-west on the planet for these observations. The longitudes covered by
this data range from about 115 0 at the east limb to 295() at the west limb.
How much longitudinal variation is therefore present in this CH 4 data set is
difficult to deduce but it obvious that the CH 4 absorptions are dependent
on a variety of different factors simultaneously.
It was the work by Sato and Hansen and others that led me to
design a.nd execute an observing strategy to investigate the questions relating
to spatial and temporal changes in the Jovian atmosphere. Our June 1983
observations of the hydrogen quadrupole and broadband methane absorptions
have been used for exactly this purpose. The results of this work indicate
latitudinal differences in the vertical cloud structure as well as short term
temporal changes in this structure. The slight increase in the equivalent
widths of these H2 lines suggest.s a diurnal change in the vertical structure
of the atmosphere. This change cannot be due to differences in vertical
structure associated with different longitudes because the same longitude was
tracked as it rotat~d from the east (or morning) limb to the west (or evening)
limb. If there are variations in vertical structure associated with different
longitudes then they must be of a smaller scale than the effect studied here
as all the various longitudes that were monitored showed the same increasing

9

trend.
1.2 THE ORTHO-H2 TO PARA-H 2 RATIO

The final issue which will be addressed with this data set is whether
the H2

IS

mostly in an equilibrium or a normal state (i.e. the or tho to

para ratio is equal to 3 for normal H2 ) at most levels in the atmosphere.
Conrath (1986) gives a good review of the current questions relating to the
thermodynamic behavior of the H2 gas in the atmospheres of the Jovian
planets. The deeper atmospheres of the outer planets have been shown to
be primarily in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium.
The quantum mechanical wavefuction for hydrogen is constrained to
be antisymmetric with respect to interchange of nuclei. As a result of this
the proton spin states and the rotational states of the molecule are coupled.
The para state is associated with the even rotational quantum numbers
J and the singlet state of the anti-parallel proton spin. The ortho state
IS

associated with the odd J and the triplet state of the parallel proton

spin. A transition of AJ=1 is highly forbidden and if a sample of hydrogen
is cooled from 300

0

K

then the mixture is expected to approximate a

"normal" mixture (i.e. the ortho-H 2 to para-H 2 ratio is 3:1). The question
•
then arises as to how the hydrogen managed to get into an equilibrated

state. In order for equilibration to occur the time required for conversion
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from or tho to para hydrogen must be shorter than the time associated with
the upwelling of hydrogen from warmer, deeper levels. If this conversion
time is not short enough then fractions of the hydrogen will have a signature
characteristic of warmer levels. The ortho-para ratio would then be closer
to that of a "normal" mixture (3 parts or tho to 1 part para) rather than
an equilibrium ratio. The conversion of ortho-hydrogen to para-hydrogen is
not an easy or rapid process. Massie and Hunten (1982) discuss a number
of different mecnanisms for converting the hydrogen from one form to the
other. They suggest that free radical surface sites on aerosol particles may
initiate catalytic conversion of ortho-H2 to para-H2. They also concluded
that at lower pressures (high in the atmosphere) the ortho-para ratio would
be the same as that at the top of the cloud layer (namely, a mixture of
normal and equilibrium hydrogen).
Recent work by Conrath and Geirasch (1984) discusses the para
fraction found above the 300 mbar level of the Jovian atmosphere. Their
results, based on the Voyager 1 and 2 infrared imaging spectrometer (IRIS),
indicated a disequilibrium para fraction in the upper atmospheric layers,
especially at the lower latitudes. Their study showed a lack of correlation
between indication for clouds and the para fraction. They conclude from
this that near the 300 mbar level the ortho-para conversion is not a
result of catalysis by aerosol particles. There must, however, be important
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equilibration processes operating at greater depths in the atmosphere.
The 3-0 H2 quadrupole lines probe significantly deeper into the
atmosphere (approximately to the 1 or 2 bar level). The model of Massie
and Hunten (1982) would suggest that at these deeper levels, at least, the
hydrogen should be much closer to its equilibrium state. Models of the 3-0
hydrogen quadrupole measurements that we made in June 1983 indicate that
the hydrogen is primarily in an equilibrium state but that the data can
still be consistently modelled with small amounts of normal hydrogen in the
upper 300 mbars of the atmosphere.
The process of equilibration is the result of a complex combination
of dynamics, particle physics and atmospheric chemistry. Dynamical processes
deal with the vertical and horizontal transport of both energy and gases.
The dynamics of an atmosphere also play a role in the distribution of
cloud particles and atmospheric gases. A detailed theoretical discussion
of the various types of particle dynamics expected to occur in planetary
atmospheres is given by Rossow (1978). The distribution of cloud particles
and atmospheric gases affects where in the atmosphere most of the sunlight
is absorbed or reflected.

The chemical composHion of the atmosphere

provides information on where various cloud layers might condense. Chemical
equilibrium calculations for model Jovian atmospheres by Lewis (1969) and
Weidenschilling and Lewis (1973) give an indication as to the pressure
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levels at which the various cloud layers might saturate. Models such as
these will, at best, represent a space-time average over the entire planet.
They do provide a. valuable starting point for understanding the basic
average vertical structure that might be expected given a particular chemical
composition and temperature-pressure profile. Understanding the process of
equilibration and where such equilibration might occur is therefore a difficult
problem. The absence of laboratory studies at planetary temperatures and
the appropriate resolutions makes the interpretation of spectroscopic data
difficult. The overall kinetics of the atmosphere are poorly understood as are
the interactions between the dynamics, particle distribution and composition,
and the gas distribution, temperature, and chemistry.
In the following chapters (chapters 2, 3 and 4) the acquisition and

reduction of the data set will be outlined in detail. Chapter 2 deals with the
instrumentation used to make these observations. A description of how the
data set was obtained and a summary of the spatial, temporal, and spectral
coverage of the data is presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with the basic
data reduction procedures used to analyze the hydrogen quadrupole spectra
and describes how the equivalent widths of these lines were measured. This
chapter also deals with the data reduction procedures for the CH 4 bands at
6190, 7270, and 8900Aobserved at low resolution. The general results of the
radiative transfer modelling for both the 3-0 H2 data and the broadband
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methane observations will be discussed in chapter 5. The results of the
modelling with respect to the best general picture for the vertical cloud
structure on Jupiter will be discussed in chapter 6. Diurnal changes in the
ammonia cloud layer are indicated by the hydrogen quadrupole measurements.
A dynamical energy balance mechanism for accomplishing such a change is
also discussed in this chapter. Chapter 7 presents the results of the study
of the thermodynamic state of the hydrogen gas as determined from the 3-0
observations. The final chapter summarizes all the conclusions that can be
drawn from the modelling of the whole data set (H2 and CH 4 observations)
and discusses potential projects for the future.

CHAPTER 2

INSTRUMENTATION AND OBSERVING FACILITY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

All of our observations were made with the LPL Cassegrain
spectrograph usable with an R4 echelle or interchangeable plane gratings,
in combination with an RCA CCD detector. The spectrograph was designed
by Robert A. Brown and a brief description of the optical system is given
below. The details of the design were provided by R.A. Brown (private
communication). The versatility of the spectrograph allows us to obtain a
whole suite of observations covering a large number of different absorption
lines. These observations then provide several limitations on the parameters
used to specify a vertical structure for the atmosphere from a two-cloud
model. The Fred Whipple Observatory 24" (61 cm) telescope was used for
these observations during 4-5 day periods in each of April, May, and June
of 1983 and 1984. Table 1 summarizes the parameters characterizing the
telescope, the spectrograph, and the detector used for all of our observations.
The CCD detector system belongs to the Smithsonian Institution and
its use can be purchased when telescope time at the Whipple Observatory is
14
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TABLE 1. Telescope, Spectrograph, and Detector Characteristics

Telescope
24 inch primary mirror
f/13.5 focal ratio
plate scale = 25" /mm
Gratings
A) The high resolution echelle grating
79 grooves/mm
Blaze angle = 76 0
Dispersion = 1.4 A/mm at 5800A
B)The medium resolution plane grating
600 grooves / mm
Blaze angle = 17 0 27'
First order Littrow wavelength = 1.0 /Lm
Dispersion = 23.73 A/mm or 0.79 A/pixel
.C) The low resolution plane grating
80 grooves/mm
Blaze angle = 20
First order Littrow wavelength = 8700A
Dispersion = 186 A/mm or 5.59 A/pixel
Detector
RCA thin, back-illuminated, high efficiency chip
1 pixel = 30 microns (square)
320 x 512 resolution elements
active area = 9.7mm x 15.3mm
1 pixel = 0.75" (with 24" telescope)
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requested. Details of the CCD design are given by Geary and Kent (1981).
It has a 320 by 512 pixel array and a total active area of 9.7mm by I5.3mm.
The individual pixel elements are 30 microns on a side. When this detector
is combined with the 24" telescope one pixel element represents 0.75" . The
chip used in this detector is an RCA, thin, back-illuminated chip of high
efficiency. The fact that the chip is thinned naturally leads to lower red
sensitivity. This is a particularly troublesome quality for making the 1.1
p,m observations of the

3£13

CH4

bands. The thinned chip has problems

with interference; it causes large variations in the continuum which become
increasingly prominent toward the IR. Fortunately these variations can be
very successfully flatfielded out of the spectra.

2.2 THE ECHELLE SPECTROGRAPH

The f/13.5 focal ratio of the spectrograph (Figure 1) was designed
to match that of the 24" telescope. A special set of reducing optics allows
the spectrograph to be used with f/9 telescopes. Wavelength calibration and
focussing of the spectroghaph used a light beam from a standard thoriumargon (ThAr)lamp source which was directed through the spectrograph optics.
The camera and collimator mirrors and the echelle position were adjusted
until the sharpest emission line profile at the desired wavelength was obtained.
The cone of converging light from the telescope first passes through
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Fig. 2. A high resolution CCD Jupiter spectrum of the 3-0 8(1) H2 line

The. black curve labelled A, represents a plot of the continuum intensity
versus latitude on Jupiter. The peaks on the curve correspond to the bright
zones and the darker belts are represented by the latitude regions of lower'
intensity. The spectrum below, labelled B, is a plot of wavelength versus
intensity at an arbitrary latitude on the planet.
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a hole covered by a glass microscope slide coverslip. The coverslip reflects a
small fraction of the incoming light to an offset guider. The offset guider was
calibrated using the elongation positions calculated for several of the Galilean
satellites for the initial observing nights. At the time of the elongation the
camera mounted on at the offset guider was moved to the position of the
satellite using two micrometers mounted on the offset guider platform. In
this way it was possible to calibrate distances on the sky to different changes
in the x and y micrometer values on the offset guider stage.
The remainder of the focused light then falls on the polished jaws of
the input slit of the spectrograph; the height, width, position, and rotation of
the slit are all independently adjustable parameters. The light reflected from
the slit jaws into an eyepiece allows the observer to see the slit and align it
on the sky. The light then passes through an imaging quality, anti-reflection
coated, 100-200

A bandwidth, interference filter which selects one order of

the echelle. The subsequent light path is shown in figure 1. Mirror Ml
redirects the light from the telescope optic axis to the spectrograph optic
axis which lies about 90 degrees away. The collimator mirror, M2, is an
off axis paraboloid which illuminates the echelle (E). The diffracted beam
strikes the rotatable flat mirror, M3, and the flat diagonal M5 on its way
to the detector. The camera mirror, M4, is also an off axis paraboloid. All
the mirrors are silver coated for high reflectivity (98%) and therefore high
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system efficiency.

In low- and medium-resolution modes the echelle grating is replaced
by the appropriate plane grating. It is possible, though not convenient, to
switch from the high-resolution echelle mode to the 10\;'- or medium resolution
modes in less than 30 minutes. Normally however, all the observations on
a particular night were taken at one resolution.
When the LPL echelle spectrograph is combined with a CCD
detector a two-dimensional spectrum is produced which has both spatial
information (latitudinal - for a north-south slit) and spectral information. A
slit oriented north-south on Jupiter using the spectrograph's high resolution
mode required a specific orientation of the spectrograph on the telescope.
The design of the mount attaching the spectrograph to the 24" telescope
is such that when the echelle grating is replaced by either of the plane
gratings an east-west slit on Jupiter is required in order to optimize the
spectral resolution. A typical Jupiter spectrum for the 3-0 8(1) wavelength
region (8140A - 8165A) is shown in figure 2. The tilt of the spectral lines
is a consequence of the spectrograph design: the light from the different
ends of the slit m.eets the echelle at appreciably different angles due to its
out-of-plane mounting in the spectrograph. The amount of tilt to a line is
related to both the slit rotation used and the wavelength being measured by
the equation:
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tan(tilt) = -6.5tan')' + tan(2700 - slit rotation)

(1)

where ')' is highly dependent on the crank setting (which gover.ns how far
the echelle is sitting from the collimator mirror). The appropriate crank
setting can be calculated for a particular wavelength. The spectral region of
interest is always observed in the lowest possible order. The slit image can
be rectified to give vertical lines if the appropriate slit rotation is used. The
problem with this solution is that the spectral and spatial resolutions are
degraded (by a factor of cos(2700- slit rotation) in the process of rectifying
the slit image. It is better, therefore, to work with tilted spectral lines
which can be coadded with a

v~riable

shifting routine.

CHAPTER 3

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL ATMOSPHERIC MONITORING

3.1 ACQUISITION OF THE 3-0 H2 QUADRUPOLE DATA

Observations of the Jovian atmosphere were made at a variety
of different wavelengths. The planet was mapped very thoroughly at all
wavelengths of interest. The high resolution (SO mA /pixel)

hydrogen

quadrupole spectra required 10 minutes of integration to obtain a high signal
to noise, spatially resolved, Jupiter spectrum. The 3-0 S(l) and the 3-0 S(O)
lines require different settings of the spectrograph. Switching between the
two 3-0 H2 quadrupole wavelengths (3-0 S(O) at 8272A and the 3-0 S(l) at
81S1A) required less than a minute. The slit lay north-south (NS) on Jupiter
and its east-west (EW) position could be set very accurately (O.OSRJ or 1Ii
) using the calibrated offset guider, as was descibed in the previous section.
The slit width was 42 J.Lm or about 1". The ten minute exposure, therefore,
represented an averaging of

± 3_9 of longitude (,..., 1-3" ) depending on the
0

seeing and on the slit's EW position (e.g. whether the slit was placed near
a limb or on the central meridian). Guiding in the east-west direction was
generally good to about 0.10 RJ or 2" . Guiding in the NS direction was
22
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better than in the EW direction and was usually good to about 1

ill.

All

guiding for the H2 data was performed by an autoguiding TV system run by
an Apple computer. Typical seeing was on the order of 0.05 - 0.15 RJ or
1 iI - 3 i1 • There were therefore, 3 factors which contributed to the blurring

of the latitudinal and longitudinal spatial resolution. Seeing and EW guiding
were probably somewhat more important than the slit width with respect to
the blurring of the longitudinal information. This blurring is in addition to
the longitudinal averaging due to the exposure time. If all these factors are
weighted evenly then the final uncertainty expected for the EW averaging
would be on the order of 3.7" or 0.19 RJ . The factors influencing the
latitudinal or NS blurring are guiding errors and seeing effects

(Ii"

and 2"

respectively). The average NS blurring, therefore, would be on the order of
about 2!" or 0.12 RJ .
The north-south slit orientation at high resolution makes it possible
to monitor all latitudes simultaneously for a particular longitude. A spectrum
of latitude versus intensity (figure 2) can be plotted to determine which rows
of pixels (CCD resolution elements) represent the belts and zones. Spatial
distribution is shown in figure 3. The most distinct belts and zones are
clearly marked. A spectrum at any particular latitude can then be plotted
(see figure 2). A moon spectrum (taken on the same night and at a similar
airmass) can then be used to eliminate the terrestrial water lines (figure 3).
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JUPITER

II I II I II

I II

TERRESTRIAL WATER OR SOLAR FEATURES

Fig. 3. A high resolution Jupiter spectrum
and its corresponding Moon.

The Moon spectrum is obtained at appproximately the same airmass as the
Jupiter spectrum so the the interfering terrestrial water lines can be easily
removed.
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The spatial and temporal coverage at both the H2 3-0 quadrupole
wavelengths was obtained through extensive tracking and monitoring of three
particular system I longitudes. The longitudes chosen were 290 0

,

214 0 , and

63° ; one of which could always be tracked as it moved from the east to
west limb. Approximately nine different NS slit positions across the planet
were possible during any particular night at each of the two 3-0 quadrupole
wavelengths. Our offset guider system could then be used to place the slit
at the calculated position on the planet. Since the slit lies NS on Jupiter
a particular longitude can really only be precisely tracked at one latitude;
(the equatorial region (ER) from 100N-10oS was the latitude chosen for our
tracking experiments). When the slit was near the limb a somewhat different
longitude lay on the slit at the higher latitudes (see figure 4). As one of
the longitudes of interest moved from limb to limb, NS spectra were taken
alternately at each of the 3-0 H2 wavelengths (see figure 5). North-south
central meridian slices were also taken at a variety of other longitudes.
The same three longitudes were observed over 3-5 nights in April,
May, and June of 1983 and 1984. The data obtained from the limb to
limb tracking experiment were obtained so that short term (diurnal effects)
could be investigated. The experiment was repeated from one month to
another (and one year to another) so that longer term effects could also
be studied. It is best to compare NS slices of a particular longitude that
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal tracking at low latitudes.
A longitude can be monitored quite easily with a north-south slit on the
planet. In the low latitude region (20 0N-200S) a longitude can be easily
tracked as it moves form the east to the west limb. At higher latitudes a
slightly different longitude lies in the slit when the slit is near the limb.
Slit placement is accurate to approximately O.05RJ. The slit width is not
shown to Bcale.
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Fig. 5. Longitudinal monitoring with planetary rotation

It is possible to track a longitude as it moves from the east (or morning)
limb to the west (or evening) limb. The longitude of interest is marked by
the dotted line.
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were taken when that longitude was at the same EW position on Jupiter.
In this way spatial effects due to viewing geometry, etc. can be eliminated.

Very long term temporal variations in the quadrupole data can be looked for
by comparing 1983 data to 1984 data. The spatial and temporal coverage
of the H2 quadrupole data (1983 and 1984) is summarized in tables 2 and
3. Spatial variation can be investigated by studying the latitudinal patterns
obtained from central meridian slices at different longitudes but from the
same night's data (see Table 3).

3.2 SUMMARY OF THE HIGH RESOLUTION CH4 OBSERVATIONS

Some high resolution (~ 80mA )

3V3

CH 4 observations were also

made in 1983 (Table 4). All integrations are 1-2 hours long. In 1984 all the
1.1 /-Lm spectra were made with the medium-resolution (0.8A /pixel) grating
but still required long (60-90 mins.)

integrations. The 1983 data was taken

with a NS slit while the 1984 spectra were all taken at the equator with an
EW slit. No longitudinal information was possible in either data set due to
the long integration times.

3.3 ACQUISITION AND SUMMARY OF THE BROADBAND CH4 DATA

The major difference between the spatial and temporal coverage
of this data and the high resolution H2 and CH 4 data is in the slit
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TABLE 2. Summnry of the 1983 H2 Quadrupole Observations

S(O)

0.65
0.52
0.52
0.38
0.28
0.24
0.17
0.12
0.07
0.02

0.76
0.69
0.65
0.65
0.57
0.48
0.38
0.23
0.22
0.56
0.43
0.33
0.28
0.07

LONGITUDE=2900
0.86 J .,
0.38
0.73 M
0.23
0.66 A
0.13
0.03
0.66 J "
0.49 J .,
0.03
0.34 J .,
0.20 J •
0.13 A
0.13 M

A
M .,
J .,
M .,

M .,
A

M .,
A
J .,

M

S(l)

J .,
J •

0.91
0.77
0.73
0.66
0.57
0.53
0.48
0.48
0.89
0.85
0.29
0.18
0.09

A
A
M

00

A

LONGITUDE=63°
0.74 J .,
0.85
0.76
0.54 J •
0.40 M
0.61
0.25 J .,
0.52
0.09 A
0.38
0.23
0.04 M
0.07
0.01

J .,
M .,
J .,
M .,
J .,

LONGITUDE=214°
0.43 J ..
0.77 M
0.17 J ..
0.74 A
0.49 J .,
0.08 M
0.27 M .,
0.14 M ..

J 00
M
A
J "
M .,

M .,
J "
M

J .,
A
M

J ..

J .,
A

M

M
J •
A

M
M
J .,
M
J .,
J .,

0.67 J ..
0.40 J .,
0.20 M

J ..

M
J ..
M

A

0.86
0.63
0.58
0.39
0.24
0.13
0.04

M
J .,
A
M
M
M
J .,

MISCELLANEOUS POSITIONS AND LONGITUDES

S(O)
Longitude(O)
1.6
240
58
58
83
113
149
186
3.5
327

S(l)
Position
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.04
0.17
0.42
0.69
0.88
0.50
0.75

RJ
RJ
RJE
RJW
RJE
RJE
RJE
RJE
RJW
RJW

Longitude(O)
A
M"
J"
J ..
J"

J"

J"
J"
J .,
J .,

Position
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.1.5
0.27
0.56
0.79

845
297

0.63 RJW J ..
0.89 RJW J .,

RJ
RJ
RJE
RJW
RJE
RJE
RJE

A = April observation M = May observation J = June observation
4/30/83-5/02/83

5/30/83-6/01/83

A

1.6
240
46
46
95
131
167

6/25/83-6/28/83

., = Data is o.lready reduced. Equivalent width measuremento exist.

M"
J"
J ..
J"

J"

J ..
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TABLE 8. Summary of the 1984 H2 Quadrupole Observa.tions

S(O)
LONGITUDE=2900
0.22 M
0.61 A
0.61 M
0.06 M
0.47 J "
0.00 J "
0.43 A
0.15 J "
0.08 M

0.42 M

LONGITUDE=63°
0.79 M
0.38
0.26 M
0.31
0.11 M
0.07
0.08 M
0.03

0.48 M
0.16 M

0.68
0.62
0.49
0.46
0.36
0.31
0.01
0.00

S(I)

LONGITUDE=214°
0.54 J "
0.79
0.45 J "
0.68
0.28 M
0.53
0.26 J
0.26
0.04 J "
0.16
0.14

M
J
J
M

J

M

J

0.70
0.59
0.53
0.50
0.36
0.28

M

J "
A

M
J "
A

M
M
M
M

0.68 M
0.39 J

M
J
M

0.41
0.38
0.15
0.15
0.18

J

M

J

J
J "
J

J "
M

M

MISCELLANEOUS CENTRAL MERIDIAN NS SLICES - DIFFERENT LONGITUDES
S(O)
S(I)
Longitude (0)
360 J "
857 M
342 J "
328 A
316 A
307 A
281 J
261 M
224 M
174 M
135 M
132 J
124 M
116 J
110 J
26 M
25 M
18 M
6.0 J "
161 (0.16 RJ W) M

Longitude (0)
351 J "
340 A
S35 J "
322 A
274 J
267 M
200 M
191 M
161 M
182 J
180 M
129 J
126 J
118 M
104 J
19 M
12 J "
11M
S.6 M
2.4 M
174 (0.14 RJW) M

A = April observation M = May observa.tion J = June observation
5/S0/83-6/01/83
6/25/88-6/28/83
4/30/83-5/02/83
" = Data is already reduced. Equivalent width measurements exist.
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TABLE 4.

Summary of the 1983 High Resolution 1 /tm
Methane Observations

Date

Time (U.T.)

Integration Time

5/2/83
5/2/83
5/2/83
5/31/83
6/1/83
6/1/83
6/24/83
6/25/83

08:03:20
10:46:49
12:04:51
06:47:26
08:09:30
11:13:49
06:37:42
07:57:13

1 hour

It

hours
1 hour

It
II

hours
hours
55 mins
hours
1 hour

It

3113
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orientation. The physical limitations of the spectrograph mounting to the
24" telescope were such that the high resolution spectra were taken with the
slit oriented north-south and the low- and medium-resolution spectra all used
an east-west slit orientation. The low resolution ( 5.5

A jpixel ) spectra

required short exposures of 20-30 seconds and gave a wavelength spread of
approximately 2800

A . The regions 5000-7800 A and 7000-9800 A were

therefore sampled separately. Extensive longitudinal coverage was obtained
as different longitudes were sampled at the east and west limbs unlike the

H2 data where longitudes were tracked as they rotated from one limb to
the other. Substantial latitudinal coverage was possible with several short
exposures despite the EW slit restriction. For each of the two wavelength
regions seven EW Jupiter spectra were taken; thereby providing EW coverage
at both the north and south poles, belts, zones, and at the equator. The
seven different latitudinal slit positions are given in table 5. Summaries of
the spatial and temporal coverage of the low- and medium-resolution spectra
both for 1983 and 1984 are presented in Tables 5-7.
The short exposure times made guiding errors very small. Other
contributors to spatial blurring were the slit width (30J.lm or 0.7" or 0.035

RJ) and the seeing ( 1-3"). Weighing these two factors equally produces an
average blurring of 2.1" or O.l1RJ. At the equator this would correspond to
averaging about 6-7°of latitude while EW slices at the polar latitudes (0.7
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TABLE 5. Summary of the 1988 Brondbo.nd C~ Obflervntiono
North-nouth Positions of the EMt-weot Low Reaolution Sliceo

Position of the slit as
measured from the equator
0.70 RJ N
0.45 RJ N
0.25 RJ N
0.00 RJ
0.15 RJ S
0.25 RJ S
0.45 RJ S
0.70 RJ S
Date
5/02/88 5/08/88

5/27/88 5/28/88

5/28/88 5/29/88

6/28/83 6/29/88

Corresponding region
on Jupiter
North polar (NP)
mid north (N)
North equatorial belt (NEB)
Equatorial (ER or EZ)
South equa.torial belt (SEB)
South of belt (just) (ST)
Mid aouth (S)
South polar (NP)
Comments
1) Both wavelength aettinga were studied nt aU seven
north-south (NS) positions on Jupiter.
2) No atandard stars were measured.
S) Integration times were 20 seconds at
a.U latitudes except at the poles where
SO second integrations were used.
1) Only wavelength setting b) was obta.ined.
2) AU seven NS positions on Jupiter were studied.
S) Some measurements of the standard star
w2 Sco exist for this night.
4) AU integrations on Jupiter were 80 seconds long.
1) Both wavelength settings were studied at all
seven (NS) positions on Jupiter.
2) Two spectra were taken with the slit EW on the
NEB and two spectrn were taken with the slit
on the SEB. One spectrn was taken in early
evening and one wa.a taken in late evening.
8) Some mea.aurements of the standard star w 2 Sco
were made at each of the two wavelength settings.
4) AU integrations on Jupiter were SO seconds long.
1) Both wavelength nettings were studied at all
seven (NS) positions on Jupiter.
2) The mid south region at 0.45 RJS may
correspond to the southern temperate belt.
S) Some measurements of the otandard star SAO
159706 were made at the low wavelength setting.
4) All integrations on Jupiter were 20 seconds long.
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TABLE 6. Summary of the 1984 Broadband CH 4 Observations
North-south Positions of the East-west Low Resolution Slices

~

~.

Position of the slit as
measured from the equator

Corresponding region
on Jupiter

0.50 RJ N
0.25 RJ N~
0.00 RJ
0.25 RJ SUo
0.50 RJ SU

Mid north (N)
North equatorial belt (NEB)
Equatorial (ER or EZ)
South equatorial belt (SEB)
South tropical belt (STB)

All observations were made on the night of 6/14/84.
Slit lay EW on the belt.
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TABLE 7.

Summary of the 1984 Medium-resolution CH 4 Observations

Date

Time (U.T.)

6/13/84
6/13/84
6/13/84
6/14/84

08:52:42
10:50:22
11:32:42
07:10:13

Integration Time
1
1
40
30

hour
hour
mins
mins
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± 0.06RJ) would represent an average of about 10-12°of latitude.
Images of Jupiter taken two weeks prior to our June 1983
observations were acquired by J. Morgan (private communication) at the
88" telescope at the Mauna Kea Observatory in Hawaii. The images were
taken through narrow band pass filters centered at 6731

A and at 9532 A .

These images were used to make certain that anomalous visible features would
not be misinterpreted as temporal variations and chosen for the monitoring
experiment.

CHAPTER 4

DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES

4.1 PROCESSING CCD SPECTRA - GENERAL METHODS

CCD spectroscopy is still a new and growing field.

A planetary

spectrum taken with a CCD camera at the instrument's detector port is
really a spatially resolved two dimensional spectrum. The resulting spectrum
can be thought of as a stack of ordinary linear spectra that have the
advantage of having been obtained at the same instant in time.
Each linear spectrum represents the spectral characteristics of a
particular region on the planet. For example if a north-south slit was placed
on the central meridian the resulting CCD spectrum would be representative
of a stack of 40-50 linear spectra each one produced by a different average
latitude. Similarly if an east-west slit was used then the stack of spectra
would each represent different average longitudes. Spatial information can
be therefore be extracted from each spectrum by looking at the individual
linear spectra. The spatial resolution (Le. how many degrees of latitude are
incorporated into each linear spectrum) would be a function of seeing effects,
guiding errors, telescope size, and CCD pixel size. All of the observations
37
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discussed have been obtained with a 24 inch f/13 telescope with seeing
ranging from 14- 24" and guiding errors of 1-3" and with a CCD with
30 micron square pixels. For the hydrogen quadrupole observations (with a
north-south slit orientation) this combination of

obs~rving

parameters leads

to spatial resolution of 0.12RJ which implies 7-8° of latitude averaged at the
equator and 10-12° of latitude averaged in the polar (40-50 0 N or S) regions.
The equatorial region therefore (5°N-5°S) is composed of about 4-5 linear
spectra form the center of the stack of spectra making up the original 45
line CCD spectrum. The north (or south) polar regions on the other hand
would be represented by a range of 2-3 linear spectra which would lie about
13 pixels away from the central pixel in the original CCD spectrum's stack
of spectra.
Obtaining the CCD spectral data is fairly straightforward. The
biggest bottleneck is the data processing and analysis. Many of the steps in
the data analysis can be automated but ultimately the final equivalent width
measurements require a more personal approach. This work can be very time
consuming. The data does however contain a wealth of information as both
spatial and spectral information are present in each of the CCD spectra.
The data reduction proceeds through a number of different processing
steps. Each spectrum must first be bias-subtracted and then flat-fielded. The
bias refers to the "signature" pattern (Geary and Latham, 1981) introduced
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to every spectrum when the CCD is read. A bias frame (zero second
exposure) is subtracted from each CCD exposure to reduce random readout
noise. Flatfielding is a somewhat more complicated process. The sensitivity
of the CCD chip varies from one pixel to another. A flatfield frame is
actually a CCD exposure of the dome which is being uniformly lit by several
incandescent lamps. The slit, and therefore the CCD chip, are uniformly
illuminated and a spectrum of white light (through the filter of interest)
is imaged onto the chip. Each exposure is therefore divided by a flat-field
calibration frame.

A fiat-fielding frame at each wavelength (and spectral

resolution) is necessary for each night's observing. This fiatfielding process
is particularly important at longer wavelengths (l/tm) because significant
interference patterns begin to appear as shown in figure 6.
Once bias subtraction and fiatfielding of the spectra has been
performed each individual linear spectrum must be dealt with. The tilt
of the spectral lines and their slight curvature over the 320 pixel span of the
CCD chip makes it necessary to process the spectra line by line. The data
reduction programs written to deal with the multiple step processing of all of
the CCD spectra taken are the result of the efforts of several different people.
The original version of this program was written by Doug Hilton but it has
been improved and added to by a number of people since including myself.
The purpose of the SPECCC program (see Appendix A) is to allow line
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Fig. 6. Typical interference pattern for a Hatfield
image taken at IJLm.
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by line manipulation of the CCD spectra so that all available information
in these spectra can be tapped. The SPECCC program really only deals
with the later stages of the total data reduction procedure. The first steps
of data reduction - bias subtraction and flatfielding - are performed by a
modified version of the original routine that can handle twenty lines of the
original CCD spectrum at a time.

4.2 REDUCTION OF THE H2 QUADRUPOLE DATA

The first step in the H2 data reduction is the removal of the
terrestrial water lines from the Jupiter spectra. Observations of the Moon
were made as close in time as possible to the Jupiter observations so that
each Jupiter spectrum could then divided by a Moon spectrum of similar
airmass. Small airmass corrections were occasionally necessary and were made
by raising the Moon spectrum to a power equal to the ratio of the airmass
of the Moon spectrum to that of the Jovian spectrum (see Appendix B). The
matching of the water line position was performed with a linear correlation
routine that matched the water lines closest to the Jovian quadrupole line.
An independent check was also done on the moon spectra alone. Some of the
moon CCD frames were found to be quite "noisy". One linear spectrum was
divided by another from the same CCD image. This should produce a flat
line with no features.

A statistical analysis of the divided product was used
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as the deciding criterion for whether or not that particular Moon spectrum
would be used in the final analysis of the Jupiter spectra. Some of the Moon
spectra were not internally consistent and the divided product was not flat.
These spectra were discarded. This procedure was very successful in removing
the terrestrial features. The June 1983 spectra, which were obtained over a
3 day period, were some of the best data with respect to the Earth-Jupiter
doppler shift of the H2 quadrupole lines. Both lines fell in a 'water free'
portion of the spectrum and so the equivalent width measurements for these
data are likely to be more accurate. For any particular latitude on the
planet the equivalent widths of the quadrupole lines can be measured.
Interferences from small terrestrial or solar features are an area of
concern as they could produce systematic limb to limb variations in the
equivalent widths. Since Jupiter rotates the doppler shift for a particular
absorption line will be significantly different from one limb to the other.
A potential problem therefore, is the possibility that the increase in the
equivalent width might arise from the change in the doppler shift which
might move the quadrupole absorption in or out of a small water line.
High airmass solar spectra (airmass = 10-30) were obtained both with our
instrument and from J. Brault at Kitt Peak (private communication). These
spectra allowed us to search for possible weak interfering absorption features.
The quadrupole lines appear to remain clear of even the weakest terrestrial
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features for the June 1983 observations.
Interference from solar features was a major source of concern since
the division of the Jovian spectra by the appropriate Moon spectra removes
terrestrial water absorptions but not solar absorption features. The solar
features in the Jovian spectra are doppler shifted both by the Earth-Jupiter
motion and Jupiter's own rotation. The doppler shift of the solar features
is twice that of the H2 quadrupole lines since the solar features are shifted
once on their way to Jupiter and a second time when they are reflected
back to the Earth. Since the quadrupole lines are formed in the Jovian
atmosphere they only experience the doppler shift on the reflection back to
Earth.
Calculations of the expected wavelengths for the two quadrupole
lines and for all the solar lines that could potentially interfere showed that
only one solar feature might exhibit some interference with the 3-0 S(l) line
(8152.9

A ). This is a CN absorption at 8153.06 A . The combination of the

Earth-Jupiter doppler shift and the doppler shift due to Jupiter's rotation
would place this solar line closest to the hydrogen line at the east limb of
the planet. Spectra taken at 1 RJ east could produce spectra in which the
line center of the quadrupole line and the solar line were only shifted about
four pixels apart from one another. For spectra taken at 0.8 RJ E this line
center to line center displacement would be on the order of 5 pixels (clearly
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either barely in the wing of the line or out of the line completely - see
figure 2). Spectra at the west limb and central positions would only have
this line shifted even further from the quadrupole absorption. Technically,
such a line should appear as a spike followed by a dip since the solar
features in the Jovian spectra are shifted to higher wavelengths - due to
the sizes of the various doppler shifts in this month. These solar features,
therefore, should be clearly distinguishable from the quadrupole absorption.
This feature is obvious when the divided Jupiter spectrum is examined and
it is safely distant from even the wing of the ih line. Secondly, these solar
features should be visible in the moon spectra. Since this particular line

(eN - 8153.06 A ) has a 6 mA equivalent width its contribution to the total
equivalent width measured (~ 55 mA ) would only be, at most, on the order
of 10%. This, of course, would only occur if the solar line was completely
enveloped by the H2 feature. In the spectra analyzed the contribution from
this solar feature is estimated to be less than 2-3% .
The next step was the calculation of the equivalent width of the
lines of interest. A computer program was written to integrate the area
associated with the absorption feature of the lines. A screen cursor was used
to define the continuum levels and the wings of the lines. Six individual
measurements were made of each line so that the approximate error associated
with choosing a particular continuum level could be estimated. One method
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of estimating the error was to calculate the most extreme difference between
an individual equivalent width value and the subsequent average of the 6
individual measurements. The second method of estimating the error was
to calculate the standard deviation for the equivalent width values for a
particular latitude region. Both methods of estimating the error yielded
errors on the order of 6-8
studied so far.

% for both quadrupole lines at all the latitudes

When the many sources of both systematic and random

error are considered the overall error estimate to the equivalent width
measurements is still 6-8% . The results of these measurements for the
June 1983 observations for seven different latitude regions on Jupiter are
presented graphically in figures 7-13. The south and north polar regions
are averages over 10° of latitude from 40°-50° south and north respectively.
The south and north tropical zones are averages from 17°_23° south and
from 19°-21° north resectively. The south and north equatorial_ belts are
averages of the latitudes from 11°-17° south and north respectively. Finally,
the equatorial region is an average of the region from 5°N-5°S. The east
limb corresponds to the morning limb and the west limb corresponds to
the evening limb. The increasing values for the equivalent widths of the
quadrupole lines as a longitude moves from the east to the west limb is
believed to be real and not a systematic problem with the data reduction
or data acquisition.
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Fig. 7. June 1983 H2 data for the north polar region.

Equivalent width is plotted as a function of position on the planet. The
east limb refers to the morning limb and the west limb refes to the evening
limb.
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Fig. 8. June 1983 H2 data for the north tropical zone.
The format for this figure is the same as that of figure 7.
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Fig. 9. June 1983 H2 data for the north equatorial belt.
The format for this figure is the same as that of figure 7.
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Fig. 10. June 1983 H2 data for the equatorial region.
The format for this figure is the same as that of figure 7.
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Fig. 11. June 1983 H2 data for the south equatorial belt.
The format for this figure is the same as that of figure 7.
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Fig. 12. June 1983 H2 data for the south tropical zone.
The format for this figure is the same as that of figure 7.
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Fig. 13. June 1983 H2 data for the south polar region.
The format for this figure is the same as that of figure 7.
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One possible area of concern relating to the data. acquisition is that
the gradual increase in the equivalent widths of the H2 quadrupole lines is
the result of a systematic misplacement of the slit. If, for example, the alit
was moved to 0.7 RJ W how could this position be verified as not actually
being 0.8-0.9 RJ W. If indeed the slit was systematically placed incorrectly
too far· west then it should appear systematically too far east as the tracking
continued from limb to limb. Fortunately this kind of error would have
been recognized while making the observations since every slit placement was
verified visually before the spectrum was taken. For those spectra talten at
0.9 RJE or W it would be immmediately visually obvious that the slit was
considerably off position at the opposite limb. An additional check on the
accuracy of the slit placement was indicated by the NS vertical profiles taken
through any particular Jupiter CCD spectrum. The width of the profile is
very indicative of how far towards the limb the slit was since it is a direct
measure of how much of the slit's length was covered by the planet. The
width of the profi.les are all very consistent with the assumed slit position.
Also the slit was not always stepped across the planet from the east to the
west limb. Ocasionally the tracking started when the longitude of interest
was at the central meridian and then tracked to the west limb. The next
longitude of interest would then be picked up as soon as the first longitude
had disappeared to the backside of Jupiter. The slit would therefore be
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moved to the opposite limb and discrepancies in its position should have
been obvious. The visual confirmation of the slit position and the fact that
the observations of a particular longitude were conducted over several nights
(thereby requiring that the slit centering and starting position be reestablished
on several occasions) would tend to support the idea that the misplacement
of the slit would only act to randomize the data. The result of this kind of
randomization would flatten the east to west trend in the equivalent widths
not exaggerate it. If indeed all the extreme eastern slit positions were set
up in an identical manner and then tracking had always proceeded only from
the east limb then the trend in the equivalent width values could be viewed
with some suspicion as being an artifact of the slit placement.

4.3 REDUCTION OF THE LOW RESOLUTION CH 4 DATA

The data reduction procedures for the low resolution broadband
methane data are quite different from those used in the processing of the

H2 data although many of the same features of the SPEcce program were
employed. The intensity of the light,

Iband,

was evaluated at 11 different

wavelengths through each of the three methane bands (6190, 7270, and
8900A). The Bolar flux,
of each band and the

11'

F, was then calculated for the central wavelength

Iband's

were divided by the appropriate flux,

Fband.

The intensity of the continuum, Icont , adjacent to each of the bands was

Fig. 14. June 1983 CH 4 data for the south tropical zone.
The ~ ~ :::~ values for the CH 4 data at the a) east limb (0.7RJE), b) the
center of the disk (CD), and c) the west limb (0. 7RJ W) for the south tropical
zone are plotted versus the absorption coefficient. The triangles represent the
6190A band data, the crosses are for the 7270A data, and the circles are
for the 8900A data.
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evaluated next and also divided by the appropriate solar flux value. The

(I/F)band values were then ratioed to their corresponding (I/F)cont values
and plotted against the laboratory measured values (Fink et al.,1977, Dick et

al.,1977 and Giver et al.,1978) of the absorption coefficient at the wavelength
of interest. The values of these ratios for the south tropical zone are shown
In

figure 14.
Since only a 2800A region could be measured at one time it was

impossible to obtain spectra of the entire wavelength region spanning these
three bands simultaneously. An internal check on the data processing was
therefore made by including the 7270A band in both the low resolution
low wavelength spectra (5000-7800A) and the low resolution high wavelength
(7000-9800A) spectra.

This band was therefore evaluated twice so that error

arising from the data reduction processing could be looked for.

The two

independent data sets for this band appear to match very well showing little
variation in the measured
band.

~ ~ :::: values at the 11 wavelengths through the

CHAPTER 5

RADIATIVE TRANSFER TWO-CLOUD MODELLING

5.1 THE HYDROGEN DATA

Sophisticated two cloud, multiple scattering, radiative transfer models
of the atmosphere, like those discussed by Tomasko et aZ. (1978), were used
to model both the H2 quadrupole observations and the low reolution methane
data. A schematic representation of the type of vertical structure used is
shown in figure 15. The computer program which did the H2 modelling
included:

1) layer doubling and adding techniques (Hansen, 1969;
Hansen and Travis, 1974),

2) realistic single-scattering Henyey-Greenstein phase
functions were used for the particles in each layer
(Tomasko et aZ. 1978, Smith and Tomasko, 1984), and
3) H2 line shape calculations at 10 separate frequencies
through the absorption line (and continuum points) which
then used guassian quadrature integration to calculate
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the equivalent width of the H2 quadrupole lines.

The method used for calculating the hydrogen line shape was based
on work by Herbert (1974) which included the effects of pressure narrowing
and characterized the profile of H2 quadrupole lines based on work by
Galatry (1961). Many of the special features necessary for these studies were
implemented by Lyn Doose. Scattering geometries were calculated for each of
the individual observations in order to account for phase angle, time and date
of the observation, and the latitudinal and longitudinal position on Jupiter.
No blurring corrections were made to these model calculations. There are
several parameters that can be varied in models such as these but not all
of them have a substantial effect on the equivalent width value calculated
for the H2 quadrupole lines. Changes to the vertical cloud structure at the
level of the NH3 cloud (between 200 and 800 mbars) seem to have the
most substantial effect on the calculated equivalent widths of the H2 lines.
The reason for this is that a major portion of the H2 line profiles at these
wavelengths (the 3-0 S(l) line at SlSl! and the 3-0 S(O) line at 8273!) is
formed in the vicinity of, and somewhat below, the NH3 cloud. The CH 4
cloud model parameters are identical to thase used for modelling the H2
data but only one wavelength was evaluated at a time in the case of the
methane studies.
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Fig. 15. Schematic representation of a typical model cloud structure

Two cloud models such as this one are necessary to adequately describe the
Jovian atmosphere. The minimum number of parameters required by such
model structures is 9 and more sophisticated structures would only increase
this requirement.
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The two-cloud models used in this study incorporate a variety of
different parameters. The values of these parameters can be varied and a
family of solutions for viable vertical st'fuctures can be generated. Often the
effect of changing one of these parameters on the calculated equivalent widths
of the H2 absorptions can be compensated by changing one of the remaining
parameters in a significant way. It is true, for example that moving the
NH3 cloud top to greater pressures could be compensated for by making

the optical depth of the NH3 cloud greater or by pushing the bottom cloud
to a lower pressure. Similarly, at the methane wavelengths it is possible
to compensate for the changes to the vertical structure generated by one
parameter change by changing a second cloud parameter by a small amount.
The parameters used in this study are listed below. For those parameters
that were generally fixed at a particular value the specific value used is also
listed.

pressure level for the haze

-

Ph

haze thickness

-

Th

,.,

single scattering albedo for haze particles

Wh

pressure level for the N H 3 cloud top

P2

pressure level for the NH3 cloud bottom

-

P3

NH3 cloud thickness

-

Tel

(120mbars)

(0.125)
(0.95)

(700mbars)
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single scattering albedo for NH3 particles
single scattering albedo for the lower cloud particles
pressure level for the semi-infinite lower cloud

-

Wbcl

P4 (2 bars)

The haze layer lies high up in the atmosphere (around 120 mbars)
and does not contribute significantly to the H2 line profiles. Acceptable values
for the pressure level and thicknesses of this layer are better determined either
from measurements of the a900 A CH 4 band or from polarimetry studies.
Even the a900A CH 4 band, the strongest of the 3 that were studied and
the most sensitive to changes in the upper atmospheric layers, has limited
sensitivity to the upper haze. Changes to the haze thickness have a small
effect on the model fit to the data but it is really most sensitive to the
NH3 cloud top pressure. The H2 lines are essentially insensitive to the haze
layer's altitude, distribution, and thickness. The upper ammonia cloud, on
the other hand, is very influential with respect to the formation of the H2
lines and to a lesser extent all three methane bands. Since a significant
portion of the H2 lines profiles forms at this level in the atmosphere, the
pressure level at which the top of this cloud is placed and the thickness
chosen for this cloud are the two parameters to which the equivalent width
calculations of the 3-0 H2 lines are very sensitive. Slight changes in these
parameters are sufficient to match the increase in the measured equivalent
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widths from the east limb to the west limb. Changes in pressure level of the
bottom of the NH3 cloud (P3) have a much lesser effect on the formation of
the H2 lines. The bottom cloud's top pressure (P4 ) and thickness contribute
to the formation of the H2 lines but to a lesser extent than P2 and

Tel

for

the upper cloud. These parameters (P3 and P4 ) are better determined by
weak CH 4 lines, such as the 6190 A and the 7250

A bands, which probe

much deeper into the atmosphere. The values of the model parameters, P2
and

Tel,

also' have a significant impact on the model fit to the 7270A CH 4

data but this band is also sensitive to changes in the NH3 cloud bottom
pressure and the pressure of the lower cloud, P4.

Simultaneous changes in

either of these two parameters with changes in P2 and

Tel

can 'seriously

complicate the interpretation of the 7270A band.
Several model series have been run on the hydrogen and CH 4 data
sets. In each H2 model series all cloud parameters except one were held
constant so that the general effect of changing that particular parameter
could be studied. A total of seven different latitudes were analyzed and
the best overall fit to the data was found for each. The results of these
model series for the south tropical zone are presented in figures 16-19. The
horizontal line labelled CM, WL, and EL represent averages of 3 or 4 central
meridian, west limb and east limb values for the measured equivalent widths
of the 3-0 hydrogen quadrupole lines. The bars drawn on the figure represent
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Fig. 16. Sensitivity of the H2 quadrupole absorption to
the thickness of the NH3 cloud.

The horizontal lines represent average south tropical zone (STZ) values for
the central meridian (eM), the west limb (WL), and the east limb (EL)
respectively. The error bars represent an estimated 10' error. The curved
lines are the calculated model values for the eM and a typical limb (the
models are very nearly symmetric about the eM). The values of the other
cloud parameters were: P2=350 mbars and the values of the others were
the nominal values listed above.
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Fig. 17. Sensitivity of the H2 quadrupole absorption to
the pressure of the NH3 cloud top.

The format for this figure is the same as for figure 16. The values for the
other model parameters which were different from the nominal model values
were Tcl=5.5 and Wcl=Wbcl=O.997.
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Fig. 18. Sensitivity of the H2 quadrupole absorption to
the pressure of the NH3 cloud bottom.

The format for this figure is the same as for figure 16. values for the other
model parameters which were different from the nominal model values were
Tcl=5.5, Wcl=Wbcl=O.997, and P2=350 mbars.
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Fig. 19. Sensitivity of the H2 quadrupole absorption to
the pressure of the top of the lower cloud (H20 or NH 4 SH).

The format for this figure is the same as for figure 16. The values for the
other model parameters which were different from the nominal model values
were Tcl=5.0 and Wcl=Wbcl=O.997, and P2=320 mbars.
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about a 10' (6-8%) error which was determined from the average of more
than 25 points. The two curves in each plot represent the model calculated
equivalent widths for the center of the disk and a limb (the models are all
very nearly symmetric about the central meridian so that each cloud structure
gives essentially the same values for the equivalent width of the lines at both
the east and west limbs). Each of the figures plots the equivalent width in
milliangstroms (EW in MA) against the cloud parameter being varied. In
the following chapter each layer will be discussed separately as to its influence
on the formation of the 3-0 H2 quadrupole features and the
for the CH 4 band data.

5.2 THE METHANE DATA

The CH 4 band data were modelled with a similar series in which one
parameter at a time was studied. Figures 20-25 represent the effects of the
most important cloud model parameters and the ranges for these parameters
which provide adequate fits to the data. The solid curves plot the model
values for a given set of cloud parameters. The observational
data for all three methane bands are also plotted. The b) series of figures
represent central meridian points at the south tropical zone latitude. The
a) series are identical with the exception that they are modelling the east
limb (0.7RJ). Similarly the c) series plot the same models at the opposite

Fig. 20. Sensitivity of the values of I ~
to the thickness of the NH3 cloud.

bBnd
cont

The solid curves represent the model cloud structures for a given vertical
cloud structure. The observational data are for the south tropical zone.
Triangles, crosses, and circles represent the datafrom the 6190, 7270, and
8900A bands respectively. The data for all three methane bands are plotted
for a) the east limb b) the center of the disk, and c) the west limb. The
scatter in the data is believed to be a function of incomplete laboratory
data on the absorption coefficients and possibly the result of scattered light
in the band center (8900A band only).
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Fig. 20. Sensitivity of the values of
to the thickness of the NH3 cloud.
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limb (O.7RJW). The different CH 4 bands span a wide range of absorption
coefficients. The 8900A data are most sensitive to those parameters which
characterize the top layers of the atmosphere with specific emphasis on the
haze thickness, the pressures of the NH3 cloud top and bottom, and the
optical depth of the NH3 cloud. There is quite a bit of scatter in the data
from the 8900A band especially in the points near the band center. This
may be due to contamination from scattered light. If this is the case then
this band may not be realistically representing the atmospheric structure or
even the limb to limb varability. The 7270A data are also very sensitive to
the optical thickness of the NH3 cloud but not to its cloud top pressure. It
is, however, simultaneously affected by the pressure level of the top of the
lower (H 2 0 or NH 4 SH) cloud and its diffusiveness. It is difficult to separate
the effects of these variables. If, for example, the upper NH3 cloud was
changing on a diurnal timescale it is not unlikely that the lower cloud is
also changing. It is possible to imagine a scenario in which these two cloud
changes acted to compensate for one another. The 6l90A data probe the
Jovian atmosphere more deeply than the 7270A band but are sensitive to
essentially the same cloud parameters.

5.3 THE METHANE TO HYDROGEN MIXING RATIO

The uncertainty in the methane to hydrogen mixing ratio was briefly
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explored and the results are shown in figure 25. Changes in this value by
a factor of 2 require signficantly different vertical cloud structures to match
the observed data. Although reasonable alternate cloud model structures
could be proposed which would fit the methane data with a mixing ratio
very different from 2xlO- 3 (the value used in all of the CH 4 model series)
these model structures would not provide very good average fits _to the H2
quadrupole data. Intermediate values ranging from 1.5xlO- 3 to 2.6xlO- 3 are
also shown. This range provides much more reasonable fits to the data and
families of models could be generated in which the H2 data could also be
accomodated.

CHAPTER 6

MODELLING DIURNAL CLOUD STRUCTURE CHANGES

6.1 THE UPPER HAZE LAYER

The hydrogen observations are totally insensitive to the haze
pressure, its distribution, or its optical depth. Polarimetry studies (Tomasko

et

al.,

1978;

Smith

and

Tomasko,1984) from

the

Pioneer spacecraft

observations indicated a range of acceptable thicknesses and pressure levels
for the haze. The Pioneer data for various mid-latitude regions on Jupiter
required a thin haze layer, (0.05 :::;

(Wh

~

Th

< 0.5), composed of fairly brig4t,

0.95), and strongly forward scattering particles at a pressure level

of about 120 mbars. The large phase angles in the Pioneer polarimetry
studies put fairly strict constraints on the nature of this haze layer. These
constraints are, of course, model dependent but other models which allowed
for significantly thicker hazes didn't provide very good fits to the polarimetery
data. This data Bet is independent from any observations made from the
Earth since Earth-based observations are limited to studying phase angles
between 0° and 12° phase. Some allowance must be made for the fact that
these data were taken in 1973; 10 years prior to our study. The fact that
76
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these two studies are not coincident may create a problem. as it is not
unreasonable to imagine that the structure of this layer could be changing
on long time scales or even on significantly shorter time scales than 10 year
periods. Some 8900

A methane band observations were made at the same

time as the H2 observations and the center of this CH 4 band is moderately
sensitive to the haze thickness. This methane band is also sensitive to the
upper part of the NH3 cloud. Since both the haze thickness and the NH3
cloud top level could be changing simultaneously a diurnal effect in this cloud
structure may not be evidenced by a change in the I/F (where I=observed
intensity and 7rF=solar flux) of the CH 4 band center from the east to the
west limb. Also the low resolution CH 4 data sample different longitudes
from the east to the west limb since the spectrograph slit lay east-west
on the planet for these observations. Cochran and Cochran (1980) report
some longitudinal variation in the CH 4 bands (and the NH3 bands) which
they attributed to changing altitude in the ammonia cloud by about

±

110 mbars. Their data (taken in 1979) indicate a slightly smaller equivalent

width for the CH 4 absorption at a longitude of approximately 150 0
longitudes covered in our 1983 8900

A CH 4 data range from about

•

The

115 0 at

the east limb to 295 0 at the west limb. Changes in the equivalent width
mayor may not result in changes in the reflectivity as discussed by Cochran
et al.

(1981).

They suggest that changes in particle density and particle
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albedo could produce opposite effects on the reflectivity while still acting
to change the equivalent width of a line. Also there was some blurring of
the longitudinal information due to guiding and seeing effects. It is difficult
to predict how much longitudinal variation is present in our present data
set but it obvious that these CH 4 features are dependent on a variety of
different factors simultaneously.

6.2 THE AMMONIA CLOUD LAYER

Both the H2 quadrupole lines and the 8900
(and the 7250

A methane band

A band to a lesser extent) probe this cloud region. These

absorptions are most sensitive to the pressure of the ammonia cloud top and
its optical depth. The pressure at which the ammonia cloud bottom will
occur (i.e. the pressure at which ammonia starts to condense) is primarily
determined by the temperature-pressure structure of the atmosphere as well
as the overall chemistry of the atmosphere. A value for this parameter,
P3, of 700 mbars is used for most of the models as it is reasonable from
physical chemistry considerations. Absolute spectrophotometry is necessary
to constrain the scattering properties of the ammonia cloud, and of the haze,
and is not available from these observations. The values used, therefore, come
from earlier work (Pilcher et aZ. (1973), Woodman et aZ. (1979), and Orton
(1975)).

Although the physical appearance of the planet can change radically
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over this time period the single scattering albedo for brightest region on the
planet appears to be fairly constant. The cloud particles in the ammonia
cloud and the lower cloud would have to get significantly brighter during
the Jovian day to match the change in the equivalent width of the H2 lines
from one limb to the other. The east-west variation in the hydrogen data
may be able to be matched by varying this parameter from 0.995 to 0.999
but this would cause some problems in matching the 8900
and the 9400

A band center

A continuum since both limbs appear fairly symmetrical in

the CH4 data. IT the single scattering albedo is changing significantly from
the east to the west limb one would expect to see this change reflected in
the shape of the continuum curve. This parameter is, therefore, constrained
more by the continuum reflectivity at 9400

A than by the H2 absorptions.

Reflectivity studies of Woodman et al. (1979) also should show changes in
their low resolution spectra if there are limb to limb changes in Wcl of this
magnitude but no such large variations were noted.
The variation of the equivalent width of the H2 lines with changing
cloud top pressure is shown in figure 17. As discussed earlier the average
observed equivalent width value for the central meridian (CM), the east limb
(EL), and the west limb (WL) are represented as horizontal lines. The error
bars are an example of an approximate error associated with the equivalent
width measurements. The calculated equivalent width values for a typical
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limb and for the eM are plotted for several pressures. A change in cloud top
pressure of about 100-150 mbars would be required to match the measured
equivalent width values at a particular longitude as it rotates from the east
to the west limb. The dependence of equivalent width of the H2 on the

NH3 cloud thickness is shown in figure 16. The format for this figure is
the same as that just described. If cloud thickness was the only parameter
changing then a change in cloud thickness from about r = 6 to r = 3 would
be required to match the change in equivalent width from the morning to
the evening limb. A more realistic situation might be one in which both
the cloud top level and the cloud thickness were both changing due to some
atmospheric dynamical processes. As mentioned before these two parameters
can act to compensate for one another. A smaller change in the optical
depth combined with a slight sinking of the cloud top could also explain the
limb to limb change in the equivalent widths of the quadrupole lines.
The CH 4 data should show· these limb to limb effects as well.
Unfortunately, if the optical depth was only changing slightly and the NH3
cloud top was sinking to higher pressures the effect on on the

~ ~

bGnd
oont

would

be less obvious than changing the optical depth exclusively (see figures 20 and
21). The combination of these two parameter is a less sensitive probe for
the methane absorption wavelengths than it is for the H2 lines. In addition
the methane data are quite sensitive to the level of the bottom of the NH3
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cloud, P3, (figure 22) and moving the cloud bottom up to somewhat less
pressures could also act to compensate for decreasing the optical depth of
the cloud. The east and west limb could therefore lool!: the same. Although
this is what the observations show it does not act to confirm the diurnal
effect but merely tells us that the CH 4 data may not be useful in the
detection of such changes.
In addition the east and west limb CH 4 data represent different

longitudes. It is possible that the NH3 cloud top pressure could be different
from one longitude to another as was indicated by the study by Cochran
and Cochran (1980). This longitudinal variation could easily complicate the
interpretation of the CH 4 data with respect to the question of a diurnally
changing cloud. On the other hand changing only the optical depth of the
NH3 cloud (figure 20) should result in a limb to limb variation in the
methane data and so the fact that the data are symmetric (i.e. that the
east and west limb data points can be modelled with the same average
vertical structure) implies that at the very least two cloud parameters must
be varying over diurnal timescales if the hydrogen data are to be modelled
with the same structure. Since the two data sets (the H2 data and the
CH 4 data) were obtained coincidentally they almost certainly would require
the same model structures.
The variation of the H2 equivalent widths with the pressure of the
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NHs cloud bottom, Ps , is shown in figure 18. The calculated equivalent
widths are very insensitive to changes in this parameter. Even large changes
(several hundred millibars) in P s provide an adequate average model fit to the
data. The 7270A and the s900A bands are somewhat sensitive to changes
in the value of P a (figure 22). It is possible that a family of viable vertical
structures could be generated in which this parameter had a value different
from 700 mbars and which adequately fit the data. These model structure
would not however be drasticlly different from those already proposed.

6.3 MODELLING DYNAMICAL CLOUD CHANGES AND
ENERGY BALANCE CALCULATIONS

The discussions above indicate that the parameter which is the most
likely to be changing from limb to limb (as indicated by the H2 data) is the
optical depth of the ammonia cloud. The other parameters may change also
but these changes can be compensated for in the models but a corresponding
change in the

Tel.

The purpose of the following discussion is to illustrate the

plausibility of diurnal changes in the Jovian atmosphere using the simplest
possible mechanism, namely changing only the

Tel

from 6 to 3 over half

a Jovian period. During the Jovian day convection is inhibited because of
the solar flux heating the atmosphere from above and the internal heat
source heating the atmosphere from below. This is represented schematically

Fig. 26. Mechanism for a diurnally changing cloud layer.
This is a schematic representation of a mechanism that maintains a constant
thermal flux being reradiated at the top of the Jovian atmosphere. The
internal heat source adjusts to keep this flux constant. During a) low sun,
Jovian night, more of the internal heat flux must be moved out and this
encourages a more vigorous convection. During b) high sun, Jovian day, the
situation reverses. A slightly different way of representing this same concept
is shown in c). The overall thermal flux at the top of the atmosphere, uTe\
remains constant and the internal heat flux adjusts to balance the changes
in the reradiated solar thermal flux.
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in figure 26. The mam constraint on the problem is that the thermal heat
flux (as given by O'Te\ where T~ is the effective temperature) is constant.
The radiated energy is a combination of the internal heat source and the
thermal reradiated solar radiation. The mechanism suggested by Ingersoll
and Porco (1978) to explain the fact that Te is independent of latitude
on Jupiter can be modified to explain the reradiated energy on a diurnal
scale. They suggested that the internal heat source was acting to balance
the equator-to-pole difference in solar heating at all latitudes. Similarly the
internal heat flux may act to balance the reradiated thermal flux by being
a smaller contributor to the overall radiated thermal flux during the day
and a greater contributor during the Jovian evening. During the Jovian day
(high sun) the smaller internal heat flux would therefore require that less
heat be moved out so that the convection is thereby suppressed and the
solar flux deposited in the upper cloud layers is sufficient to thin out the
ammonia cloud by evaporating some of the particles. It is not necessary to
deposit large amounts of energy to change the optical depth from about 6 to
3.

Calculations demonstrating this are discussed below. During the Jovian

night the opposite occurs. The fractional contribution of the internal flux
to the total thermal flux escaping at the top of the atmosphere is greater
when the sun sets and so the convection becomes more vigorous and builds
the ammonia cloud back up. The time scale for convection being initiated
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is also calculated in

th~

following section.

The feasibilty of evaporating oft' enough ammonia particles in 4
hours wHl be discussed first. The flux of energy at Jupiter as given by
Allen (1973) and by Squires (19S7) is 50.0 W /cm2 • During the 4 hour
period over which a change in the optical depth of the ammonia cloud from
6 to 3 is to be accomplished 7.2x10 8 ergs/cm2 of energy is deposited. At

the 600 mbar level only about 60% of this energy is absorbed (Hunt en et

al., 1980) and given a bond albedo, A, of 0.343 (Hanel et al., 1981) the
solar energy, E, available to evaporate the NH3 particles would be:

E = (7.2x10 8 ergs/cm2 )(0.60)(1 - A)

(1)

According to an analysis by Squires (1957) energy is needed to: 1) evaporate
the ammonia particles and 2) keep the atmosphere warm enough to prevent
it from becoming supersaturated with ammonia. For a.

pressur~!

of 600 mbars

(,...,0.6 atm) and a temperature of 135°K (for the ammonia cloud level) the

latent heat necessary per gram of NH3 plus the additional heat to keep
the atmosphere warm enough would be about 3.69 x 10 10

ergs
gm-NHII

•

This

means that the solar energy that is deposited is sufficient to evaporate 7.65
X

10- 3

gm-NH8

cm ll

•
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The amount of ammonia that needs to be evaporated during the
Jovian day in order for the optical depth of the cloud to decrease from
6 to 3 can now be calulated. The optical depth, r , is related to the
geometrical crosssection, u , of the particles and the column density, N, by
the expression:

(2)

r=uN

Assuming 1 p,m NH3 particles have an effective optical crossection of 20'
the total particle crossection would be 6.28xlO- B

;;';;e'

A change in optical

depth from 6 to 3 would, therefore, correspond to a change in the column
density of 4.77xl07

~~~e8.

The number of grams that need to be evaporated

to affect a change of this magnitude in the ammonia cloud optical depth
would be:

grams

N H3 = (N)(PNHllice)(

volume
t' 1 )

par zc e

(3)

This amount is smaller than that which was calculated above as being
theoretically possible given reasonable values for the solar energy deposition
which implies that a change in optical depth of this magnitude should be
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physically possible. If the particles have an effective optical crossection of 3
J.tm then the available solar energy is just enough. Larger particles may be a
problem. Studies at 5 J.tm indicate significantly lower cloud opacities. This
implies that some significant portion of the particles must have diameters
smaller than 5 J.tm.
The second part of the problem will now be addressed. Is it
physically possible to initiate convection on a 5 hour timescale? In the
simple model which is being proposed to explain optical depth changes in
the upper ammonia cloud it was first shown that indeed the cloud could
be thinned during the Jovian day. The following derivation will illustrate
the feasiblity of rebuilding the cloud's thickness with convection during the
Jovian night. The criterion for convection is that the temperature gradient,
~;, be greater than the adiabatic gradient.

The convective heat flux, H, is

given by:

H = p vCpAT

(4)

where AT = d(~:) Az, p is the density of the gas (mainly H2 ), C p is the
heat capacity of a mixture of 20% helium and 80% H2 gas, v is the velocity
of the gas, d(~zT) is the difference between the real temperature gradient and
the adiabatic gradient, and Az is the height over which the fluid element is
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mixed and may be taken as equivalent to the mixing length, 1.

The buoyancy force per unit volume , FB,

IS

given by:

FB = -Apg
_ pgl d(AT)

-'1.1

dz

(5)

The work done by the buoyancy force ( or the relevant upward differential

force)

IS

given by:

Woo,

=

fo' FB dl

_ pgl2 dAT

-

2T d;1
2

= _pv 2

therefore:

(6)
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v= I

!!.. d(AT)
T

dz

or
_ (

tconv -

g d(AT))-l

- --'--";"

T

dz

(7)

Substituting this expression for v into H and averaging over the upward and
downward moving packets gives:

H~

CpP

(-Tg) t (d( dzAT) ) £-z24

Acceptable values for Jupiter are:

et al., 1981), T ~ 200 0

H=5.44x10 3 ergs cm- 2 sec- 1

(8)

(Hanel

(approximate temperature at the 2 bar level),

P ~ 2x10- 4 gm/cm 2 , g ~ 2.3x10 3 cm/sec 2 ,

I (the mixing length) """ scale

height """ 30 km, and (for a H2 -He mixture) C p = 1.3x108 ergs;oK g
(Barrow, 1973). After substituting these values in equation (8) a value
of d(~zT) = 9.5x10- 10 °K/cm was found. This gives a velocity of 3.1 x
10 2 em/sec and a

t conv .

of about 2.6 hours. It seems possible to produce

convection on relatively short time Bcales. It would appear therefore that
the timescales for changing the physical state of the ammonia cloud are at
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least reasonable. The approach taken here is not intended to be an indepth
analysis of dynamical processes acting on the Jovian atmosphere. It merely
illustrates the feasibility of some of these processes ocurring over a reasonable
timescales.

6.4 THE LOWER H20 or NH 4 SH CLOUD

The hydrogen quadrupole lines are fairly insensitive to the pressure
level at which this cloud top occurs. The 6190

A and the

7250

A broad

band methane features, however, are quite sensitive to the vertical position
and the thickness of this cloud. The relationship between the equivalent
width of the quadrupole lines and the cloud top pressure for this lower cloud
is shown in figure 19. The format of this figure is the same as that for the
two previous figures. Earlier work by Gordon Bjoraker (1985) from Voyager
observations indicates a 2 bar pressure level for the top of this cloud. Good
fitting models can be generated with the top of lower cloud at this level.
It should be remembered, however, that there are families of models which
will fit the average hydrogen data points. The value of 2 bars for this
parameter could be changed significantly and the effect of this change could
be compensated for by building a model structure with different values for
the NH3 cloud top or the NH3 cloud thickness. It would be difficult however
to explain the limb to limb change in the equivalent width of the quadrupole
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features if only changes in the depth of this lower cloud were considered.
The pressure of the top of this cloud and the its extent can be
probed to a certain degree by the 6190A and the 7270A bands of CH 4

•

The problem is that these bands are also affected by changes in the upper
NH3 cloud layer so that changes at that level must be deconvolved from

changes in the lower cloud in order for these bands to be truly useful in
providing constraint on the position and diffusivity of the lower cloud. The
methane data does appear to be best fit by a pressure level for this cloud
which lies between 1 and 3 bars (figure 23) even over a large range in
optical depths for the upper NH3 cloud (eg. for 3<

Tel

< 8).

If a finite optic'al depth is assigned to this cloud (figure 24) then

for a similar upper cloud atmospheric structure slightly lower pressures (Le.
a higher level in the atmosphere) are favoured for the value of P4. It is
possible that this cloud layer may be changing on a diurnal timescale as
well. At night, when the upper NH3 cloud is thickening, the lower cloud
may be expanding (puffing up) such that it extends to a slightly higher
level

In

the atmosphere and is not so compact. During the Jovian day,

when convection is suppressed, this cloud sinks back down and becomes
somewhat more compact. These motions of the lower cloud layer would act
to compensate for the changes in the upper cloud's optical depth thereby
confusing the interpretation of the 7270A and the 6190A band data which
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Fig. 27. The effect of finite thicknesses in the lower
cloud on the hydrogen quadrupole lines.

A series of models was run at both 3-0 quadrupole wavelengths in which the
bottom cloud was given a finite optical depth of 10 and the pressure of the
bottom of this layer was varied from 2.3 to 5 bars. The top of this cloud,
P 4, was held constant at 2 bars. The NH3 cloud parameters were P2=320
mb, Tcl=O.25, and P 3 =700 mbars.
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would appear to be symmetric about the center of the disk.
Large changes in the extent of this lower cloud would be noticed
by the hydrogen models as well as is illustrated in figure 27. A series of
models were run in which the bottom cloud was given a finite optical depth
between 2 bars and a second pressure, P 5. The results for an optical depth
in this lower cloud, 1Ocl, of 10 and several values of P 5 are plotted in figure
27. Changes in this lower cloud therefore would have to be compensated

for with changes in the other model parameters. Equivalent width changes
which small changes in P 4 from 2 bars to 1.5 bars would produce could be
adequately compensated for by an optical depth change in this lower cloud
from semi-infinite to 10. This scenario is also reasonable from considerations
of the CH 4 data and such cloud structure changes in the lower cloud would
be compensated for in the same way as they were for the H2 data. This
cloud could be changing on a diurnal timescale but this change may very
well be masked by complementary changes in cloud model parameters.

CHAPTER 7

THE THERMODYNAMIC STATE OF THE ATMOSPHERIC H2

7.1 NORMAL OR EQUILIBRIUM HYDROGEN

Until recently our scattering models only allowed for either all the

H2 being in the equilibrium state or all of it in the normal H2 (or tho
to para ratio is 3:1) state. Models were run with a set of parameters
especially chosen so that the calculated central meridian equivalent width of
the H2 3-0 8(1) line would match the measured value. The choices for these
parameters were based on the series of models that had been run on the
south tropical zone (8TZ). The values for the parameters that were held
constant were: Th=0.125, Ph=120-121 mbars, Wh=0.95, P3=700 mbars, P 4 =2
bars, and Wcl = Ghcl=0.997. The measured equivalent width for the 3-0 8(1)
line was then fit at the center of the disk (CD) for P 2 =220, 320, 420 mbars
with Tcl=5.1, 5.6, 5.67 respectively. The same models were run at the 3-0
8(0) wavelength to see what sort of average fit was obtained at the center of
disk. The experiment was then repeated using a normal H2 (3:1 ortho:para)
ratio throughout. These same model parameters gave an adequate fit to
the 3-0 8(1) line but the 3-0 8(0) line could not be fit at all (figure 28).
95
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This study was generalized for a variety of different cloud top pressures and
optical depths. The results of this study for the cases of equilibrium H2
throughout and then only normal H2 are shown in figures 29 and 30. When
equilibrium H2 was used throughout all layers of the atmosphere (figure 29)
the data for both of the H2 quadrupole lines could be fitted quite well.
In the case where normal H2 was used at all levels both H2 lines could

not be fitted simultaneously (figure 30). This seems to indicate that most
of the hydrogen gas contributing to the formation of these lines is in the
equilibrium state.

7.2 STUDIES ON THE UPPER 300 MBARS

Other studies such as Conrath and Gierasch (1984) indicate that
in the upper 300 mbars of the atmosphere there is a significant fraction
of normal hydrogen present. Our models were improved to allow different
amounts of para-H 2 to be included in each layer of the model. These studies
indicate that models consistent , with disequilibrium H2 in the upper 300
mbars also result in reasonable vertical structures. Only slight changes in the
important model parameters are needed to compensate for the introduction
of different amounts of disequilibrium H2 in upper 300 mbars.
A model series was run in which the atmospheric layers above
the NH3 cloud contained variable amounts of disequilibrium hydrogen. The

Fig. 28. Model fits to the ortho and para-H 2 lines
for only equilibrium H2 throughout.
The 3-0 8(1) ortho-H 2 line was fit at the center of the disk for three different
cloud top pressures, P2, and their corresponding optical depths. For P2=220,
320, and 420 mbars values of Tcl=5.1, 5.6, and 5.67 were needed to match
the ortho line at the central meridian. The other model parameter values
were: P 3 =700 mbars, P 4=2 bars, Ph=120-121 mbars, Th=O.125, wh=0.95,
and Wcl=Wbcl=0.997. Plot a) represents only equilibrium hydrogen throughout
the atmosphere and plot b) represents only normal hydrogen at all levels.
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Fig. 28. Model fitting to the ortho-H 2 line
for a) equilibrium H2 and b) normal H2 throughout.

Fig. 29. Model fits to the ortho and para-H 2 lines
for an equilibrium atmosphere.
The horizontal lines represent the average measured values for the equivlaent
widths of the 3-0 8(1) and the 3-0 8(0) lines. The estimated error in these
measurements is also shown. The model values for the center of the disk
and a typical limb are shown as solid curves. The thick bar between the
curves represents the center to limb variation for the model which best fits
the observed equivalent widths. Plot a) illustrates the model series for an
ammonia cloud top (P 2 ) at 220 mbars, plot b) shows the case for P 2 at 320
mbars, and plot c) is the case for P 2 at 420 mbars. In these plots all of the
hydrogen in the model atmosphere is in the equilibrium state. The values for
the other parameters were held constant at: Th=0.125, Ph=120-121 mbars,
wh=0.95, P 3 =700 mbars, P 4=2 bars, and Wcl=Wbcl=0.997.
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for an equilibrium atmosphere.

Fig. 30. Model fits to the ortho and para-H 2 lines
for an atmosphere containing "normal" H2 .
These three plots are identical to those in figure 28 a), b), and c) except
that "normal" hydrogen (ortho-H 2 to para-H 2 was 3:1) was used throughout
the model atmosphere. The optical depth of the NH3 cloud is 3 in plot a),
5 in plot b), and 8 in plot c).
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Fig. 31. Model fits to the ortho and para-H 2 lines
for an atmosphere with different para fractions in the
upper layers (from the top to P2)
The optical depth of the NH3 cloud is 3 in plot a), 5 in plot b), and 8
in plot c). In each plot three different para fractions are shown for each
of the quadrupole lines. The symbol E, represents equilibrium H2 from 0
to 270 mbars, the symbol N, represents the model with normal H2 from 0
to 270 mbars, and the P represents th model with a para fraction of 0.30
(from the results of the investigation by Conrath and Gierasch, 1984).
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results of this modelling for an ammonia cloud top pressure of 270 mbars,
and optical depths of 3,5,8 for purely 1) equilibrium H2 , 2) normal H2 in
a.ll layers from the top of the atmosphere to P2, and for 3) a para fraction
of 0.3 in those same layers are plotted in figure 31. The other model
parameters used were: P3=100 mb, Wcl=Wbcl=0.997, P4=2 bars, Ph=120121 mb, wh=0.95, and Th=0.25.

Determining the best para fraction for

a particular model cloud structure is possible from model series such as
these but difficult. If indeed only the upper atmospheric layers are in a
state of disequilibrium then the remaining model cloud parameters must
be understood very well in order to estimate the degree of the divergence
from a purely equilibrium state in the upper layers alone. This series of
models does however show that small amounts of disequilibrium hydrogen
in the upper atmosphere are not at all inconsistent with the the 3-0 data
obtained in our study. These quadrupole lines are not the best probe to
determining the ortho-H2 to para-H 2 ratio in the upper 300 mbars of the
Jovian atmosphere. They are not, however, inconsistent with the suspicion
that significant amounts of disequilibrium hydrogen exist in these upper
atmospheric layers.

CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

8.1 THE IMPLICATIONS OF DIURNAL VARIATIONS
In all the low latitude regions (200N - 20 0S) the measured values

of the equivalent widths of the H2 lines increase as a longitude moves from
the east (or morning) limb to the west (or evening) limb. This"1978increime
believed to be indicative of a genuine diurnal change in the vertical cloud
structure. A mechanism for creating such a change is outlined in an earlier
chapter. The combination of convection below the ammonia cloud during the
Jovian night and the deposition of solar energy in the cloud during the day
is sufficient to match the observed changes in the vertical cloud structure
indicated by the hydrogen equivalent measurements.
In the modelling chapter a discussion of how each of the model

parameters affected the theoretical calculation of the H2 equivalent width
was presented. The various series of models that were run indicate that
these H2 quadrupole lines are most sensitive to the pressure of the ammonia
cloud top and its optical depth. These observations have limited sensitivity
to the pressure at which the thicker lower cloud top occurs and virtually no
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sensitivity to the upper haze layer.
Simultaneous observations of three methane absorptions at Glg0A ,
7270A , and agooA were made in order to provide additional cons taints on

the cloud model parameters. This data has less sensitivity to the parameters
which define the NH3 cloud than the H2 quadrupole lines. The three low
resolution bands of methane are sensitive to the position and thickness of the
ammonia cloud as well as to the position and diffusivity of the lower H 20
or NH 4 SH cloud. The problem is that they all probe different regions in
the Jovian atmosphere and so the modelling results are difficult to compare
to those obtained from modelling the hydrogen lines. A diurnal change in
the NH3 cloud may not be noticed when modelling the limb to limb effects
of these bands because other model parameters can act against such a
change and effectively compensate for the change in the optical depth of the
ammonia cloud. The position and extent of the lower H20 or NH 4 SH cloud
and the position of the bottom of the NH3 cloud play a significant role in
determining the

~ ~

bond
cont:

values for these CH 4 wavelengths.

The seeming stability of the Jovian atmosphere as evidenced by the
continuing presence of the Great Red Spot and other atmospheric features
can mislead the observer to believing that the atmosphere is static.

All

the planetary atmospheres that have been studied have extremely dynamic
natures.
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The atmospheres for the Earth and Mars both evidence diurnal
and semi-diurnal effects (Hess et aZ., 1977, Hess et aZ., 1976a, Wallace and
Hobbs, 1977). It should not, therefore be totally unexpected that Jupiter's
atmosphere as well may exhibit similar effects. Prior to the data in this
paper spatial and temporal coverage of observations of Jupiter (Teifel, 1976)
have been limited.

Our program was designed with the purpose of making

a systematic search for spatial and temporal changes. The objective of this
observing program was to limit the number of variables introduced into the
data by monitoring the same places on the planet. The dynamical modelling
section of that chapter illustrated the possibility of changing the vertical
structure of the Jovian atmosphere on a diurnal timescale. The mechanism
involved evaporating enough ammonia with the available solar flux during
the day and then rebuilding the cloud with convection during the night was
discussed. The timescales for these processes seem reasonable, at least in
this simple scheme, for making the small changes to the upper ammonia
cloud indicated by the hydrogen observations.

8.2 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT 'ORTHO-H2 AND PARA-H 2

There has always been a question of whether the H2 gas in the
outer planetary atmospheres is mostly in an equilibrium or a normal state (an
ortho to para ratio less than or equal to 3). Conrath and Gierasch (1984)
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reported a significant amount of disequilibrium H2 in the upper atmosphere
(0-300 mbar region). The 3-0 H2 quadrupole lines probe significantly deeper
into the atmosphere (approximately to the 1 or 2 bar level). To estimate
this height, models with a vertical structure lilte that illustrated in figure
15 were run in which the level of the semi-infinite bottom cloud was first
placed high in the atmosphere and then was progressively pushed to deeper
and deeper levels in the atmosphere. The contribution to the overall line
profile for both the quadrupole absorptions could then be determined. The
results of these models for the center of the disk are shown in figure 32.
Approximately 30% of the quadrupole lines forms in the upper 300 mbars,
70% by the 750 mbar level and by the time the 1.6 bar level is reached
about 94% of the lines are formed. The model of Massie and Hunten (1982)
suggests that at these deeper levels at least, the hydrogen should be much
closer to its equilibrium state. The modelling of the 3-0 quadrupole lines
indicates that an atmosphere with only normal hydrogen does not fit the
data at all (figure 30). A model atmosphere with equilibrium hydrogen at all
levels does a much better job at fitting both the ortho and para hydrogen
data simultaneously (figure 29). This does not exclude the possiblity of
having some significant portion of the upper 300 mbars of the atmosphere in
a state of disequilibrium, however. The H2 quadrupole data were modelled
in such a way that the effect of introducing significant amounts of normal
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H2 at different levels in the atmosphere could be studied. The models
provide good average fits to the center of disk data points with only slight
changes in the cloud parameters being necessary. It is not yet possible
to distinguish between these models and those which use only equilbrium
hydrogen with respect to a more perfect matching of the ortho and para
lines simultaneously. Attempts were made at looking at using the limb values
to study this problem since the points at the limb probe the atmosphere
less deeply due to viewing geometry considerations and therefore a greater
portion of the H2 lines is being formed in the upper atmospheric layers.
The problem with this approach

1S

that any spatial or temporal changes

from limb to limb would have to be deconvolved from the data before this
approach could be used effectively.
Also, there is a problem with uniqueness of solution. The model
for the atmosphere now has an additional degree of freedom,

namely

that a specific para-H 2 fraction can be assigned to each layer in the
model atmosphere. There must be, therefore, a family of acceptable model
structures which all fit the data equally well. For example there are families
of solutions with only equilibrium hydrogen that fit the data on the average
quite well but there is another family of equally probable model atmospheres
which have a para fraction of 0.3 in all layers that also fit the data. Only
a slight change in the original model structure was necessary to match the
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center of disIt when the thermodynamic state of the hydrogen was changed.
With only equilibrium hydrogen throughout a good average fit was obtained
with the following parameters (see Figure 15):
Ph

- 120-121 mbars

P2

-

320 mbars

,..,

=

0.997

Wel

= 0.125

Th
P3
P4

=

700 mbars

=

2 bars

,..,

Wh

=

Tel

- 5.6

""
Wbel

0.95

- 0.997

When a para fraction of 0.3 was put into the model atmosphere at all levels
a good average fit to the H2 data was obtained when the value for Tel
was changed form 5.6 to 3 and the pressure of the lower cloud, P4 , was
moved to a pressure of 1.5 bars form 2 bars. There are undoubtedly many
such examples which would illustrate the nonuniqueness for modelling the
atmosphere. It was exactly this problem which made it necessary to observe
the broadband CH 4 absorptions simultaneously with the 3-0 H2 lines.

8.3 CONSTRAINTS ON MODEL PARAMETERS

It is still possible to place some constraints on the model structure
from only the H2 measurements. When only the H2 data is considered a
family of acceptable ranges for the various model parameters can be assigned.
Some of these parameters are better constrained by the H2 measurements
than others. The family of models which the H2 data set supports is outlined
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below.
The parameters defining the haze layer (Th , Ph , and Wh) are very
poorly constrained by the H2 measurements alone as very little of these lines
forms in the upper 150 mbars of the atmosphere (:::::::17%). The values used
in modelling the H2 absorptions were taken from earlier studies as described
previously. The value for the NH3 cloud bottom, P3, is fairly well defined by
considerations of thermodynamics and chemistry but an acceptable range for
this parameter from the H2 observations appears to be: 500 mbars

< P3 <

900 mbars.
The three parameters that the H2 quadrupole measurements can
provide some insight into are

Tel,

P2 , and P4 • These three parameters are

intimately related in the sense that a family of models can be generated in
which a similar overall, average fit is possible for both qudrupole lines using
various combinations of these parameters. The results of the H2 quadrupole
modelling (with some consideration of preliminary CH 4 modelling) indicate
acceptable ranges for these parameters as:

170 mbars
2

2 bars

< P2 < 470 mbars
<

Tel

<

8

4 bars

An increase in P4 {Le. pushing the lower cloud to deeper levels in the
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atmosphere) increases the calculated values for the equivalent widths of the
quadrupole lines. This change can be compensated for by increasing the
thickness of the upper cloud,

Tel,

or by moving the NHa cloud top, P2, to

lower pressures (i.e higher up in the atmosphere). An increase in

Tel

can

be balanced with pushing P2 to higher pressures (i.e. sinking the cloud top
deeper into the atmosphere). For example, if P4 is set at a value of 2
bars then for a range in P2 of 220-420 mbars the corresponding acceptable
range for

Tel

values is 4.5-6 (this assumes equilibrium hydrogen). On the

other hand if P4 is set at 4 bars then for this same range in P2 the now
acceptable range in

Tel

values is 7.5-9.7. The relationship between these three

parameters is illustrated in figure 33. These families of solutions should be
better constrained by introducing restrictions imposed by the results of the
CH 4 data.
The CH 4 band data provides information on other cloud parameters
which the hydrogen lines could not. The CH4 absorptions are quite sensitive
to the value used for P3 and it is possible that this value may change on a
similar timescale to the optical depth change proposed as an explanation of
the H2 data. Changes in this parameter of about 100 mbars could partially
compensate for a change in

Tel

thus making the east annd west limb CH 4

data appear symmetric about the center of the disk. These bands also have
more sensitivity to the pressure of the lower H2 0 or NH4SH cloud top and
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Tel.

The center of disk, equatorial, values of the equivalent width values for
both the 3-0 quadrupole absorptions were modelled. The haze was placed at
120-121 mbars with an optical depth of 0.125. The
's for the haze and
the NH3 particles were 0.95 and 0.997 respectively.

w
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this data indicates an acceptable range of 1.0

< P4 <

3.0. The CH4 data

can be modelled very consistently with the H2 data. Both data sets indicate
approximately the same family of models which provide good average fits to
the data.

One of the pieces of informatin that can be deduced from this

result is that the CH" to H2 mixing ratio of 2.0x10- 3 is very reasonble. A
model series was run and is shown in figure 25. The range of acceptable
CH 4

/

H2 values for model structures that provide good average fits to the

hydrogen data is from 1.5xlO- 3 to 2.6xlO- 3 •

8.4 SPATIAL VARIATIONS DETERMINED FROM THE H2 DATA

The H2 data set can also be used to address the question of what
sort of temporal and spatial variations exist. One of the principal goals of
this observing program was to monitor the spatial and temporal variations of
the Jovian atmosphere in a systematic way. Our tracking experiments allowed
us to look at the same place on the planet as it moves from one limb to
the other. Long term temporal and spatial variations can be investigated
by comparing spectra that refer to the same position (and longitude) on
Jupiter but which were taken in different months or years. These data sets
are presently being reduced and will not be discussed here but rather will
be pursued as future work. Since the data from adjacent months are still
unprocessed the only temporal effects that can be discussed are short term
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(diurnal) ones and this issue has already been addressed. Spatial differences
are evidenced by the various latitudinal plots of equivalent width versus
position on the planet. The polar regions (40 0 -50 o N or S) (figures 7 and
13) appear to have different center to limb variations than the other latitudes
studied (e.g. the equatorial and low-latitude regions) (figures 8-12). This is
not too surprising since the atmosphere is probed less deeply at the higher
latitudes due to the more grazing angles of incidence and reflection of the
solar radiation. The overall effect of depositing this energy at higher levels
in the atmosphere at polar latitudes would be to provide less energy at the
ammonia cloud deck. The center to limb effect of the equivalent widths might
then tend to be more symmetric about the center since any structural cloud
changes would be more likely to occur at some higher level in the atmosphere
thereby possibly affecting only the upper haze at these higher latitudes. The
hydrogen measurements are very insensitive to changes occurring at the haze
level. Other investigations (West and Tomasko, 1980) have also reported that
the higher latitude regions require vertical structures that are different from
the lower latitudes to explain their observations. In addition the north and
south polar regions appear to be different from each other. The east-west
trend of the H2 equivalent widths at the south pole is much less pronounced
than at the north pole.
Differences in the average vertical structure are indicated for the
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Latitudinal differences in the ammonia cloud thickness, Tel, are illustrated for a
typical average fit to the measured center of disk equivalent widths of both 3o H2 quadrupole lines. Equilibrum H2 was assumed. The model parameters
held constant were: Ph=120-121 mbars, Th=0.125, wh=O.95, P2=320 mbars,
P 3 =700 mbars, Wcl=Wbcl=O.991 (belts) to 0.997 (zones), and P 4=2 bars.
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various belts and zones at the lower latitudes. For a given set of parameters
defining a 'nominal' average vertical structure (the values used are listed
below) and assuming reasonable values for

Wei

and

Wbcl

(Tomaslto et al.,

1978) latitudinal differences in vertical cloud structures between belts and
zones are found.

For

Wcl

= Wbcl values of 0.991, 0.995, 0.997 for the belts,

equatorial region, and zones respectively and values of the other model
parameters of:

PI& -

120-121 mbars,

Th

=

0.125,

Wh

= 0.95

P2 - 320 mbars, P3 = 700 mbars, P4 = 2 bars

then the Tel values needed, at each latitude, to match the measured center
of disk values of the equivalent widths of the two 3-0 H2 lines are shown in
figure 34. The belts require thinner NH3 clouds (Tcl=3-4.5) than the zones
(Tel=5.5-6.5) and the equatorial region (Tc l=6.5-7). The equatorial region

IS

best thought of as a strange combination of belt and zone. In our data it
appears more zone-like while in other data (Smith, 1986) it appears more
similar to a belt.

During the time in which the data set that Smith analyzed

was taken the equatorial region appeared visually quite dark. The Jupiter
images taken coincidentally with our data (Morgan, 1985) show the equator
as appearing bright (or zone-like). In view of this, the results discussed

116
above are very similar to those presented by Smith (1986) in which the
upper NH3 cloud thickness required in the zones (rcl=5-8) was greater than
that needed for the SEB (rcl=3-4).

APPENDIX A

The SPECCe Data Reduction Program

A.I DESCRIPTION
This program is actually a series of subroutines which perform
a number of important data manipulation tasks. The processing of a CCD
spectrum requires many steps before useful information, such as the equivalent
width of a line, is obtained. The elimination of interfering water features
from the Jovian spectra was performed with this program. The subroutines
CROSS and CR perform a linear cross correlation between a given segment
of the Jovian spectrum and the corresponding Moon spectrum. The correct
shift can then be applied to the Moon spectrum so that an accurate water
line elimination is achieved. Several of the subroutines put an addressable
cursor on the screen so that the continuum level can be evaluated and so
the area (the equivalent width) of the absorption feature of interest can be
calculated. Many of the remaining subroutines deal with plotting the spectra
both on the screen and preparing files for hardcopy plotting.
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A.2 THE PROGRAM

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

PROGRAU SPECCC
SPEC lWUPULATES COLUUNS OF SAO CCD InAGES THAT HAVE
BEEN REFORUATTED FOR THE INTERDATA 8/32 BY THE
IREFORl{" PROGRAl~. SPEC CAN tfORK l.'1ITH TUG INPUT FILES
AND TWO OUTPUT FILES, DESIGNATED LU# 9, 2, 3, AND 4
\!fITH THE NF cm~wm (AND APPEAR TO BE UNITS 1-4)
THE HOUSTON PLOTTER IS LU No.8
DAH
4/10/82.
PLOTTIlJG PACKAGE IUPROVEl1ElJTS STARTED 21 JULY 82 rms
PROGRAl,fi.UNG VERSIOn BEGUN 8/31/82.
DAB
INNUMERABLE IUPROVENUENTS AND COIDIANDS ADDED BY m4S, PH, CCC

C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

**"'********"''''*'''*********************************************
>I<
*
LABEL
COrnlAND
FUNCTIOll
*
*
************************************************************
*
*
3400
ADD TOP ruo SPECTRA
AD
*
*
AI
4500
COUPUTE AllUlASS
*
*
AY
8200
AUTOUATIC Y-SCALING
*
*
BX
4350
STATISTICS III All l1Xl1 BOX
*
*
5980
CF
UAKE
AVE
E\1
FILE
READY
TO
PLOT
*
*

*
*

*II<
*

*
>I<

>I<

*

*>I<
>I<
>I<

*

*

CH
CL
CO
C+
C*
CD
CR
CV
C\1
DF
DP
DG
DV
Erl
EQ

*

EX

>I<

FY
HD

*
*
*
*

*

*

HP
III
JP

KS
LG

6400
4900
0800
3900
4000
4100
6671
6456
6970
2000
5000
6810
3300
9900
6900
1200
6300
6100
0600
1700
1300
5642
4800

CHAUGE A VALUE III TOP SPECTRUll *
CLEAR TOP OF STACK
*
DISPLAY ArID UPDATE COtn~NTS
*
ADD A CONSTANT
*
UULTIPLY BY A CONSTAUT
*
DIVIDE BY A CONSTANT
*
>I<
CORELATES 2 SPECTRA
srum AS CH BUT KEEPS EARLY VALUE*
CALCULATES 6 EQ\1'S ~ THE AVE
*>I<
DISPLAY CURRENT FILES
Dtn~ OF TOP SPEC TRUll
*
DIAGONAL STRIP OUT FROM Xl TO X2 >I<
>I<
(SPEC no.2 * Il)/(SPRC No.1)
END PROGRAH OR RETURrl TO UODE 1 ...
EQUIVALENT 11IDIHS, LINE POSITIOlJ *
EXECUTE PROGR.M!
""
FIX Y SCALE a 11,12 OR CUR VALS *
EUABLE HARD COpy
*III
PRINT HELP IHFO.
0:<
IUCREllEIIT PARArmTERS
UlICONDITIO!JAL .rtmP
*
lIS = SH BUT LETS YOU KEEP OLD No~
BASE 10 LOG OF TOP SPECTRUM
*
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C II<
C
'"
C '"
C
C 'II<"
C
C ''""
C ...
C
C

'"
'"

(\

LI
LL
LU
til
LP

LS
LX

lID
HN

BF

6500
1500
6500
4910
1400
1600
3800
3200
6000
0700
5200
2100
5300
1900
6400
3600
3000
4700
3700
4400
6600
5500
5600
1800
5450
4300
3500
1000
6700
3100
4200
6100

UAKE A LIllE FRon (O,11)-(LEU,12)*
.:.
LIST LOG OF comWlDS
DRAUS LIllE FOR Etl EmASUREUENT I)
.:.
DOES ALOG 10 OF TOP SPECTRml
I)
LOOP TO LOCATIOn 11 12 TIUES
LIST PRO GRAll UElIORY
'"
Ilo
HOVE LAST-X TO TOP OF STACK
UULTIPLY SPEC flo.1 BY SPEC No.2 III
BOTTOU OF PLOT IS SPEC UINIUtrn oil
lIEU FILE flAMES
'"
mru PLOT
'
"
DISPLAY PARAI4ETERS
'
"
PLOT ArJOTHER SPECTRtrn
'
"
EUTER OR nxIT PROGRAlUllG nODE
'"
ErlABLE QUICK-UODE AXIS LABELING '"
...
RAISE SPECTRml STACK
READ IU A SPECTRml
'"
RAISE SPEC Uo.1 TO A P01.1ER
'
"
...
ROLL DO\lrJ THE STACK
SQUARE ROOT OF TOP SPECTRml
'"
REVERSE SPECTRUU END-TO-END
'II<"
SHIFT SPECTRUU RIGHT OR LEFT
,;PERFORU 1:2:1 SUOOTHING
1\1
SET PAR.A!mTERS
SPIKE REUOVAL PROGlWl FPR FF'S >I<
DO STATISTICS
'"
SUBTRACT SPECNo.1 FROU SPECNo.2 '"
lIEU TITLE FOR PLOTS
'"
VERTICAL COADDED STRIP OUTS
'
"
URITE A SPECTRUU
'
"
EXCHAllGE TOP T\10 SPECTRA
'
"
BOT OF PLOT IS ZERO OR NEG 1I0. '"
rno SPACES IS A 1l0-OP
'"

C
UP
PA
C '"
PL
C ...
PR
C
QK
C '"
'"
RA
C
C '(&"
aD
RI
C II<
RO
C
RT
C ''""
RV
C
SH
C '"
'
"
SU
C '"
SP
C *
SR
C '"
ST
C '"
SU
C
'"
TI
C '"
VT
C ...
C
\1R
'
"
XG
C
ZE
C '"
'"
C *
C >I<
'"
C *******"'*"'********************************************11<*****
C
C
Dn1ElISIOlI IN(20) , AIRU(2)
charactor*2 inc
charnctor*2 iuoto(70)
charnctor*1 inDO, cmd(40)
charactor*40 cmd2
chnrnctor*1ITIT(50),ipfil(20),idfil(20),op
INTEGER LOG(GO,6) , ISTACK(60,6)
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
IUTEGER*2 COUS1(612) , COUS2(612), pnrwmo(266)
EQUIVALENCE (COUS2(2) , paramo(1»
charactor*20 tQrm
charactor.:.20 irfi11,irfi12,iufi11,iufi12,ifil,irfi13
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COUUON ICVAnSI IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,LEr~,tIODE,IHARD,FPVAR
COmmN IPVARSI IPP(2,20) , IPFILE,IRFIL3
data ioocdl 1466090208/

DATA INSTSI
1

'on', 'rd', 'vr', 'nf', 'co·, 'ti', 'J:1U', 'dv', 'ad', 'au',
'ra' , 'ro' , ' h ' , 'c+' , '(',,,, •• 'cd· , 'xs' , 'at' , 'rt' , 'ni' ,
• ri' , 'In' , 'hp· , 'cl' , ·dp· , 'hd' , ·up' , 'pl' , 'ch' , 'ko' ,
'om' , ' df' , ·pa' , 'vt' , , oq' , 'mil' , 'zo' , , ay' , 'fy' , 'qk' ,
6
'li', 'rv', 'kp', 'ox', 'jp', 'lp', '11', 'ls', 'in', 'op',
6
'pr','bx','ro','bo','do','oh','cr','io','tl','lr',
7
'nr' , 'tr' , 't3' , 'Ila' , 'cw' , 'ci' , 'or' , 'dg' , '1m' , 'cv' I
iherd=O
FlINS = 70
2
3
4

LG=60
IPP(l,2) = 612
IPP(2,2) = 16383
IPP(l,3) = 90
IPP(2,3) = 46
IPP(i,4) = 260
IPP(2,4) = 76
IPP(1,6) = 1200
IPP(2,6) = 900
IPP(1,6) = 1200
IPP(2,6) = 800
IPP(l,10) = 1
IPP(l,12) = 1
IPP(l,13) = 1
IPP(l,16) = 1
C
IPP(2,20) CONTAINS ALL PLOT SPECIAL PARMmTERS AS INTEGERS
6
C
3
7
8
9
10
1
2
4
6
C (1)
Xl
X2 xo/T XO/H XLEN/T XLEN/H X OK?
C (2)
Y1
Y OK?
Y2 YOIT YO/H YLEN/T YLEN/H C
C
14
16
17
18
19
20
11
12
13
16
C (1) IHARD IZERO INPL IQK COLOR
e (2)
C
e 3-6 ARE lmASUREttENTS III HUNDREDTHS OF I!~eHES, FOR TEK Ct HOUSTON

e

e
c
c
c

IC3 = 0
IC4 = 0
UODE = 1
OPENS LU 1 ON TEK, OlJLY IF NOT SPECIFIED Drl eDmUND LItlE
CALL OPEl1l1(l,' CDrI: ' ,4,0.0 , ISTAT)
urito(*,B8B) ISTAT
888 FORnAT(' 18TAT=',I3)
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junk = gotnrg(2,torm)
opon(1,filo=torm)
CALL ASSIGN(S, 'lruLL: ',SO)
opon(S,filo='/dov/null')
CALL HINIT(S)
CALL TIlUT(1)
CALL FACTOR(1.0)

c

vrito(*,10)
10 FORNAT(1/1X,' ..... - UELCOlm TO PROGRAU SPEC!!! - ***'/1
+
1X,'ENTER DESIRED RECORD LENGTH.')
c
CALL TERMIN(1,4,IEOF,IN)
c
DECODE(IN,20) LEN
road (*,20) Ion
20 FORMAT(I4)
IF(LEN.LE.O .OR. LEN.GT.612) LEN = 612
urito(*,30) LEN
30 FORHAT (1X, 'RECORD LEImTH CHOSEll IS ',14)
C ********* TOP OF lIAIU PROGRAU LOOP "'*'leU********
100 COUTImJE
GO TO (200,400,600) MODE
C
200
210
c
c
220
202
c
c 203
203
c

rmRUAL TERUINAL-ENTRY !IDE
CONTINUE
ina = '
tlrito(*,210)
FORUAT(1X, 'READY FOR NEXT COrmAND. ,)
CALL TERUIN(6,6,IEOF,IN)
DECODE(IN,220) INS,IPru!
road (*,*,orr=200) ina,iprm
if (ino.oq.' ') go to 200
FORHAT(A2,616)
if (ina.oq.'!') then
tlrito(*,202)
formate' Entor oyotom command')
road (*,203) (cmd(i),i=1,40)
road (*,203) cmd2
format (40a1)
format (a40)
call oyotom(cmd)
call oyotom(cmd2)
end if

C URITE cmnwms ArlO PARAUETERS IllTO LOG FILE
LG = LG + 1
DO 240 ILG = 1,49
DO 230 IL = 1,6
LOG(ILG,IL) = LOG(ILG+1,IL)
230
COllTIlJUE
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240 CONTINUE
LOG(60,l) = INS
road (ina,"(n2)") 106(60,1)
e
urita (*.*) 106(60.1)
if (106(60,1) .oq. iaDedl)
106(60.1)=0
go to 206
end if
DO 260 IL = 2,6
LOG(60,IL) = IPRU(IL-l)
260 CONTINUE
280 CONTINUE
e

than

C SEARCH FOR LEGAL cornWlD
DO 290 I=l,IUNS
IF(INS.EQ.INSTS(I» GO TO 310
290 CONTINUE
296 urito(*,300)
300 FORl1AT(lX,tTRY A VALID INSTRUCTIOn THIS TIllE!t/)
GO TO 100
310 COlJTINUE
IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 0900
IF(I.EQ.2) CALL RD
IF(I.EQ.3) than
itry=2
call ur(ie3,ie4,itry)
and if
IF(I.EQ.4) GO TO 700
IF(I.EQ.6) GO TO 800
IF(I.EQ.6) GO TO 1000
IF(I.EQ.7) CALL un
IF(I.EQ.8) CALL DV
IF(I.EQ.9) CALL AD
IF(I.EQ.l0) CALL au
IF(I.EQ.l1) CALL RA
IF(I.EQ.12) CALL RO
IF(I.EQ.13) CALL LX
IF(I.EQ.14) CALL CPLUS
IF(I.EQ.16) CALL CSTAR
IF(I.EQ.16) CALL CSLASH
IF(I.EQ.17) CALL XG
IF(I.EQ.18) than
monn=O.O
aigma =0.0
call at (monn,aigmn)
and if
IF(I.EQ.l0) CALL RT
IF(I.EQ.20) CALL AI(AIRU,RA.TIO)
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1F(1.EQ.21)
1F(1.EQ.22)
1F(1.EQ.23)
1F(1.EQ.24)
1F(I.EQ.26)
IF(I.EQ.26)
IF(1.EQ.27)
1F(I.EQ.28)
1F(I.EQ.29)
IF(I.EQ.30)
IF(1.EQ.31)
1F(1.EQ.32)
1F(1.EQ.33)
1F(1.EQ.34)
1F(1.EQ.36)
1F(I.EQ.36)
1F(1.EQ.37)
1F(1.EQ.38)
IF(I.EQ.39)
IF(1.EQ.40)
1F(1.EQ.41)
1F(1.EQ.42)
IF(1.EQ.43)
IF(1.EQ.44)
1F(1.EQ.46)
1F(1.EQ.46)
1F(I.EQ.47)
1F(1.EQ.48)
IF(1.EQ.49)
1F(1.EQ.60)
1F(1.EQ.61)
IF (I .EQ. 62)
!F(l.BQ.S3)
IF(1.EQ.64)
IF(I.EQ.66)
IF(1.EQ.66)

CALL R1(RAT10)
CALL LGRTWI
GO TO 600
CALL CL
CALL DP(IT1T)
CALL HD
CALL UP
CALL PL
CALL CR
CALL ko(pixla)
CALL 8M
GO TO 2000
GO TO 2100
CALL VT
CALL EQ(EQtl.CNTR)
CALL UN
CALL ZE
CALL AY
CALL FY
CALL QK
CALL L1
CALL RV

IF(I.EQ.67)
1F(1.EQ.68)
1F(1.EQ.69)
1F(I.EQ.60)
IF(1.EQ.61)
1F(I.EQ.62)
IF(1.EQ.63)
IF(1.EQ.64)
1F(1.EQ.66)
1F(1.EQ.66)
1F(1.EQ.67)

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

cnll kp(rntio)

GO TO 1200
GO TO 1300
GO TO 1400
GO TO 1600
GO TO 1600
GO TO 1700
GO TO 1800
GO TO 1900
CALL BX(XUEAJI. SIGlIA)
CALL as
CALL BS(1C3.1C4)
CALL DS(IC3.IC4)

than
p:lxlo = 0.0
call oh(pixlo)
cnd if

CR
IS
TL(SUM.SIGUA)
LR
fiR
TR
T3(SUU.S1GUA)
HS
Ctl
CF
SR(P1XPOS)
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IF(I.EQ.68) CALL DG
IF(I.EQ.69) CALL UI
IF(I.Eq.70) CALL CV
GO TO 100
C

C ENTER HERE

III

PROGRAUrlIllG nODE (HODE 2)

C

400 CONTIfnm
CALL TERlUN (6,6, IEOF , IN)
DECODE(IN,220) INS, IPRlt
road (*,*) inD,(iprm(i), i = 1,6)
IF(INS.Eq.'pr') HODE = 1
IF(INS.Eq.'pr') GO TO 100
IF(IlJS.EQ. '11') GO TO 420
IF(INS.EQ.'ox') GO TO 420
IF(INS.EQ.'hp') GO TO 420
c
ISTACK (llSTACK ,1) = IllS
road (ino,"(o2)") iatllck(notnck,l)
DO 410 1 = 2,6
ISTACK(NSTACK,I) = IPRl!(I-l)
410 CONTIlruE
HSTACK = rlSTACK + 1
GO TO 100
420 CONTINUE
urito(*,430) INS
430 FOIUlAT(lX, 'YOU CANT PUT THE ',A2,' CmnWlD IH ImUORY! ,)
GO TO 100
c
c

C

C ENTER HERE IN EXECUTION UODE (UODE 3)
C

c

600 CORTINUE
INS = ISTACK(NSTACK,l)
urito(ino, II (112) II) iotack(Dstack,l)
DO 610 1 = 2,6
IPRl!(I-l) = ISTACK(NSTACK,I)
610 CONTIlJUE
HSTACK = HSTACK + 1
IF(NSTACK.GT.LSTACK+l) HODE = 1
IF(NSTACK.GT.LSTACK+l) GO TO 100
GO TO 280

C

C--------------------------------------------·---------------------C

C lIP: DISPLAY OPERATING INFO ON USER'S TERlUNAL OR SPR:
C

600 COlJTIrnm
CALL CLEAR
urito(*,610)
urita(- ,6U)
IF(IHARD.EQ.l) urito(10,606)
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606 FORr1AT(lHl)
IF(IHARD.EQ.l) than
t1rito(lCJ,610)
urita(10,611)
ond if
610 FORr!!T(lX.!,' SPEC PROGRAlt COmtANDS AS OF 9/20/82:' /
+6X, 'COlnlAND', 20X, 'FUNCTIOll' /I
+6X,'AD',16X,'ADD TOP TVO SPECTRA'/
+6X, , AI' , 16X, • COUPUTE AIRUA.SBES' /
+6X, 'AY' ,16X, 'AUTOMATIC Y-SCALE (VB. BAlm-Y)' /
+6X,'BX',16X,'BTATB IU AN llX11 DOX; FOR!lAT:BX,LU,XCEN,YCEN'/
+6X,'CF',16X,'UAKES PLOT FILE FROM AU EU FlLE'/
+6X, 'CL' ,16I, 'CLEAR TOP SPECTRUU' /
+6X, 'CH,l1' ,lax, 'CJWlGE VALUE OF LOC. 11 IG TOP SPECTRUW/
+6X,'CO,Il' ,12X, 'DISPLAY tr UPDATE FILE 11 COUNENTS'/
+SX,'C+,Il',12X,'ADD CONSTANT 11'/
+6X, 'C*
' ,12X, 'UULTIPLY BY FLOATING POINT CONSTANT' /
+6X,'CD,Il',12X,'DIVIDE BY CONSTANT 11'/
+6X,'CR',16X,'CROSS CORRElATION BETWEEN TOP 2 SPECTRA'/)
611 formate
+6X, 'CU' ,16X, 'GIVES CROSSHAIR FOR 6 tmAsURElmNTS OF EQ '/
+22X,
'VID ~ STORES VALUES. CU,LU ,LlNENo.LINENo.Xl,X2'/
+6X,'DF',16X,'DISPLAY CURRENT FlLES'/
+6X, ' DG' ,16X, 'TAKES A DIAGONAL STRIPOUT FROli (Xl,l) TO '/
+22X,
, (X2, 320) FORrffiT: DG, LU , Y1, Y2 , PL1, PL2 ' /
+6X, 'DP,Il(,I2)', 7X, 'DtmP TOP SPEC. FROll LOCS. 11 TO 12' /
+6X, • DS' ,16X, 'DARK SUBTRACTIOlJ COUUAND ; lUIS' /
+6X, 'DV, 11' ,12X, 'PIVIDE SPEC 2 BY SPEC 1 AND MULTIPLY BY 11'/
+6X, 'EN' ,lSX, 'END PROGRAU OR RETURN TO UODE l' /
+6X,'EQ,I1,I2',9X,'EQUIVALENT l'1IDTHS,LINE POS.(X,Y) IN LINE'/
+6X, , EX' , 16X, , EXCJWlGE SPEC 1 AND SPEC 2 '/
+6X, 'FY' ,16X, 'FIXES THE VALUE OF THE Y SCALE' /
+6X,'HD,Il',l2X, 'ENABLE HARD COpy IF 11 = 1')
IF(IHARD.EQ.l) vrito(10,640)
urito(*,620)
620 FORr1AT(lX, 'HIT <RETURN> \'1HEll READY FOR ElORE INFO.')
READ(6,630) IDmnN
630 FOlUlAT(I1)
CALL CLEAR
t1rito(*,640)
640 FORllAT(6X,'HP' ,lSX,'DISPLAY THIS HELP INFO.'/
+6X,'IU,Il,I2-16',6X,'IrJCREMENTPARAItS. AT LOC. 11 BY I2-IS'/
+6X, , JP, 11' ,12X, 'UUCOllDITIONAL JUUP TO LOCATION 11' /
+6X, 'LG' ,16X, 'BASE 10 LOG OF TOP SPECTRUU'/
+6X,'LI,Il,I2',9X,'llAKE LnlE FROU (0,11) TO (LEU,I2)'/
+6X, 'LU' ,16X, 'DRAUS LIIIE BETtlEEN 2 GIVEN CURSOR POSITIONS' /
+6x, , , ,16x, , l1ITHOUT RESETTIrJG THE UPPER AND LOUER Y LIllITS' /
+6X, 'LL,Il,I2' ,9X, 'LIST LOG FROU LIrlE 11 TO LINE 12'/
+6X, 'LP,Il,l2' ,9X, 'LOOP TO LOCATIOlI 11 12 TIUES'/
+6X, , LS, 11, 12' , 9X, , LIST PROGRAll HENORY FROU 11 TO 12' /
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+6X, 'LX' ,16X, 'UOVE LABT-X TO TOP OF STACK 'I
+6X, 'UN' ,16X, 'PLOT BOTTOU IS SPEC UIrJIUUU' 1
+6X, 'rw' ,16X, 'UULTIPLY SPEC 1 BY SPEC 2'1
+6X, 'UF' ,16X, 'OPEN 11E\1 FlLES'1
+6X,'rW(,11,I2)',7X, 'llE\1 PLOT, TOP SPEC, RAIlGE 11 TO 12'1
+6X, 'PA, 11' ,l2X, 'DISPLAY PARAl4ETERS OF FILE 11' I
+6X, 'PLC. 11,12)' .7X, 'PLOT ArIOTHER SPECTRUU, RANGE 11 TO 12' I
+6X, 'PR, 11' , 12X. 'BEGIN PROGRIOOUNG AT LOCATIO!T 11'/
+22X,
'OR END PROGB.A.mUNG nODE' I
+6X,'QK,I1',12X,'ENABLE QUICK-DODE IF 11=1')
IF(IHARD.EQ.1) writo(10,641)
tlrito(*,621)
621 FORllAr(1X, 'HIT <RETURN> l1HEN READY FOR 1l0RE IllFO. ')
READ(6,631) IDUUl-IY
631 FORlUT (I1)
CALL CLEAR
writo(*,641)
641 FORllAT(6X, 'RA' ,16X, 'RAISE THE STACK'I
+6X,'RD,I1,I2(,I3)' ,4X,'R£AD SPECS 12 TO 13 FROU FILE 11'1
+6X,'RI',16X,'RAISE TOP SPECTRUH TO A POUER'I
+6X, ' RO' , 16X, ' ROLL Doml THE STACK' I
+6X,'RT',16X,'SQUARE ROOT OF TOP SPECTRUM'I
+6X. 'RV',16X, 'REVERSE SPECTRUU END-TO-END'I
+6X,'SH,Il',12X,'SHIFT RIGHT 11 PlXELS'1
+6X, 'SU',16X, 'PERFORll 1:2:1 SUOOTHING OF TOP SPECTRUH'I
+6X, 'SP, 11, 12-16' ,ex, 'SET PARAUS. AT Loe. 11 TO 12-16' I
+6X, 'SR' ,16X, 'SPIKE RE!40VE PROG. FORl1AT SR,LU ,Y1,Y2,PL1,PL2'1
+22X,
'URITES RESULT INTO LU 3'1
+6X, 'ST ,11,12' ,9X, 'STATISTICS OF TOP SPECTRura, RAUGE I1 TO 12' I
+6X, 'SU' , 16X, 'SUBTRACT SPEC 1 FROU SPEC 2' I
+6X,'FY,(I1,I2)',7X,'FIX Y SCALE AT 11,12 OR CURRENT VALUES' I
+6X, 'TI' ,16X, 'NE\1 TITLE FOR PLOTS'I
+6X, 'VT,I1,I2.I3' .6X, 'VERTICAL STRIPOUTS, LINES 12-13 FRm! LUI1' I
+6X, 'W,I1,I2' ,9X, '\mITE TOP SPECTRUU TO FILE 11,REC=I2' I
+6X, 'XG' ,16X, 'EXCHANGES TOP TUO SPECTRA' I
+6X, 'ZE' ,16X, 'PLOT BOTTOU IS ZERO OR llEG No. '/
+22X,
'TUO SPACES IS A nO-OP'II)
GO TO 100
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------C

C

NF: llEU FILE llAUEB

C

700 CONTINUE
IFLG=O
LEfI2=LEU*2
SP=' ,
706 FORlUT (0.20)
urito(*, 710)
710 FOIUlAT(lX, 'EUTER FIRST SOURCE FILE. ')
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730

746

736
740

761
760

770

READ (6 , 706) IFIL
CALL ASSGfl2 (9, IRFIL1, IFIL, LEtJ2)
urito(*, 730)
FOFUlAT(lX, 'ENTER SECOND SOURCE FILE.')
READ (6 , 706) IFIL
CALL ASSGN2 (2, IRFIL2, IFIL, LEll2)
IFLG=l
vrita(*, 746)
FOIUIAT(4X,'E18 FILE IN LU 10 IS:')
READ (6 , 706)IFIL
CALL ASSGN2(7,IRFIL3,IFIL,LEN2)
IFLG=l
vrita(*, 740)
FORUAT(lX, 'EllTER FIRST DESTIUATIDrJ FILE.')
IFLG=O
READ(6, 706) IFIL
if (ifi1 .oq. irfi11) go to 736
CALL ASSGfJ2 (3 , IUPIL1, IFIL, LEfl2)
IF (IFIL(l:l) .NE. SP) IC3 = 0
writo(*, 760)
FORUAT(1X, 'ENTER SECOND DESTIIJATION FILE.')
READ (6 , 705) IFIL
if (i£i1 .oq. irfi11) go to 761
CALL ASSGN2(4,IUPIL2,IFIL,LEN2)
IF (IFIL(l:l) .NE. SP) IC4 = 0
GO TO 100
urito(*, 770) ISTAT
FOlUtAT(lX, 'OPENt1 ERROR: ISTAT=' ,13)
IF(IFLG.EQ.l)GO TO 736
GO TO 100

C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------

C

C

CO: DISPLAY AND UPDATE COMI4ENTS

C

800 CONTINUE
IEllD

=0

IF(IPIUl(l).GE.l .Alm. IPJUl(1).LE.4) GO TO 806
urito(*,802)
802 FOIllIAT(lX, 'INVALID PAnJUlETER! ')
GO TO 100
806 COlITIrnm
LU = IPRU(l)
IF (LU .EQ. 1) LU=O
READ(LU,REC=l,ERR=960) (COUS1(J),J=l,LEll)
807 CALL CLEAR
IF(LU.EQ.O) writo(*, 808) IRFILl
IF(LU.EQ.2) writo(*, 808) IRFIL2
IF(LU.EQ.3) writo(*, 808) IUPILl
IF(LU.EQ.4) write(*, 808) IUFIL2
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IF(LU.EQ.9.AND.lHARD.EQ.i) urito(i0,
IF(LU.EQ.2.AND.lHARD.Eq.l) urito(i0,
IF(LU.Eq.3.AND.lHARD.EQ.i) urito(i0,
IF(LU.EQ.4.AND.lHARD.Eq.i) urito(i0,
808 FOR!!AT (1H1/6X, 'COmmrlTS FOR ',fl20/ /)

808)
808)
808)
808)

IRFILi
IRFIL2
ItlFIL1
IUFIL2

DO 810 I = 1,481,32
ILlNE = (1-1)/32 + 1
urito(*, 816) ILlNE, (COUS1(J).J=I,I+31)
IF(IHARD.EQ.1) urito(10. 816) lURE, (COnS1(J) ,J=I,1+31)
810 CONTINUE
816 FORlIAT(1X,I2,1X,32A2)
IF(IEND.EQ.i) GO TO 880
urito(*, 826)
826 FORl1AT(iX,'UPDATE?')
READ(S, 830) IANS
830 FORUAT(A1)
IF(WIS.rm. 'y') GO TO 100
l1LlNES=O
836 writo(*, 640)
840 FORUAT(1X, 'EUTER LUm UO. TO BE UPDATED: ')
c
CALL TERllIN(1,2,IEOF.1N)
c
DECODE(IN, 846) ILlNE
rond (*,846) i1ino
846 FORUAT(I2)

860
866
860
865
870

IF(ILlNE.EQ.O) GO TO 870
IF(ILINE.LT.O .OR. IL1NE.GT.i6) GO TO 836
rlLIlmS=llLIllES+1
I = (ILlNE-1)*32 + 1
tarito(*, 960) ILIllE, (COI~S1(J),J=1,I+3i)
FORlIAT(iX, 'CURRENT LINE:' /iX,12,1X,32A2)
urito(*, 866)
FORUAT(iX, 'ENTER UEl1 LItlE: ')
READ (6 , 860) (COMS1(J),J=I,I+31)
FORlIAT(32A2)
urito(*, 865) ILINE, (COUS1(J),J~I,I+31)
FORUAT (1X, 'rJEl1 LItm: ' liX, 12 ,1X, 3~A2)
GO TO 836
CONTIllUE
lEND = 1
IF (ULINES .11E. 0) GO TO 807

eao COllTINUE
C
urito(*, 800)
C 890 FORHAT(1X, '\.mITE COImEllTS TO FILE?')
C
READ (6 , 930) lAllS
C
IF(IANS.flE. 'y') GO TO 940
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I1rito(*, 900)
900 FORUAT(lX, 'EIJTER FILE llO. TO DE UPDATED.')
READ (6, 910) LU
910 FORUAT(Il)
IF(LU.GE.l .AND. LU.LE.4) GO TO 920
I1rito(*,802)
urito(*,960)
GO TO 100
920 COlITINUE
IF (LU .EQ. 1) LU=9
CALL BPECIO(LU,CONB1,O.O,l.1)
CALL SPECIO (LU, CQlIS2, 0.0, 1,2)
IF(LU.EQ.3) IC3 = 1
IF(LU.EQ.4) IC4 = 1
IF(LU.EQ.9) I1rito(*, 930) IRFIL1
IF(LU.EQ.2) I1rito(*, 930) IRFIL2
IF(LU.EQ.3) I1rito(*, 930) IUFILl
IF(LU.EQ.4) I1rito(*, 930) IUFIL2
930 FORUAT(lX, 'CmUlENTS WRITTEtJ TO ' ,0.20)
GO TO 100
940 CONTINUE
urito(*. 960)
960 FOlUIAT(lX, , COllUENTS ImT \1RITTEll. .)
GO TO 100
960 CONTIllUE
I1rito(*, 970)
970 FOlU!AT(lX,'READ ERROR ON FIRST courmNT RECORD!')
GO TO 100
980 CONTINUE
I1rito(*, 990)
990 FOIWAT(lX,'READ ERROR OU SECOND commrlT RECORD! ')
GO TO 100
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------

C

C

TI: CHANGE TITLE OF PLOT

C

1000 CONTINUE
I1rito(*,1010) lTIT
1010 FOlU3.AT(lX, 'CURREllT TITLE: ' ,60Al)
I1rito(*,1020)
1020 FOlU!AT(1X, 'ENTER liEU TITLE> ' ,$)
READ(6,1030) ITIT
1030 FORUAT(60e.1)
I1rito(*,1040) ITIT
1040 FORUAT(lX, 'rJEI1 TITLE: ., 60d)
GO TO 100
C

C-----------------------------------------------------------C
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C EX: EXECUTE THE Il:JSTRUCTIONS on THE PROGRAU STACK
C
FROU LOCATIOllS IPRU(1) TO IPRU(=.1)
C

1200 COIJTIflUE
HODE = 3
ILP = 0
lIS TACK = IPml(1)
IF(mSTACK.LE.1.0n.nSTACK.GT.60) HSTACK
LSTACK = IPIU~(2)
IF(LSTACK.LE.0.OR.LSTACK.GT.60) LSTACK
GO TO 100

=1
= 60

C

C-----------------------------------------------------------C

C JP: UNCONDITIONAL JUUP TO STACK LOCATIorl IPRU(1)
C

1300 CONTIlruE
fJSTACK = IPRH(1)
GO TO 100
C

C----------------------------------------------------------C

C LP: LOOP BACK TO LOCATION IPRU(1). IPRU(2) TItlES
C

1400 CONTINUE
ILP = ILP + 1
NLOOP = IPRll(2)
IF (ILP. LE. ~JLOOP) NSTACK=IPRl!(1)
IF(ILP.Gr.NLOOP) ILP = 0
GO TO 100
C

C-----------------------------------------------------

C

C LL: LIST THE LOG TO TERMINAL OR PRINTER
C

1600 CONTINUE
IF (IPID,1(1) .LE.0.OR.IPRU(1) .GT .60) IPRlt(1) = 1
IF(IPRU(2).LE.0.OR.IPRH(2).GT.60) IPRl4(2) = 2
DO 1610 I = IPRU(1).IPRU(2)
IF(IHARD.Eq.O) urito(*.1620) I. (LOG(I.J).J=1.6)
IF(IHARD.Eq.1) urito(10.1620) I. (LOG(I.J).J=1.6)
1610 CONTIlruE
1620 FORllAT(1X.I2.·: ·.A2.6(·.·.1X.I6»
GO TO 100
C

C--------------------------------------------------------

C

C LS: LIST INSTRUCTION STACK TO TERUIlJAL OR PRINTER
C
LISTS FROH LOCATIONS IPRH(1) TO IPRU(2)
C
DEFAULT IS LOCATIOllS 1 THRU 60.
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C

1600 COlJTIrlUE
IF (IPRU(1) . LE. O. OR. IPRU(l) . GT. 50) IPRU(l) = 1
IF (IPRl1(2) .LE.0.OR.IPRU(2) .GT.50) IPRH(2) = 60
DO 1610 I = IpruHl), IPRU(2)
IF(IHARD.EQ.O) urito(*,1620) I, (ISTACK(I,J),J=l,6)
IF(IHARD.EQ.1) thOD
vrits(10.1620) i. (iotnck(i.j).j=1.6)
urit0( •• 1620) i. (iotack(i,j),j=l,6)

oDd if
1610 CONTINUE
GO TO 100
C

C-----------------------------------------------------------C

C
C

IN: INCREllENT FIRST FOUR PARAUETERS OF THE INSTRUCTION
Oll THE STACK AT LOCATION IPM(l) BY IPRl!(2) TURU IPRU(6)

C

1700 CONTINUE
DO 1710 I = 2,6
ISTACK(IPRl!(1> , I) = ISTACK(IPRU(l), I) + IPRU(I)
1710 COllTINUE
GO TO 100
C

C-----------------------------------------------------________
C

C
C

SP: SET FIRST FOUR P~lETERS ON THE STACK AT LOCATION
IPRl!(l) TO THE VALUES IPM(2) THRU IPM(6)

C

lBOO CONTIUUE
DO lBl0 I = 2,6
ISTACK(IPRH(l),I) = IPRH(I)
lBl0 CONTINUE
GO TO 100

c

C-------------------------------------------------------C

CPR: EtlTER PROGRAUUING HODE, HODE, lHARD,FPVAR2
C

1900 CONTInUE
USTACK = IPRl!(l)
IF (USTACIC. LE. O. OR. IISTACK. GT . 60) 1ISTACK=1
urito(*,1910) NSTACK
1910 FORl!AT(lX, 'BEGIll PROGRAmlIrlG AT LOCATION' ,12,'. ')
UODE = 2
GO TO 100
C

C--------------------------------------------------------C

C DF: DISPLAY CURRE1IT FILES

A
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C

2000 CONTINUE
writo(*,2010) IRFIL1
2010 FORHAT(1X,'
FIRST SOURCE FILE: ',020)
urito(*,2020) IRFIL2
~020 FORllAT(1X,'
SECOND SOURCE FILE: ',0.20)
writo(*,2030) IUFIL1
2030 FOR!!AT(1X.· FIRST DESTINATION FILE: ',0.20)
vrite(*,2040) IUFIL2
2040 FORllAT(1X, 'SECOND DESTINATION FILE: • ,0.20)
vrito(*.2050) IPFILE
2050 FORMAT(1X,'
CURRENT PLOT FILE: ',0.20)
vrito(*,2060) IRFIL3
2060 FORUAT(4X, 'EW FILE I1J LU 10 IS:', 0.20)
GO TO 100
C

C----------------------------------------------------------------

C

CPA: DISPLAY PARAImTERS OF SPECIFIED FILE
C

2100 CONTINUE
LU=IPRU(1)
IF (LU .GE. 1 .AND. LU .LE. 4) GO TO 2105
writo(*,2102)
2102 FORMAT (lX, , InVALID PAIWmTER! ')
GO TO 100
2105 CONTINUE
IF (LU .EQ. 1) LU=9
READ (LU, REC=2, ERR=9S0) (COUS2 (J) , J=1, LErn
CALL CLEAR
IF(LU.EQ.9) vrito(*,2110) IRFIL1
IF(LU.EQ.2) vrito(*,2110) IRFIL2
IF(LU.EQ.3) vrito(*,2110) IUFIL1
IF(LU.EQ.4) vrito(*,2110) IWFIL2
IF(LU.EQ.9 .AND. IHARD.EQ.1) urito(10,2110) IRFIL1
IF(LU.EQ.2 .Arm. IHARD.EQ.1) vrito(10,2110) IRFIL2
IF(LU.EQ.3 .rum. IHARD.EQ.1} urita(10,2110) IUFIL1
IF(LU.EQ.4 .AND. IHARD.EQ.1) urito(10,2110) ItlFIL2
2110 FORrlAT(1H1/5X, 'PARAUETERS FOR' ,0.20/ /)
DO 2120 I = 1,241,32
urita(*,2130) (CO"62(J),J=I,I+31)
IF(IHARD.EQ.1) urito(10,2130) (COllS2(J),J=I,I+31)
2120 CONTINUE
2130 FORr1AT(1X, 11I6/1X, 11I6/1X,1016)
ithour=pnrnmo(S7)/aO
itmin=pnramo(87)-ithour*60
itooc=pnramo(8B)/100
ihour=paramo(95)/aO
imino=pnramo(95)-ihour*60
iooc=parnmo(96)/10
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idcdog=pnrnmo(91) 160
idcmin=abo(paramo(91)-idcdog*60)
idcooc=pnramo(92)/iO
irnh%=pnrnmo (89) 100
iramin=pnrnmo (a9) ··irahr*60
iraooc=parnmo(90)/l0
vrito(.,~131) pnrnmo(116) ,ithour, itmin, itoQc,
+
(parnmo(i) ,i=97,99) ,ihour, imino, iooc ,pnrnma (104) ,
+
idcdog,idcmin,idcooc,irahr,irnmin,irnooc
If(IHARD.oq.l) vrito(10,~131) pnramo(116).ithour,itmin.itoec,
+"
(parnmo(i) ,i=97,99) ,ihour.imino,iooc,pnramo(104) ,
+
idcdog.idcmin,idcoec,irnhr,irnmin,irnooc
2131 formate' Soquenco numb or -.is,
+
I.' Integration time ',2(i2,':'),i2,
+
I,' Onto ',2(i2,'I').i4.
+
I,' UST '.2(i2.':').i2,
+
I,' Doclination ',i3,':',i2,':',i2,
+
I,' Right Aoconoion ',2(i2,':').i2)
GO TO 100
C

C ---------------------------------------------------------------C

C EN: END PROGRAM AFTER CLOSING ALL FILES
C

9900 COlITINUE
IF(MODE.HE.3) GO TO 9910
MODE = 1
GO TO 100
9910 COnTIrnm
c
CALL RSTR(2)
call hond
DO 9920 I = 1,4
c
CALL CLOBE(I,IBTAT)
cal1 clooe(i)
9920 COlITItruE
STOP
END
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

*
*
*

•
SUBROUTINES BEGIN HERE

..

*

*****.****** ...... *************

C----------------------------------------------------------------C
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C
C

C

C AD: ADD ISPEC(2.I) TO ISPEC(1,I)
C
PREVIOUS ISPEe(1,l) III ISPEC(6,I)
C

SUBROUTINE AD
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6.612)
com~ON ICYARS/ IPRl!(6). ISPEC,LEfl,lIDDE, lHARD,FPVAR
DO 3410 I=1,LEll
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
ISPEC(1,I) = ISPEC(1,I) + ISPEC(2,I)
3410 CmJTlNUE
RETUruI
END
C

C-----------------------------------------------------

C
C
C
C
C

CAl: COUPUTE AIRHASSES
C

C SUBROUTINE AIRl-iASS ASKS FOR ruo SETS OF VALUES
C THEN COUPUTES THE CORRESPONDING AIRllASSES AND THEIR RATIO.
C FORlIULA USED IS FRon PAGE 12 OF 1982 OBSERVER'S HANDBOOK.
C

SUBROUTINE AI (AIRlI, RATIO)
DIllENSION LAT(3) , ITItl(3) , lRA(3) , IDEC(3) , IN(20)
DlMENSIOlI AIRlH2), PHI (2) , Tnm(2), RA(2) , DEC(2) , HR(2)
IUTEGER*2 IBPEC(6,612)
cormoN /CVARS/ IPRl4(6) ,ISPEC,LEN,1l0DE,IHARD,FPVAR
PI = 3.14169
urito(*,4610)
4610 FORUAT(1X, 'DEFAULT LAT. IS MT. HOPKInS: 31,41,18'/
UT. LEln!ON 32,26,30'/
1
1X,'OTHERB ARE:
'KITT PEAK
31,67,48'/
2
1SX,
:-30,09,54')
'CTIO
3
16X,
DO 4640 I = 1,2
IF(I.EQ.2) GO TO 4630
urito(*,4620)
4620
FORHAT(1X,'*** - FIRST AlRUASS - ***'/)
GO TO 4660
4630
urito(*,4640)
4640
FORUAT(1X,'*** - SECOND AIRUASS - ***'/)
4660
urito(*,4660)
4660
FORHAT(1X, 'EUTER LATITUDE: ')
C
CALL TEMIll( 3 , 2 , IE OF , Ill)
DECODE(IlJ,4670) LAT
C
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rond (*,4670) lot
FOruIAT(312)
IF (LAT(l) .rlE.0.OR.LAT(2) .rIB.0.OR.LAT(3) .NE.O) GO TO 4676
LAT(l) = 31
LAT(2) = 41
LAT(3) = 18
4676
CONTINUE
writo(*,4677) LAT
4677
FOWIAT(lX, 'LATIl'UDE USED lULL BE ',12,',', I2, , , , ,12)
writo(*,4680)
4680
FORllAT(1X, 'ENTER SIDEREAL TI!m: ,)
C
CALL TERl'IN(3,2,IEOF,IN)
C
DECODE(IN,4670) ITIU
road (*,4670) itic
vrito(*,4686) ITIU
4686
FORlUT(lX, 'SID. TItlE USED lULL BE ' ,12,',' ,12,',' ,12)
urito(*,4690)
4690
FOIWAT(lX, 'ENTER RIGHT ASCEllSIOFJ:')
C
CALL TERHIN(3,2,IEOF,IN)
C
DECODE(IR,4570) IRA
rood (*,4570) irn
writo(*,4595) IRA
4696
FORlUT(lX, 'R.A. USED lULL BE ',I2,',', 12, , , , ,12)
urito(* ,4600)
4600
FORl,IATC1X, 'EnTER DECLInATION:')
C
CALL TEmlIR (3,3, IEOF , IU)
C
DECODE(IU,4602) IDEC
road (*,4602) idee
4602 FORllAT(3I3)
urite(*,460S) IDEC
4606
FORlUT(lX,'DEC. USED UILL BE ' ,13,' ,',12,',' ,12)
PHI(I) = LAT(1)+REAL(LAT(2»/aO.+REAL(LAT(3»/3600.0
PHI (I) = PHI (I) >I< PI/laO.O
TIlm(I) =ITIll(l) +REAL(ITIU(2» /60. +REAL (ITIN(3» /3600.
TIUE(I) = TIUE(I) * 16 * PI/laO.O
RA(I) = lRA(1)+REAL(IRA(2»/aO.+REAL(IRA(3»/3600.0
RA(I) = RA(I) * 16 >I< PI/180.0
DEC (I)=IDEC(1)+REAL(IDEC(2»/aO.+REAL(IDEC(3»/3600.
DEC (I) = DEC (I) *PI/laO.O
HR(l) = TIlm(I) - RA(I)
BIllA = SIll (DEC (I» *SIrl (PHI (I»
BINA = BIllA + COS (HR(I» *COS (DEC (I» *CDS (PHI (I»
AIRlI(I) = 1.0/COS(PI/2.0 - ASIN(SINA»
IF(I.EQ.2) GO TO 4620
urito(*,46l0) AlRU(I)
4610
FORUAT(lX, 'PIRST AIRlIASS = ' ,P10. 6)
GO TO 4640
4620
urito(*,4630) AIRM(I)
4630
POIWAT(1X, 'SECOllD AllWASS = ' ,P10.6)
4640 COrJTIUUE
4570
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RATIO = AIRU(1)/AIRU(2)
urito(*,4660) RATIO
4660 FOR14AT (lX, , AIRl!ASS RATIO = ., FlO. 6)
RETURN

END
C

C----------------------------------------------------------------C
C
C

C
c:
c:
c:

c:
c:

e
e
c

SUBROUTINE ASSGN2(LU,IFIL1,IFIL2,LEN2)
TESTS FOR rroLL InPUT, ASSIGNS ONLY }lEW INPUTS
c:hnro.c:tar*l SP
c:harac:tor*20 ifill, ifi12
Going to try and fool tho c:ompilor by dec:laring ifil1 and ifi12
c:har*20, although thoy aro doc:larod c:har*l in the c:allig routine.
SP=' ,
IF (IFIL2(1) .EQ. SP) GOTO 100
if (ifi12 (1:1) .oq. op) go to 100
urito(*,10) IFIL2
10 FORl-1AT(' UEW ElITRY: ',0.20)
CALL CLOSE(LU,ISTAT)
CALL ASSIGN(LU,IFIL2,LEN2)
if (lu .oq. 7) than
open(lu,filo=ifi12,otatuo='unknowo',ac:c:ooa='ooquantial',
1
form='formattad')
rl!luind lu
aloe
opon(lu,filo=ifi12,otntuo='unknowo',aec:ooo='diroet',form=
1
'unformattod',roel=lon2)
end if
DO 20 1=1,20
IFILl (I)=IFIL2(I)
20 COnTIllUE
ifill = ifi12
100 CONTINUE
RETUR!1

END

C ----------------------------------------------------C
C
C

C AY: AUTOUATIC Y SCALnJG
C

SUBROUTInE AY
COlman /CVARS/ IPRU(6), ISPEC,LE1I,nODE, IHARD,FPVAR
cmWOll /PVARS/ IPP (2,20) ,IPFILE, IRFIL3
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IPP(2,10)=0
RETURN
END
C

C -----------------------------------------------------------------c
c
c
C
C BS: BIAS SUBTRACT
C
SUBROUTINE BB(IC3.IC4)
INTEGER*2 IBPEC(6,612)
COmmN ICVARSI IPRU(6) ,IBPEC,LEtI,t10DE,IHARD,FPVAR

otlODE=UODE
IlODE=3
DO 3630 1=1,320
IPRU(1)=1
IPRU(2)=I
IPRN(3)=I
CALL RD
IPIW(1)=2
CALL RD
CALL SU
IPRU(1)=4
CALL UR(IC3,IC4,itry)
3630 COllTINUE
1l0DE=OllODE
RETURN
END

C-----------------------------------------------------------C

c
c
C
C
C

BX: STATISTICS III AN 11 BY 11 BOX. ImAN AND SID DEVIATION
OF 121 ummnns

C

BUBROUTIfm BX(XUEAN, SIGllA)
IflTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
cmmorJ/CVARBI IPRU(6), 1SPEC, LEN, UODE, IUARD, FPVAR
BUll1 = 0.0
SUU2 = 0.0
OIlODE=llODE
tJODE=3
11 = 1PRU(2)-6
1PRl!(2) = 1PRU (3)-6
DO 4360 1=1, 11
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IPRU(3) = IPIUI(2)
CALL RD
IF(Or.lODE.lm.3) uritQ(*,4366) IPRlt(2), (ISPEC(l,J) ,J=Il,I1+10)
4366
FORUAT(lX,I3,':' ,11(1X,I6»
DO 4360 J=Il,Il+l0
A = ISPEC(l,J)
sum = A + SUMl
sm42 == A .... 2 + BUU2
4360
CONTINUE
IPruH2) = IPruH2) + 1.
4360 CONTINUE
XUEAN = SUlU/121.
SIGnA = SqRT(SUl;J2/121. - XlmAN**2)
urito(*,4370) 11+6, IpruH2)-6, XUEAN, SIGMA
IF(IHARD .EQ. 1) urita(10,4370) I1+6, IPruH2)-6, XllEAN, SIGMA
4370 FORlUT(' CENTER AT X= • ,14,' y= ' ,14,' :',' XUEAN ',Fl0.3,
+
SImlA
• ,Fl0.3)
RETURN

END

c
c
c

C-------------------------------------------------------------------

C
C
C

C CF: UAKE A PLOTABLE FILE FROU THE EU FILE CREATED \:1ITH THE
C
C

C\1

c
10

300
c

699
700
c

comwm

SUBROUTINE CF
COlmOll /CVARS/ IPM(6) , ISPEC, LEN ,UODE, IHARD,FPVAR
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
~hfi~~ct~~*10 idummy
CALL FREC(10,1)
road (7,10,ond=999) idummy
format (al0)
DO 300 [=1,20
1SPEC(l,K)=O
ISPEC(2,K)=0
COlITIllUE
DO 6980 1=21,612
CALL FREC(10,3)
do e99 jj = 1,3
road (7,10,ond=999) idummy
continuo
READ (7, 700,EtlD=999) AVE, SIDl1AX
FORUAT(9X,F8.4,31X,F8.4)
urito(*,700) AVE, SIDUAX
CALL FREC(10,l)
road (7,10,ond=999) idummy
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ISPEC(l,I)= INT(1000*AVE + 0.6)
ISPEC(2,I)= ABS(InT(1000*SIDlWC + 0.6»
FORUAT(2X,I6,2X,I6)
urito(*,800) ISPEC(l,I), ISPEC(2,I)

800

6980 COnTI~JUE
999 CONTINUE
DO 200 J=I, 612
IaPBC(1.J)

<:I

0

ISPEC(2,J) = 0
200 COnTIllUE
IPRlt(l) =3
CALL tm(l,O,O)
CALL no
CALL l.1R(l, 0 ,1)
RETUIUl

END
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------c

c
c
c
C

C CH:

CHANGE THE VALUE OF LOCATIDrJ SPECIFIED BY IPRU(l)

C

SUBROUTINE CH
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
DIUENSIDrJ IN(20)
COllUOlJ leVARSI IPRH(6), ISPEC,LEII,UODE, lHARD,FPVAR
urito(*,6410) IPRl~(l), ISPEC(l,IPRl~(l»
6410 FORllAT(lX, 'AT LOCATION' ,14,' CURRENT VALUE IS ',161
+
lX, 'ENTER NEW VALUE. ')
c
CALL TERlUN (1, 6 , IEOF ,Ill)
c
DECODE(IN,6420) ISPEC(l.IPru~(l»
read (*.6420) iopoc(l.iprm(l»
6420 FORltAT (16)
urito(*,6430) ISPEC(l,IPRH(l»
6430 FORUAT(1X. 'NEU VALUE IS ',16)
RETURD

EUD
C

C---------------------------------------------------------------C
C

C CL:

CLEAR TOP SPECTRUU

C

SUBROUTINE CL
IUTEGER*2 ISPEC(6.612)
COmlOli levAnSI IPIW(6),ISPEC,LEll,t10DE.lHARD.FPVAR
DO 4910 I = l,LEll
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ISPEC(s,I) = ISPEC(l,I)
ISPEC(l,I) = 0
4910 CONTINUE
RETURII
END
C

C--------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c

C

C C+: ADD A CONSTANT TO ISPEC(l,I)
C

SUBROUTINE CPLUS
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(s,612)
counON !CVARS! IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,LEN,IlODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 3910 I = l,LEN
ISPEC(s,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
ISPEC(1,I) = ISPEC(l,I) + IPRU(l)
3910 CONTINUE
RETURfl
END
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------c
c
c

C

C CR: DOES A CORRELATION BETlmEN 2 SPECTRA III A SPECIFIED RAllGE
C
OF X VALUES WITH SHIFT SIZE AND SHIFT ItJCREI.IENT SIZE BEIllG
C
VARIABLE FLOATIllG POINT rnnmERS.
SUBROUTIUE CR
IUTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,61~)
cmmon !CVARS! IPRll(6), ISPEC ,LEN ,!40DE, IHARD,FPVAR
CALL CLEAR
IL1=IPru,(1)
IL2=IPR!4 (2)
U=(IL2-IL1)+1
CALL RA
SPlXEL=-10.0
SHIllC=1.0
uritc!*,6673) SPIXEL,SHIllC
5673 FORllAT(' SPIXEL IS',Fl0.s,' SHINC IS' ,Fl0.6)
COR=O
CORUAX=O.O
DO 6674 1=1,20
CALL RO
CALL RA
SHIFT=(SPlXEL + (I-l)*SHIlJC)
IF (SHIFT .fm.O.O) CALL SH(SHIFT)
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6676
6678

CALL CROSS(IL1,IL2,COR)
urito(*,6676) COR,SHIFT
FORUAT(' COR' ,F10.6,' SHIFT' ,Fl0.6)
IF(COru~.LE.COR) GO TO 6678
GO TO 6674.
COlITIllUE
COIU~=COR

6674
6679

6681
6680

BSH1FT=SHIFT
CONTINUE
vrito(*,6679) CORUAX,DSHIFT
FORl4AT(' lwt CORRELATIon IS' ,Pl0.5,· ROUGH SHIFT IS' ,F10.6)
IF(IHARD.EQ.l) urite(10,6679) com~,BSHIFT
SP1XEL=BSHIFT-l.0
SHIlIC=O. 100
CORl!AX=O.O
COR=O.O
DO 5680 1=1,20
CALL RO
CALL RA
SHIFT=(SP1XEL + (I-l)*BH1NC)
IF(SHIFT.lIE.O.O) CALL SH(SHIFT)
CALL CROSS(IL1,IL2,COR)
urito(*~6676) COR,SHIFT
IF(CORUAX.LE.COR) GO TO 6681
GO TO 6680
CONTIlruE
COIUWC=COR
BSHIFT=SHIFT
COllTIllUE
urito(*,6679) COlUlhX,BSHIFT
IF(IHARD.EQ.l) urito(10,6679) CORUAX,BSHIFT
SPlXEL=BSHIFT-O.l
SHIIlC=O.Ol
COR=O.O
CORlWC=O.O
DO 6682 1=1,20
CALL liO
CALL RA

BHIFT=(SPlXEL + (I-l)*SHINC)
IF(BHIFT.UE.O.O) CALL BH(BHIFT)
CALL CROBB(IL1,IL2,COR)
urito(*,6676) COR,BHIFT
IF(CORUAX.LE.COR) GO TO 6683
GO TO 6682
CONTIllUE
6683
CORUAX=COR
BBHIFT=SHIFT
6682 COlITIllUE
urito(*,6684.) CORUAX,BBHIFT
6684. FORUAT(' BEST CORRELATION IS' ,Fl0.6,' BEST SHIFT IS' ,Fl0.6)
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IF(IHARD.EQ.1) urito(10,558i{\) COIUlAX,BSHIFT
RETURN

END
C

C--------------------------------------------------------------c
c

c

c
C

C CROSS: DOES CROSS CORRELATION lIATH on 2 SPECTRA
SUBROUTINE CROSS(IL1,IL2,COR)
IllTEGER*2 18PEC (5,612)
cor-mOll /CVARS/ IPHU(6) , ISPEC+LElJ,1l0DE,IHARD,FPVAR
N=(IL2-IL1)+1
8X=0
SZ=O
SX2=0
SZ2=0
SXZ=O
DEN=O

DO 5576 I=IL1,IL2
SX=SX+ISPEC(l,I)
SZ=SZ+ISPEC(3,I)
SX2=SX2+(ISPEC(l,I)**2)
SZ2=SZ2+(ISPEC(3,I) **2)
SXZ=SXZ+(ISPEC(l,I)*ISPEC(3,I»
5676 CONTINUE
DEll=SQRT «SX2-SX**2/N) * (SZ2-SZ**2/N»
COR=(SXZ-SX*SZ/N)/DEN
RETUM

END
C

C------------------------------------------------------------c
c
c

c
C

C CD: DIVIDE ISPEC (1, I) BY Ii. CONBTMIT
C

SUBROUTIrlE CSLASH
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(5,612)
COID4DrJ /CVARS/ IPRU(6), IBPEC,LEN ,!lODE, lHARD,FPVAR
DO 4110 1=1, LEU
ISPEC(5,I) = IBPEC(l,I)
IBPEC(l,I) ::: IBPEC(l,I)/IPID!(l)
4110

COrJTIr~UE

RETURU

EUD
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C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c

C

C CII<: UULTIPLY ISPEC(1,I) BY A CONSTANT
C

4.021
4020
4030
4040

4010

SUBROUTINE. CSTAR
INTEGERII<2 ISPEC(S,512)
ColnJoN /CVAaS/ IPRU(5). ISPEC, LEN, nODE, IKARD, FPVAR
IF (tmDE .EQ. 3) GoTo 4.040
continue
urit0(*,4020)
FoRUAT (, ENTER FLOATING PoIrIT CollSTAlIT')
READ(S,4030,arr=4021)FPVAR
FoRUAT(F9.6)
CDrlTIrruE
DO 4010 I=1,LEN
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
ISPEC(1,I) = FLoAT(IBPEC(1,I» '" FPVAR
CONTINUE
RETURN
ElJD

C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------c
c
c

C

C CHANGE THE VALUE OF LoCATIDlJ SPECIFIED BY IPIU4(1)
C AND KEEP IT AT THAT VALUE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
SUBROUTINE CV
IBIEGER*2 ISPEC(S.512)
charactor"'1 inot1
DlHENSION W(20)
COUUDrl /CVAnS/ IPRtl(6) , ISPEC,LEN ,nODE, IHARD,FPVAR
urito(*,1000) IUVAL
1000 FORUAT(1X,' PRESElJT VALUE 111 CV IS ',16)
900 FORllAT (iX,' To koap thia numbor typo 0 to chango thio number type d')
t1rito(*,6466) IPRll(1),ISPEC(1,IPrul(1»
6466 FORMAT (1X, ' AT LOCATIOll ',14,' CURRErlT VALUE IS ',16/
+
1X,' EUTER NEtt VALUE IF DESIRED. ')
urito(*,900)
READ(6,100,orr=201) IrJE\1
100 FORUAT (A1)
IF (INEW .EQ. '0') GO TO 300
IF (IrlE\1 .EQ. 'd') GO TO BOO
BOO COlJTIUUE
vrito(*,600)
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c
c

600 FORUAT (1X,' rJE\1 VALUE IS 1')
CALL TERUIfJ( 1, 6, IE OF , Ill)
DECODE(IlJ ,600) IINAL
road (~,600) inval
600 FORUAT(OP,I6)
300 CONTIUUE
ISPEC(1,Ipm~(1»=INVAL

writo(*,200) ISPEC(1,IPRll(1»
200 FORlUT(1X,' NE\1 VALUE 18 ',16)
201 continuo
RETURN
END

c

C-----------------------------------------------------------c

c
c
c
C

C

Cl1:COLLECTS SIX EQt1 tmASUREUEflTB,AVERAGES THEU, CALCULATES
THEIR DEVIATION FRDU THI8 nEAN AnD STORES ALL INFO IN A
C
FILE FOR FUTURE USE
C

C
C

SUBROUTmE C\1
DIUErJSIOn EQ\1S(6) ,810(6)
IllTEGER*2 ISPEC (6,612)
charactor*1IRFIL3(20),IFIL(20),IPFlLE(20)
charactor.1 iowa, iana
cmmON /CVARS/ IPRrJ(6), ISPEC,LEI',UODE, lHARD,FPVAR
COMMON /PVARS/ IPP(2,20),IPFlLE,IRFIL3
C GET A FlLEllAllE FOR THE EQ \1IDTH DATA FILE TO BE lW>E
writo(*,S970)
6970 FORlIA T (' FlLENMm IS1')
&EAD(S,100) IFIL
100 FORlaT (20A1)
CALL ABSGN2(7,IRFIL3,IFIL,BO)
1400 FORlaT(' FlLEIlAllE IS:' ,20A1)
URITE(7,1400) IFIL
1600 FORMAT (1X, '
,)
URITE (7 ,1600)
L1=IPRH(2)
L2=IPRU(3)
L3=IPRU(1)
1600 FORUAT(' DO YOU l1ANT TO SUOOTH THE DATA?')
l1rito(*, 1600)
READ (6,1000) IAU8
IF (IAl1S. Etl. 'y') IllDIC=1
IF (IAUS.EQ.'n') IUD1C=O
DO 200 I=L1, L2
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IPRN(2)=I
IPRH(3)=I
IPRU(1)=L3
SUU1=0
SUU2=0
CALL RD
CALL AY
IF (INDIC.EQ.l) CALL SF«
IF (INDIC.EQ.O) conTINUE
IPP (1, 11)=0
IPRU(1) =IPRll (4)
IPRlI (2) =IPRU (5)
CALL rIP
iprm(l)=O
iprm(2)=0
CALL FY
CALL LIt
IPP (1,11)=1
DO 300 J=l,6
IPRll(l)=O
CALL EQ(EQUS(J),CNTR)
BUU1=SUlU +EQl1S (J)
SUI12=SUU2+ (EQ118 (J) ) **2
300
CONTINUE
AVE=SUU1/6.0
BIGl1A=SQRT «6. 0*8UH2- (8UU1**2» /30.0)
SIDUAX=O
DO 400 K=l,6
SID(K) = AVE-Eql1S(K)
IF (AB8(8ID(K».GE.AB8(SIDUAX» 8IDI~=SID(K)
400
CONTINUE
500
FORHAT(' LINE Uo.I2,' EQUIV l1IDTHS ARE: ',lX,6(F7.3,1X»
urito(*,500) I,(EQl18(J),J=l,6)
600
FOmIA! (, I lID IV . DEVS. FROU HEA.N .ARE: ' ,6 (F7 . 4 ,1X) )
urito(*,600)(8ID(J),J=l,6)
700
FOIWAT(' UEAlI IS:' ,FS.4,' SImlA IS:' ,FS.5,' UAX DEV. IS:' ,F8.4)
I7rito(*,700) AVE,SIGllA,SIDUAX
800
FOlUlAT(' LIDE CENTER IS AT:' .F10.6)
I7rito(*,SOO) CUTR
IF (IHARD.EQ.l) urito(10,600) I, (EQl1S(J),J=1,6)
IF (IHARD.EQ.l) urito(10,600)(SID(J),J=l,6)
IF (Ii'iARD.EQ.l) I7rito(10,700) AVE,SIGUA,SIDMAX
IF (IHARD.EQ.l) urito(10,BOO) CNTR
C CONFIRl! DATA THEU DECIDE TO l1RITE IT TO FILE OR NOT
900
FORUAT (, DO YOU llISH TO \fRlTE TO FILE ?')
urito(*,900)
1000
FORUAT(Al)
READ(6,1000) IANS
IF (IAIIS. EQ. 'y') GO TO 1100
IF(IAUS.EQ, 'n') GO TO 1300
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IF (IAlIS . Btl. • q') GO TO 1200
COlITlNUE
~ITE(7.600) I.(EQUB(J).J=1.6)
URlTE(7.600) (SID(J).J=1.e)
WlITE(7.700) AVE.SIGUA.SIDUAX
URITE(7.800) CHTR
l1RITE(7.1600)
GO TO 200
1300
CONTINUE
1=1-1
200 CONTINUE
1200 COlITINUE
ipp(1,11)=O
call ay
1100

RETURN

END
C

C------------------------------------------------------------c
c

c
c
C

C DG: TAKE A DIAGONAL STRIPOUT FRO~ POINT (X1,1) TO
C
(X2.320) Alm PUT IT I~l ISPEC(i,I); FORMAT FOR THIS
C
CmnWID IS DG,FlLE rIo., Yi,Y2,PLOT LUIIT 1,PLOT LIMIT 2
SUBROUTINE DG
IIJTEGER.2 ISPEC (6,612) , INBUF (612)

charactor.1 inno
cmmOll /CVARS/ IPIW(6), ISPBC,LEIl ,UODE, lHARD,FPVAR
COUUON /PVARS/ IPP(2,20),IPFlLE,IRFIL3
IKARD = IPP(1,11)
IF(IPWl(1) .LT. 1 .OR. IPRU(1) .GT. 4) GO TO 600
GO TO 600
600 COllTlNUE
400 FOWlAT (iX, '\1HAT FILE DO YOU UMIT1')

urito(*,400)
GO TO 300

600 CONTINtJR
Ii = IPRU(1)
lYi = IPIW(2)
IY2 = IPRtl(3)
Yi=FLOAT (IYi)
Y2=FLOAT(IY2)
14 = IPRI1(4)
16 = IPRtl(6)
IPRU(2) = lYi
IPRll(3) = IFRIl(2)
CALL an
IPRl1(1) ::: 14
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IPRU(2) = 16
CALL rIP
103 CALL GRnl(Xl, Y3)
urito(*,101)
101 format('Do you like thio curoor value?')
road(*,102) iano
102 format(al)
if (iano .oq. 'nO) go to 103
IXl = Xl
IPRl!(l) = 11
IPRII(2) = Iya
IPRr,l(3) = IPRrH2)
CALL RD
IPM(l) = 14
IPIW(2) = 16
CALL UP
104 CALL GRIN(X2,Y4)
nita(. ,101)
road(*,102) ians
if (iano .oq. 'n') go to 104
IX2

= X2

BLOPE=(Y2-Yl)/(X2-Xl)
D=Y2-(BLOPE*X2)
IYlL=IYl-l0
IY2L=IY2+10
DO 6810 I=l,IY1L
INDUF(I)=O
6810 COlJTINUE
DO 100 I=IY1L,IY2L
IPRU(1) =11
IPRr~(2)=I

IPIW (3) =IPRU (2)
CALL RD
ISPEC(6,I)=ISPEC(l,I)
XVAL=(FLOAT(I)-D)/SLOPE
IXVALH=IUT(XVAL+0.6)
IXVALL=IHT(XVAL-0.6)
IXI=(ISPEC(l,IXVALH)+ISPEC(l,IXVALL»/2
IlffiUF(I)=IX1
100 COlITINUE
IY3=1Y2L+l
DO 200 I=1Y3,612
IlmUF(1)=O
200 COlJTIfruE
DO 300 1=1,612
ISPEC(l,I)=1rmUF(I)
300 CONTIUUE
RETUIUl

ElJD
C
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C----------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c

C

C DP:

DtrnP OF TOP SPECTB.UU OVER SPECIFIED RArlGE

c
SUBROUTINE DP(ITIT)
charnctor*l 1TIT(60)
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,6l2)
cormoN ICVARSI IPRU(6) • ISPEC,LEN,UODE,lHARD,FPVAR
IF (IPRn(2) .Eq. 0) 1PRll(2) = IPRll(l)
IF(IHARD.Eq.l) GO TO 6060
DO 6010 I = IPRU(1),IPRU(2),10
urito(*,6020) I,(I8PEC(1,J),J=I,I+9)
6010 CONTINUE
6020 FORUAT(1X,I4,': ',10(2X,I6»
REl'UR11

6060 CONTINUE
urito(10,6060) ITIT
6060 FORUAT(20A1//)
DO 6070 I = IPlUl(l), IPRU(2) ,10
vrito(10,6020) I, (I8PEC(1,J),J=I,I+9)
6070 CONTnJUE
urito(*,6080)
6080 FORWlT(lX, 'HARD COpy DUUP COUPLETED. ,)
RETURlI

END

c
C ----------------------------------------------------c
c
c
C
C
C

DS: DARK SUBTRACT
SUBROUTInE D8(IC3,IC4)
INTEGER*2 I8PEC(6,612)
couuml ICVARSI IPRll(6), ISPEC,LEU ,UODE, lHARD,FPVAR
OMODE=llODE
IlODE=3
IPIW(1)=1
IPIW(3) =200
IPIllI (2) =100
CALL BX(XmWI,SIGUA)
XlmAIl1=XlmAIl
IPIUI(2) =400
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IPRU(3)=200
CALL BX (XlmAll , SIGllA)
XlmAJ12=XlmAN
IPRU(1)=2
IPRU(2)=100
IPRl{(3) =200
CALL BX (XlmAU , SIGllA)

XlmJW4=xrmAIJ
IPIW(2)=400
IPlUI(3) =200
CALL BX (XlmAIl, SIGUA)
XUEAN3=XUEAN
XU13=XUEAH1/XlmAN3
DI24=XUEAlI2/XlmAN4
FPVAR=(Xl!13+XU24)/2.
urito(* ,3660) XlU3,Jrn24,FPVAR
3660 FORUAT(' LEFT RATIO=' ,F9.6,' RIGHT RATIO=' ,F9.6,
+'FINAL RATIO=',F9.6)
IF (IHARD .EQ. 1) urito(10,3660) XU13,JCU24,FPVAR
DO 3670 1=1,320
IPRlHl) =1
IPRlH2)=1
IPRU(3)=I
CALL RD
IPRIl(1) =2
CALL RD
CALL CSTAR
CALL SU
IPRll(1)=4
CALL tlR(IC4,IC4,2)
3670 CONTINUE
110DE=mmDE
RETURN
END
C

c-------------------------------------------------------------c
c

c
C
C DV: DIVIDE (ISPEC(2,I)*IPRU(1» BY ISPEC(1,I)
C
RESULT III ISPEC (1, I), ISPEC (2, I) IDlCHANGED
C
PREVIOUS ISPEC(1,I) nJ ISPEC(6,I)
C
BUBROUTIrm DV
IUTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
COUUON /CVARS/ IPRU(6),ISPEC,LEN,IlODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DIVD=FLOAT(IPRll(l»
IF(IPRU(l).EQ.O) urito(*,3306)
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3306 FORUAT (' PROGRAU HAS ClWlGED. TYPE DV,1 TO DIVIDE SPECTRA')
IF (IPRU(1) .EQ.O) RETURN
DO 3310 I=1,LEN
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
SPEC1=FLOAT(ISPEC(1,I»
BPEC2=FLOAT (IBPEC (2. I»
IF(ISPEC(1,I).EQ.O) CO TO 100

ISPEC(1,I)=INT(BPEC2*DIVO/SPEC1)
GO TO 3310
100
COlITINUE
ISPEC(1,I)=0
3310 CONTINUE
RETURN
Elm
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------c

c
c
c
C

C EQ:EQUIVALEllT UIDTH AND LINE POSITION
C
C

BUBROUTIrm EQ (EQ\1 , CNTR)
INTECER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
charactor*1 iknou

cormOll /CVARS/ IPRla(6), ISPEC, LEN, nODE, IHARD, FPVAR
cor.mmJ /PVARS/ IPP (2,20) , IPFILE, IRFIX.3
IHARD=IPP(1,11)
IF (IPRl{(1) .NE. 0) GOTO 6900
108 continuo
CALL GRIIJ (X1, Y1)
CALL GRIli (X2, Y2)
IX1=X1
IX2=X2
GO TO 6906
6900 COnTInUE
IX1=IPlU1(1)
IY1=IPRU(2)
IX2=IPRU(3)
IY2=IPRU(4)
X1=IX1
Y1=IY1
X2=IX2
Y2=IY2
IF (IYl . rm. 0) GOTO 6906
IX1=IPP (1,1)
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IX2=IPP(1.2)
GOTO 6910
6906 CONTIllUE
if (xl.oq.x2) then
x2=x2+1
ond if
StOPE=(Y2-Yl)/(X2-Xl)
AREA=O
B=Y2-(SLOPE*X2)
DO 5910 I=IX1.IX2
CONT=(SLOPE*I)+B
DIV=ISPEC(l.I)/CONT
AREA=AREA+(l-DIV)
6910 CONTINUE
EQ\1=AREA
CALL LIllCNT(IX1.IX2.CNTR)
~rito(*.6960) Xl.Yl.X2.Y2.EQ\1.CNTR
IF (IHARD .EQ. 1) ~rita(10.6960) Xl.Yl.X2.Y2.EQ\1.CNTR
6960 FORUAT (. LEFT, RIGHT POIliTS AT ',2 (fS. 3, lx, flO. 3) I ,
+' EQ UIDTH IS ',FS.3,' PIXELS, LINE CENTER AT',FS.3,I,
+'
, .I)
e
~rito (*,6961)
e6961 formate' Do you lika thio valuo?')
e
road(6,6962) ikno~
e6962 forcat(al)
e
if (ikno~ .oq. 'n') go to lOB
RETURlJ
ErlD
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------

e
e
e
e

C

C FY: FIX Y SCALE (Y-AXIS FIXED UNTIL AY COlUWID)
BOTTOlI, TOP A8SIGlJED TO 11,12
IF Il,I2 BOT SPECIFIED, SCALE FIXED AT CURRENT VALUES

C
C
C

BUBROUTIlm FY
cormaN leVARSI IPRU(6), ISPEC,LErJ ,UODE, IHARD,FPVAR
COlmaN /PVARS/ IPP(2,20) ,IPFILE,IRFIL3
IPP(2.10)=1
IF «IPRU(l) .EQ. 0) .AIIO. (IPIUl(2) .EQ. 0» GOTO 6310
IPP(2,l)=IPRU(1)
IPP(2,2)=IPRU(2)
6310 COlITIlnm
RETUlUJ
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END

c
c --------.-------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c

aubroutino giD(x,y)
charactor.1 chock(6)
dimonoion it(2),io(3)
oquiva1onco (it,chock(1»
common /toc/ xb,yb,lu,junit,ihp,iro11
iDtogor>l<2 in
data ia/x 1b1a /,io(1)/x'1d1d1d1d"/
data io(3)/x 1f1f1f1f"/,x1/9.0/,y1/10.4/
data xchk /x"66726f6d'/, ychk /x'74666064'/
I

l

I

c

c
c
c

thia routino initiateD tho curoor QIld hQlldo back
tho coordinatoD (in pseudo inchoD) upon entry of nny
character at the tormina1.

c

if (ihp.ne.O) roturn
if(x.no.xchk.or.y.no.ycbk) go to 6
y1=10.4
roturn
6
continuo
it(!) = 0
it(2) = 0
oot = 0
call ootra~(Dot)
call tp1ot(0.,0.,3)
co11 writob(ia, 2, 1)
do 6 i i = 1,6
call roadb(chock(ii), 1, 1)
if (ii .10. 6) than
call ilbyto(itoot,it«ii-l)/4+1),mod(ii,4)-1)
if (iand(itoot,127) .oq. 13 ) then
Dot = 1
call cotra~(oot)
~rito (*,99)
99
format (IIError in gin try Qgainl")
go to 6
ond if
ond if
6 continuo
c
call gnf10h
c
call oyotom(lI otty -acho")
c
call roadb(it, 6, 1)
c
call oyotom(lI otty ocholl)
do 100 i i = 1,6
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if (chock(ii) .oq. ' n') 60 to 6
writo (*,*) chock(ii)
100 continuo
"rita (*,10) it
10 format (SU,16R,2Il0.S)
xb2=xb
yb2=yb
xb=O.
yb=O.
y1=y1-.4
cnll rascal (xl,yl,io(2»
xb=xb2
yb=yb2
cnll uriteb(io, 12, 1)
call ilbyto(ixh,it(l) ,1)
call ilbyto(ixl,it(l) ,2)
call ilbyto(iyh,it(l) ,3)
call ilbyto(iyl,it(2) ,0)
xa=iand(ixh,31)*32 + iand(ixl,31)
yn=iand(iyh,31)*32 + innd(iyl,31)
x=(xa+l.)/64.-1.+xb
y=(yn+l.)/64.-1.+yb
Dot = 1
call Dotrn,,(oot)
roturn
ond
C

C GPLOT:
C
C
C
C
C

THE GENERALIZED PLOTTING ROUTINE
PASSED(X,Y, IPEN. IPP)
X,Y ARE REAL USER COORDINATEB- GPLOT SCALES TO INCHES
IPEN IS AS UNDER STANDARD SOFT\1ARE
IPP, (INTEGER PLOT PARM4ETERS) CONTAINS EVERYTHING ELSE
FOR SCALING & OFFSETTING ACCORDING TO TERMINAL

C

SUBROUTlUE GPLOT(XX,YY,IPEN)

cOlmon /PVARS/ IPP(2,20) ,IPFlLE,IRFIL3
lTERll=IPP (1,11)
XO=IPP(l,3+ITERU)/100.
X=+(XX-IPP(l,l»*IPP(l,6+ITEru«)/«IPP(l,2)-IPP(l,l»*100.)
YO=IPP(2,3+ITERll)/100.
Y=(YY-IPP(2,l»*IPP(2,6+ITEWI)/«IPP(2,2)-IPP(2,l»*100.)
GO TO (100,200,300) lTEIUl+l
100 COlJTlNUE
C
(TEKTROlJIX)
CALL TPLOT(XO+X,YO+Y,IPEN)
GO TO 999
200 CONTIrJUE
C
(HOUSTOn PLOTTER)
CALL PLOT(XO+X,YO+Y,IPElJ)
GOTO 999
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C

300 COlJTIrlUE
( lIP TERUIlJAL, NOT IUPLEUErlTED)
999 RETURN
END

C

C -----------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c

C

C SUBROUTINE GRIN: GENERALIZED GRAPHIC IlJPUT
C
RETURNS COODIrJATES IN PIXEL-Dll SPACE
C

SUBROUTINE GRIll (Xl, Yl)
cormoN /PVARS/ IPP(2,20) ,IPFILE, IRFIL3
C

C

CALL GIIl(XX1, YYl)
CALL GPLOT(IPP(l,l),IPP(2,2),3)
IXO=IPP (1, 3+ITERU)
IYO=IPP (2, 3+ITERU)
Xl=lPP(l,l)+(100.*XX1-IXO)*(IPP(l,2)-IPP(l,l»/IPP(l,6+1TERM)
Yl=IPP(2,l)+(100.*YY1-IYO)*(IPP(2,2)-IPP(2,l»/IPP(2,6+ITERM)
RETURN
END

C

C------------------------------------------------------------c
c
c
c
c

C

C HD:

ENABLE HARD COpy IF IPRM(l) = 1

C

SUBROUTINE HD
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
COlmOl1 /CVARS/ IPRll(6) ,ISPEC,LEN,MODE,IHARD,FPVAR
COlluml /PVARSI IPP (2 •20) , IPFILE , IRFIL3
IF(IPRU(l).EQ.l) GO TO 6120
lHARD

=0

IPP (1, 11) = 0
IF WODE. Etl. 1) uri to ("',6110)
6110 FORHAT(lX,'HARD COpy DISABLED')
cloDo(10)
call oyotom('lpr tmpprt')

RETURU
6120 COr.ITInUE
if (ihard.oq.l) roturn

IHARD

=1
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IPP(l,l1) = 1
IF(UODE.EQ.l) urito(*,6130)
6130 FORUAT(lX, 'HARD COpy EUABLED')
opon(10.filo='tmpprt')
rewind 10
RETURN
END

C

c-------------------------------------------------c
c
c

C

C IS: INTEGRAL RS (READ LIllE, SHIFT TO CLOSEST PIXEL AND ADD)
C

SUBROUTINE IS
IllTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
COMllON /CVARS/ IPRU(6), ISPEC,LErI ,rlODE, IHARD,FPVAR
uri to (.>11,6660)
6660 FOIUlAT(' ErJTER AUOUlIT E1I.CH LIrJE IS TO BE SHIFTED BY')
READ(6,6661) DELPIX
6661 FORUAT(F9.4)
IPRU2=IPRll (2)
DO 6670 I=IPlW(2),IPRU(3)
IPRrH2)=1
IPRrl(3)=1
CALL RD
PlXELS=(I-IPRr!2) *DELPIX
IF (PIXELS .LT. 0) PlXELI=AINT(PlXELS-0.6)
IF (PIXELS .GT. 0) PlXELI=AINT(PlXELS+0.6)
IF (PIXELS .HE. 0.0) CALL SH(PlXELI)
CALL AD
6670 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C

C -----------------------------------------------------------c
c
c

c
C
C

KP: RAISE TOP SPECTRUU TO POl1ER SPECIFIED BY RATIO AND STORE RATIO

c
SUBROUTINE kp(RATIO)
IPJTEGER*2 ISPEC (6,612)
cmmon /CVARS/ IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,LEU,IlODE,IHARD,FPVAR
urite(*,4710) RATIO
4710 FOlWAT(lX, 'CURREr'T RATIO = ',1710.6)
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c
c4720
c
c4730
c

urito(~,4720)

FORllAT(1X, 'lUlTER tffiU RATIO IF' DESIRED:')
READ(6,4730) RAT
FORl{AT(F10.6)
IF(RAT.GT.O.O) RATIO = RAT
vrito(*,4740) RATIO
4740 FORUAT(1X,'RATIO TO BE USED IS',Fl0.6)
DO 4760 I = 1.LEN
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
ISPEC(l,I) = INT(REAL(ISPEC(l,I».*RATIO)
4760 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C--------------------------------------------------------------

c

c
c
C

C KS: SHIFT TOP SPECTRUIl RIGHT BY FLOATING POINT VARIABLE PIXELS.
C
SHIFT LEFT IF PIXELS < 0
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE KS(pixsla)
ROUTInE USES 4-FOLD D/OOlED SIflC FUNCTION SHIFTING
A BIT OF ItAGIC, SUPPOSEDLY EtlUIVALEr~T TO COUPLETELY
DETERlUNING AND REEVALUATING THE FOURIER SERIES.
ACTUALLY ON TRUE FOR AN INFINITE NUlmER OF TERllS.
DAUPING COEFFICIENT IS (ARBITRARILY) DETERlIINED TO
CAUSE RRORS FROU 20-PT SERIES BELOU ROUNDOFF.
ALGORITilll SUPPLIED BY U BUIE, S DAVIS

C

INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
SINC(20)
character*1 inna
COMUOD /CVARS/ IPml(6),ISPEC,LEN,MODE,IHARD,FPVAR

DIl~NSION

PI=3.1416926636
CALL CL
C
PUTS X In LAST-X AND CLEARS X
arito(*,6642) pixolD
6642 FOmIAT (lX,' PRESENT SHIFT VALUE IS ' ,Fl0.6)
if (pixolc.no.O) go to 6626
urito(.,100)
100 FORllAT(lX,' CIWJGE SHIFT FROU PREVIOUS VALUE? (Y OR m')
READ(6,200) IANS
200 FORl1AT (Al)
IF (lAllS .EQ. 'y') GO TO 300
IF (Ilt-IIS .EQ.'n') GO TO 6626
300 CONTINUE
urite(.,6620)
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6620 FOlUlAT(1X, '110\1 UANY PIXELS DO YOU \1ANT TO SHIFT?')
READ(6,6621) PIX
6621 FOlUtAT(F10.6)
6622 continuo
PIXELS = PIX
SPIXL = PIXELS
6(;26 CONTINUE
c
PIXELS = SPIXL
C
pixolo=pixloD
IF (PIXELS .OE. 0.0) IPIX=IliT(PIXELB+O.6)
IF (PIXELS .LT. 0.0) IPIX=INT(PIXELS-0.6)
FRAC=PlXELS-IPIX
DO 6627 1=1,20
X=I-l0.0+FRAC
IF (X .lm. 0.0)
+
SINC (I)=EXP (- (X/3. 26) **2) *SIfHpI*X) I (PI*X)
IF (X .EQ. 0.0) SINC(I)=1.0
6627 COUTlNUE
ISTART=UAX(1,IPIX+11)
IErID=MIN (LElI ,LEll+ IPIX-11)

6636
6630
6640
6641

DO 6630 I=ISTART,IEND
Strn=O.O
DO 6636 J=1,20
Stm=Stm+ISPEC(6,I+J-l0-IPIX).SINC(J)
CONTINUE
ISPEC(1,I)=Stm
CONTINUE
IF (PIXELS.LT.O.) urito(*,6640) PIXELS
FORUAT(1X,'8PECTRUM SHIFTED LEFT BY ',F10.6,'PlXELS')
IF (PIXELS.OT.O.) vrito(*,6641)PIXELS
FOlUlAT(lX, 'SPECTRUU SHIFTED RIOHT BY ',F10.6, 'PIXELS')
RETURN

END
C

c--------------------------------------------------------------c
c
c
c

C

C LO: TAKE LOGARITW{ (BASE TEll) OF TOP SPECTRll4
C

SUBROUTIllE LORTHH
IlJTEOER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
cmmou ICVARSI IPRU(6), ISPEC,LEN,UODE, lIIARD,FPVAR
DO 4810 I = 1,LEIJ
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
ISIGIl = 1
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IF(ISPEC(l,I).LT.O) ISIGlI = -1
ISPEC (1, I) = ISPEC (1, I) . . ISIGll
ISPEC (1, I) = II!T (ALOG10 (REAL (IBPEC (1, I) ) ) )
ISPEC(l,I) = ISPEC(l,I) '" ISIGH
4810 COlITINUE
RETURll
END
C

C---------------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c

C

C LI: UAKE A LIHE FROU (IPRl2(1). IPRU(2» TO (IPRI!(3) , IPml(4»
SUBROUTInE LI
IllTEGER*2 ISPEC (6,612)
corn~Ol' !CVARS! IPml(6). IBPEC,LEN ,UODE, IHARD,FPVAR
IX1=IPRU(1)
IX2=IPRU(3)
IY1=IPRU(2)
IY2=IPRll(4)
IF(IX1.EQ.l) GO TO 100
IX4=IXl-l
DO 6610 I=l,IX4
IBPEC(S,I)=1SPEC(l, I)
ISPEC(l,I)=O
6610 COllTIlruE
1=1
DO :200 J=IX1, IX2
ISPEC(6,J)=ISPEC(1,J)
ISPEC(l ,J)=IY1+(FLOAT(I)!FLOAT(IX2-IX1»* (IY2-IY1)
1=1+1
200 CDNTIlWE
IX3=IX2+1
DO 300 K=IX3,LEN
ISPEC(6,K)=ISPEC(l,K)
ISPEC(l,K)=O
300 CONTINUE
GO TO 600
100 CDNTIllUE
DO 400 I=l,IX2
ISPEC(6,I)=ISPEC(1,I)
ISPEC(l, I)=IY1+(FLOAT(I)!FLOAT(IX2»* (IY2-IY1)
400 CDNTIllUE
IX3=IX2+1
DO 600 J=IX3, LEll
ISPEC(6,K)=ISPEC(l,K)
ISPEC(l,K)=O
600 CDNTIUUE
600 COHTIllUE
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RETURl'1
EUD
C

C -----------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c

c
C

C
C
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE LINCNT SEARCHES FOR THE MINDmnt INTENSITY
OF A LINE BEntEEN 1'\'10 SPECIFmD POINTS. IT THEN LOOKS
AT 1110 PIXELS ON EITHER SIDE OF THE DEEPEST POINT AND
FITS A PARABOLA TO THESE 6 POIUTS. THE UIllIUUU OF THE
PARABOLA IS TAKEll TO BE THE LINE CErlTER. . .••• PH

C
C

C

C
C

C

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE LINCNT (IXLFT , URGT , CllTR)
IllTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
DUmrlSIOrl X(6), Y(6)
CoUllON /CVARS/ IPRU(6), ISPEC
IPrul (1) =IXLFT
IPlU1(2)=IXRGT
IUlWJ=(ISPEC(1, IXLFT)+ISPEC(l, IXRGT) )/2. 0
XUEAN=-1.0
CALL ST(XUEAN,SIGUA)
FIND l1HERE IllIJIUUU OCCURS
IUNX=IXLFT
MINY=ISPEC(1,IXLFT)
DO 10 I=IXLFT,IXRGT
IF (XImAll • LT. IUEMl) GO TO 6
IF (ISPEC(1,I) .LE. UINY) GO TO 10
UINY=ISPEC(1,I)
UIUX=I
GoTo 10
THE ABOVE LINES ACTUALLY LOOK FOR flAX. LINES BELo\!1
LOOK FOR 11Il1. DECISION BASED ON AVE. VALUE
6 CoflTIlJUE
IF (ISPEC(l,I).GE.UnfY) GO TO 10
UINY=ISPEC(1,I)
UINX=I
10 CONTInUE
ASSIGU VALUES TO X AlID Y
DO 20 J=l,6
X(J)=FLOAT(J)
Y(J)=FLOAT(ISPEC(1,UlrlX-3+J»
LINE nOUGHLY CEtJTERED AT X=3
20 COI1TIrlUE
CALCULATE SUUS TO BE USED In PARABOLA FIT
ALL PoIrITS ARE l."EIGHTED EqUALLY
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BUU1=O
BUU2=0
BU113=0
DO 30 1=1,6
BUU1=BUlU+Y(I)
Stn!2=SUl12+Y(I) *X(I)
BUU3=BUU3+Y(I)*X(I)*X(I)
30 CONTINUE
CNT=(231.*BUN1 - 187.*stR!2 + 30 .• 8UN3)/(70.*~!1 +60. *SUlt2 + 10. *BUl43)
C
THE HAJIC FORNULA
CUT=FLOAT (!UNX)
CNTR=CNT+CUT-3.
RETUlUI

END
C

C LU: UAKE A LINE FROU CURSOR POlrlT 1 TO CURSOR POINT 2
SUBROUTIIlE Lll
INTEGER*2ISPEC(6,612).INBUF(612)
charactor*1 iok
cmmON /CVARS/ IPRU(6) .ISPEC.LEU,1I0DE,IHARD,FPVAR
cormoN /PVARS/ IPP(2,20), IPFlLE, IRFIL3
lHARD=IPPCi,11)
111 continuo
CALL GRIN(X1,Y1)
CALL GRIN(X2,Y2)
IX1=X1
IX2=X2
IY1=Y1
IY2=Y2
if (ix1.oq.ix2) then
urito (* ,110)
format (' movo tho curDor bafora you hit apace bar again!! !,)
110
go to 111
Clnd if
IF(IX1.EQ.1) GO TO 100
IX4.=IX1-1
DO 6610 I=1,IX4
ISPEC(6,I)=IBPEC(1,I)
IUBUF(I)=IBPEC(1,I)
6610 COUTIUUE
1=1
DO 200 J=IX1,IX2
IBPEC(6,J)=ISPEC(1,J)
IUBUF(J)=IY1+(FLOAT(I)/FLOAT(IX2-IX1»* (IY2-IY1)
1=1+1
200 CONTIlruE
IX3=IX2+1
DO 300 K=IX3, LEfJ
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300
100

400

500·
600
700
c 701
c
c
c 702
800
c
c
c
c

ISPEC(5,K)=ISPEC(l,K)
IN8UF(K)=ISPEC(l,K)
CONTINUE
GO TO 600
CONTINUE
DO 400 I=l,IX2
ISPEC (5 ,1)=ISPEC (1 ,I)
IlJ8UF(I)=IY1+(FLOAT(I)/FLOAT(IX2»* (IY2-IY1)
CONTINUE
IX3=IX2+1
DO 500 J=IX3,LEN
ISPEC(5,K)=ISPEC(l,K)
IrmUF(K)=ISPEC(l,K)
CONTImJE
CONTINUE
DO 700 1=1,512
ISPEC(l,I)=IN8UF(I)
COlJTINUE
formate' Do you liko thin continuum Dotting??')
CALL RA
CALL PL
urito ("',701)
road(6,702) iok
formllt(1l1)
DO 800 1=1,512
ISPEC(1,I)=ISPEC(6,I)
CONTIllUE
if (iok .oq. 'n') then
call np
go to 111
and if
CALL PL
RETURN
END

C

C ----------------------------------------------------------c
c
c
c
C

C LR: LINE RATIO (FOR S+ TORUS SPECTRA)
C
C

SUBROUTIllE LR
IUTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
cOlmorJ /CVARS/ IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,LEr~,UODE,IHARD,FPVAR
UROt1S=UAX(l,IPIW(l»
JUPR=IPRll(2)
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IF (JUPR .EQ. 0) JUPR=1000
IPRll(1)=0
IPRll (2) =612
CALL UP
CALL TL(SUllL,SIGL)
RAYL1=(6.4E6*0.067)*«SUllL/NRO~S)/(JUPR*100*4»

CALL TL(SUUR,SIGR)
RAYL2;(6.4E6*0.061)*«SUlIR/NROWS)/(JUPR*100*4»
vrito(*,OO) RAYLi,RAYL2
00 FOIUUT(' LEFT IllTENSITY=' ,FO.3,
+'RAYLEIGHS, RIGHTc'.F9.3)
RATIO=SUln./BUUR
ERROR=SQRT«SIGL/SUML) **2+ (SIGR/SUUR) **2) *RATIO
urito(*,100) RATIO,ERROR
100 FORJUT(' RATIO L/R=' ,F6.a,' +-' ,F6.a)
RETURN

END
C

C-----------------------------------------------------------

c

c
c

c
C

C LX: HOVE ISPEC(6,I) TO ISPEC(1,I)
C

SUBROUTINE LX
IHTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
,
COUUOlI /CVARB/ IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,LEN,UODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 3810 I = 1,LEll
ISPEC(1,I) = ISPEC(6,I)
3810 CONTINUE
RETURN

EllO
C

C------------------------------------------------------------------c
c

c
C
C UN: UAKE

BOTTOI! OF PLOT AT UINIUUU OF DISPLAYED SPECTRUll

C

SUBROUTINE tnJ
COUMON /PVARS/ IPP(2,20),IPFILE,IRFIL3
IPP(1,12)=0
RETtJrul

BUD
C

C ----------------------------------------------------------------c
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c
c
c
C

C fro: UULTIPLY ISPEC(1,I) BY ISPEC(2,I)
C
RESULT IN ISPEC(l,I) \1ITH ISPEC(2,I) UNCHANGED
C
PREVIOUS ISPEC(1,I) IN ISPEC(6,I)
C

SUBROUTINE W
IOTEGER*2 ISPEC(S,Si2)
COUMON ICVARS/ IPRN(6),ISPEC,LEN,HODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 3210 I = i,LER
ISPEC(S,I) = ISPEC(l,I)
ISPEC(1,I) = ISPEC(l,I)*ISPEC(2,I)
3210 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------c

c
C
C
C

C NP:

lIEU PLOT

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE NP
COUI!ON IpVARS/ IPP(2,20),IPFlLE,IRFIL3
charactor*1 IPFILE(20)
C6200 COOTINUE
IPP(1,13) = 1
CALL 11FLT
RETURN
END
C

C--------------------------------------------------------

c

c
c
C

C
C
C
C
C

NPLT SCALES DATA AS DETER1!INED BY SPECIFIED RANGE OF LOCS.
AND BY THEIR COfITENTS, THEN TRANSFERS CDrJTROL TO PLT
SUBROUTIliE AFTER PLOTTING THE AXES. PLOT IS PRODUCED ON
THE USER' S TERUIrIAL OR THE HOUSTDrI PLOTTER DEPElIDING ON
THE STATUS OF lHARD.

C DAB

4/26/82.

C

BUBROUTIllE IlPLT
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chnrnctor*60 LBLX, LBLY
charnctor*60 ITIT
charactor*l inno
charactor*20 ipfile
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612), Y
COln~ON /CVARS/ IPIU!(6),ISPEC,LEN,NODE,IHARD,FPVAR
corn!OlI /PVARS/ IPP(2,20) ,IPFlLE,IRFILS
IHARD=HOD(IPP(1.11).2)
•••• COLOR SUBROUTINE CYCLES THROUGH COLORS 1-7
C
C . . . . STORED IN IPP(l,16)
C
.... CALL IS IGNORED BY ALL TEIUIINALS EXCEPT CHROlU,TICS
CALL CoLoR(l,IPP(l,15»
IPP(l,16)=IPP(l,16)+1
IF (IPP(l,16) .EQ. 8 ) IPP(l,16)=1
IPP(l,10)=1
IF (IPRll(2) .LE. IParl(l» GO TO 10
IPP(l,l)=IPR!!(l)
IPP (1, 2) =IPRlI (2)
IPP(l, 10)=0
10 CmJTINUE
N = IPP(l,2) - IPP(l,l) + 1
IF (IKARD .EQ. 1) GO TO 100
CALL TIDIT(1)

IF (IPP(l,13) .EQ. 1) CALL CLEAR

c
c

c
c

GO TO 200
100 CONTINUE
urito(., 110)
110 FORl~T(1X, 'ENTER I~AnE OF PLOT FILE TO BE USED: ')
READ(6,120) IPFILE
120 FORUAT(a20)
CALL RSTR(O)
CALL ASSIGN(8,IPFlLE,80)
call hond
opon(8,file=ipfilo,Dtatuo='unknoun',nccoDo='Dequential',
1
form='formattod')
rouind 8
CALL HIIIIT(8)
CALL FACTOR(1.0)
urito(':'.130)
130 FOIUUlT(lX, 'EUTER TITLE FOR PLOT (40 CHARS. UAX.):')
urito(*, 131)
131 formate' Remombor to uoo uppor caoe for titloD')
READ(*,140) ITIT
140 FORllAT(a60)
urito (*,141) itit
141 format (. Plot ti tlo io :', a60, 'llumbar of charactoro iD', i4)
urito(*,160)
160 FORUAT(lX, 'DO YOU UAllT TO CHAUGE X OR Y LABELS?')
READ(*,160) IANS
160 FORlIAT(Al)
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IF (UllS . EQ . 'D ') GOTO 200
urito(*, 1'10)
170 FOR14AT(1X, 'EIlTER LABEL FOR X AXIS (40 CHARS. UAX.): ,)
READ(. ,140) LBLX
urito(*,lBO)
180 FORNAT (lX, 'EtJTER LABEL FOR Y AXIS (40 CHARS. rwc.):')
READ(.,140) LBLY
C
C
C

C
C

200 CONTINUE
SCALING SECTION
HOUSTON AND TEKTRONIX PLOTS HAVE SANE AXES
X AnD Y AXES ARE TREATED IDENTICALLY ( IN A LOOP )
IF (IPP(2,10) .EQ. 1) GO TO 230
IPP(2,l)=32767
IPP(2,2)=-32768
DO 220 I=IPP(l,l),IPP(1,2)-1
IPP(2,l)=UIN(IPP(2,1),ISPEC(l,I»
IPP (2 ,2)=!WC(IPP(2, 2) ,ISPEC (1, I»
220 CONTINUE
( ADD 6% TO TOP AND BOTTOU FOR CLEARER PLOTTING)
( DOU'T LOUER BOTTOU IF EQUAL TO 0)
IF «IPP(l,12) .EQ. 1) .Alm. (lPP(2,l) .GT. 0» IPP(2,l)=0
DEL=IPP(2,2)-I~P(2,l)

IPP(2,2)=IPP(2,2)+DEL/20
IF (IPP(2,l) .NE. 0) IPP(2,l)=IPP(2,l)-DEL/20
IF (DEL .LT. 1.) IPP(2,2)=IPP(2,l)+10
230 COlJTIlJUE
DO 260 1=1,2
IF «IPP(I,10) .EQ. 1) .AND. (IPP(l,13) .EQ. 0»
DEL=IPP(I,2)-IPP(I,l)
DELLOG=ALOG10(DEL)
RUANT=10.**(M~OD(DELLOG,l.»

C
C
C
C

PTEN=AINT(10.**(AINT(DELLOG»+.6)
(lUtANT IS THE ~1A.'TISSA DESCRIBING THE RANGE)
(PTEN IS THE POUER OF TEll)
(DELTA IS CHOSEII AS 1,.6, OR .2 TIllES prEll,)
(TO GIVE ABOUT 6-10 TICS on THE AXIS)
DELTJl=PTEII
IF (RmUIT .LE. 6.) DELTA=.6*PTEN
IF (RlWIT . LE. 2.0) DELTA=. 2*PTEr~
SUIll=DELTA*AIIIT«IPP(I,l)+.6)/DELTA)
IF (SUIll . LT. IPP (I ,1» SllIll=SUIN+DELTA
DTIC=(IPP(I,2)-SllW)/DELTA
ALEll=IPP(I,6+IHARD)/100.
ANGLE=(I-l) *90.
TLEll=ALErJ*UTIC*DELTA!DEL
TSTART=ALErl*(SUnJ-IPP(I,l»/DEL
XO=IPP(l,3+IHARD)/100.

GO TO 260
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XB=UOD(I+l,2)*IPP(l,6+IHARD)/100.
X9=UOD(I,2)*TSTART
YO=IPP(2,3+IHARD)/100.
YB=l!OD(I,2)tIIIPP(2,6+IHARD)/100.
Y9=UOD(I+l,2)*TSTART
IF (IHARD .Eq. 1) GO TO 260
CALL TTIC(XO,YO,.21,ALEN,ANGLE,O,l,l,-2)
IANHO=-l-IPP(l.l~)

CALL TTIC (XO+X9. YO+Y9, . :U, TLED, ANGLE, SlUn, DELTA, nTIC, IANNO)
IF (IPP(l,14) .EQ. 0) GO TO 246
CALL TTIC(XO+X9, YO+Y9, .21, TLEll,AflGLE,SIUN ,DELTA*rlTIC,l, -1)
246 CONTIllUE
CALL TTIC(XO+X8,YO+Y8,.21,ALEN,AlJGLE,O,l,l,-2)
CALL TTIC(XO+X8+X9, YO+Y8+Y9, .21, TLEN ,AlIGLE, SllIn,DELTA,NTIC, -2)
GOTO 260
260 CONTIllUE
CALL HTIC(XO,YO, .14,ALEN,ANGLE,O,l,l,-2)
CALL HTIC (XO+X9, YO+Y9, .14, TLEl',ANGLE,SllIfl ,DELTA, NTIC ,-1)
CALL HTIC(XO+X8,YO+Y8,.14,ALEN,MlGLE,O,l,l,-2)
CALL HTIC(XO+X8+X9,YO+Y8+Y9,.14,TLEN,ANGLE,SUIN,DELTA,NTIC,-2)
260 COnTINUE
C

-------------------------------------------------------------

C

C THIS SECTION PLOTS THE SPECTRUU USlrm CALLS TO THE GENERALIZED
C PLOTTIIIG ROUTINE, GPLOT. IPP COlITAItlS ALL THE nECESSARY
C CONSTANTS FOR SCALIflG AllD DISPLACEUENTS Oll DIFFERENT PLOTTERS.
C

XX=IPP(l,l)
YY=IPP(2,l)
CALL GPLOT(XX,YY,3)
CALL GPLOT(XX,lY,2)
DO 300 I=IPP(l,l),IPP(l,2)-1
XX=I
YY=ISPEC(l,I)
CALL GPLOT(XX,YY,l)
CALL GPLOT(XX+l,YY,l)
300 COlJTINUE
XLEll=IPP (1, 6+IHARD) /100.
YLEU=IPP(2,6+IHARD)/100.
GO TO (400,600,600) lHARD+l
400 COlJTIlroE
CALL TEND
GO TO 999
600 CDllTINUE
CALL SnmOL(XO+XLElJ/2-2.4, YO-O. 7, . 14,LBLX,O. ,(0)
CALL BYlmOL(XO-.76,YO+YLElJ/2-2.4,.14,LBLY,90.,60)
CALL BYEmOL(XO+XLElJ/2-2. 4, YO+YLEN+. 6, .21, ITIT, O. ,60)
CALL PLOT(17.126,-6.,3)
c
CALL RSTR(O)
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c

CALL ABSIGrJ(S, 'lIULL: ' ,80)

cnll hond
opon(S,filo='/dov/null')
CALL HINIT(8)
CALL FACTOR(1.0)
GOTO 999
600 COHTINUE
GOTO g99
999 CONTINUE
RETUrul

rum
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c
c
C SUBROUTIllE rIR: 1m\:! RATIOS (FOR S+ SPECTRA)
C
C

SUBROUTINE llR
IBTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612),IPIX(10)
COID40N ICVARS/ IPRll(6) ,ISPEC,LE~,I!ODE,IHARD,FPVAR
SUUCT=O.O
SUUCT2=O.0
lITIllES=O

I

c

DO 100,I=l,6
= 1,6
CALL GRIN(Xl,Y1)
CALL GRIN(X2,Y2)
IPIX(I*2-1)=INT(Xl+0.6)
IPIX(I*2)=INT(X2+0.6)
100 CONTINUE
I1rito(*,60)
60 FORUAT (' PREPARE TERllIIlAL FOR OUTPUT El HIT RETURN')
READ (6,61) IANS
61 FOlUIAT(Al)

do 100 i

IPRl1(1)=IPIX(3)
IPIW(2)=IPIX(4)
UPIX1=IPIX(4)-IPIX(3)+1
XlDWl=-1.0
CALL ST (XUEAlJ , 0 .0)
SIGN1=XlmAlI*llPIXl
IPIW(1)=IPIX(7)
IPRU(2)=IPIX(B)
UPIX2=IPIX(B)-IPIX(7)+1
XUEAlJ=-1.0
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CALL aT (XlmJUJ ,0.0)
aIGN2=X!mAI'l*NPIX2
DO 300 lLEFT=IPIX(l) ,IPIX(2)-10, 10
IPRll(1)==ILEFT
IPlUH2) ==ILEFT+9
NTIUEa=flTnmS+l
J01m.M=-1.0
CALL ST (XJmAN , SIGHA)
TCTS=XKEAlJ*10
amlCT=SUMCT+TCTS
StnlCT2=BUUCT2+TCTSrl<*2
300 CONTINUE
DO 326 DIID=IPIX(6) ,IPIX(6)-10, 10
IPRU(l)=IUID
IPIDI (2) =IHID+9
NTIUES=HTIHES+ 1
JCl.!EAN=-1 . 0
CALL ST(mEAll,SIGUA)
TCTB=JWEAlI *10
SUUCT=BtrnCT+TCTS
SID!CT2=StnlCT2+TCTS**2
326 CONTINUE
DO 360 IRIGHT=IPIX(9) ,IPIX(10)-10, 10
IPRU (1) =IRIGHT
IPrul(2)=IRIGHT+9
lJTIlmS=IlTIHEB+ 1
XlmAll=-1.0
CALL aT (XlmAll, aIGUA)
TC TS=XMEAN *10
smlCT=SUI1CT+TCTS
SUUCT2=BtnlCT2+TCTS**2
360 CONTINUE
AVECTS=StnlCT/NTIUES
SIGCTS=SQRT «BUUCT2-NTIUES*II.VECTS**::?) /fJTIUEB)
BKGCTS=AVECTS*FJPIX1/10
BKGSIG=SIGCTS*SQRT(FLOAT(IJPIX1)/10.)
BIGBIG=BKGBIG*BQRT(SIGN1/BKGCTB)
TOTBG1=BQRT(BIGBIG**2+BKGBIG**2)
PURE1=BIGN1-BKGCTS
BNR1=PURE1/TOTBG1
writo(*,400) HTIUEB,AVECTB,BIGCTS,UPIX1,BIGN1,BKGCTS,
+
PURE1,SIGSIG,BKGSIG,TOTSG1,BNRl
IF (IHARD .EQ. 1)
+urito(10,400) NTlUEB,AVECTS,BIGCTB,I~IX1,BIGN1,BKGCTS,
+
PURE 1 , BIGBIG ,BKGSIG, TOTBG1, BllRl
400 FORUAT(/,' BACKGROmm AlIALYBIB:', 13,' BAUPLEB,rmAlI=',
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+F9.a,', SIGllA=' ,FG.a.!,
+' LEFT LIIlE: ' .! ,
+' COUNTS III ',Ia,' PIXELS: SKY+SOURCE=', FB. 1,' SKY=',
+FB.l,' SOURCE=',F8.1,/,
+' ERRORB:',26X,F8.3,4X,F8.3,8X,F8.3,/,
+' srm=' ,F7 .a)
BKGCTS=AVECTS*NPIX2/10
BKGSIG=SIGCTS*SQRT(FLOAT(NPIX2)/10.)
SIGSIG=BKGSIG*SQRT(SIGN2/BKGCTS)
TOTSG2=SQRT(SIGSIG**2+BKGSIG**2)
PURE2=SIGN2-BKGCTS
SNR2=PURE2/TOTSG2
t7rito(* ,410) NPIX2, BIGtl2,BKGCTS,
+
PURE2,SIGSIG,BKGSIG,TOTSG2,SNR2
IF (IHARD .Etl. 1)
+t7rito(10,410) r~IX2,BIGN2,BKGCTB,
+
PURE2,BIGSIG,BKGSIG,TOTSG2,SNR2
410 FORUAT (, RIGHT LIDE:', / ,
+' COUNTS In ',13,' PIXELS: SKY+SOURCE=',FB.1,' SKY=',
+PB.l,' SOURCE=',F8.1,/,
+' ERRORS:',26X,F8.a,4X,F8.a,8X,F8.a,/,
+' SNR=' ,F7.a)
RATIO=PURE2/PUREl
SNR=1.0/(SQRT(1.0/SNR1**2+1.0/SrJR2**2»
ERROR=RATIO/SNR
urito(*,420) RATIO,ERROR
IF (IHARD .EQ. 1) urito(10,420) RATIO,ERROR
420 FOmtAT (' RATIO (RIGHT/LEFT)=',F6.3,'+-',F6.a)
RETURN
END
C
C
C
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------c
c
c

C
C
C

C
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE

lIS:

INTRODUCE flOISE

SUBROUTINE liS
ADDS flOISE TO DATA, (EVENTUALLY) BOTH READ-OUT AND POISSON
SIUULATES POIsson DISTRIBUTION USIrm SYSTEU RfiliDON
rrutmER GEllERATOR. SEE SIfWLATIOlJ UODELING AND ANALYSIS
BY LAU AIJD KELTon (P. 267) FOR EXPLAlIATIOlJ.
IUTEGER*2 ISPEC(S,612)
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cormOIl /CVAnS/ IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,IJm,UODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 200 1=1,612
EXPECT=EXP (-FLOAT (ISPEC (1 ,I»)
ISPEC(l,I)=O
B=1.0
DO 300 J=O,1000
CALL RANNUl4(RAN)
B=B*n.Arl
IF (B .LT. EXPECT) GOTO 210
300
CONTINUE
210
CONTINUE
ISPEC(1,I)=J
200 CONTINUE
EUD

C---------------------------------------------------------------c
c

c
C

C PL:

PLOT ANOTHER SPECTRUU FROU TOP OF STACK

C

SUBROUTINE PL

corn4oN /CVARS/ IPRU(6), ISPEC,LElJ ,UODE, IHARD,FPVAR
COlmOli /PVARS/ IPP(2,20) , IPFILE,IRFIL3
charactor*l IPFILE(20)
C6300 COlJTINUE
IPP(l,13) = 0
CALL NPLT
RETtJrul
END
C

C---------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c

C

C PUTLX: nOVE ISPEC(l,I) TO ISPEC(6,I)
C

SUBROUTIrJE PUTLX
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
COUI40ll /CVARS/ IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,LEU,UODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 3810 I = 1,LE1I
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
3810 COlITIUUE
RETURrI
EllD
C
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C--------------------------------------7---------------------------

c
c
c

C

C QK: QUICKER LABELLING OF AXES
C
(DIlLY LABEL lUll AND w\x TICK ON AXIS)
SUBROUTINE QK
cmmON /CVARS/ IPRU(6)
COI{NON /PVARS/ IPP(~,~O),IPFlLE,IRFIL3
IPP(1,14)=IPRl~(1)

RETURN
END
C

C ------------------------------------------------------------c
c
c
c
C

C RA: RAISE THE SPECTRUU STACK
C

SUBROUTIrm RA
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
cormoN /CVARS/ IPRl,f(6) ,ISPEC,LEN,UODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 3620 J=4,2,-1
DO 3610 I=1,LEU
ISPEC(J,I) = ISPEC(J-1,I)
3610
COl'TlNUE
3620 COlJTINUE
RETURll
EUD
C

C-------------------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c

C

C RO-READ SPECIFIED RANGE OF RECORDS FROU SPECIFIED FILE
C 1lOTE RECORDS ARE CO-ADDED AS THEY ARE READ.
C

SUBROUTINE RD
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612), INBUF(612)
COllUOlI /CVARS/ IPlUl(6) , ISPEC,LEll,llODE, lHARD,FPVAR
IF(IPlUl(1).GE.1 .Ar1D. IPlUl(1).LE.4) GO TO 3010
t7rito('" ,3000)
3000 FORUAT(1X, 'RO: IIJVALID PARAlJETERS! READ NOT ATTlillPTED. ')

NODE

=1
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RETURll
3010 CONTINUE
CALL RA
IF (IPRl4(3) .EQ. 0) IPRlI(3)=IPRlJ(2)
lREC1 = IPRl1(2) + 2
lREC2 = IPR!!(3) +2
LU = IPRl4(1)
IF(LU.EQ.1) LU = 9
CALL SPECIO(LU,INBUF,IREC1,IREC2,O,O)
DO 3020 I = 1,LEN
ISPEC(S,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
ISPEC(1,I) = IllBUF(I)
3020 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C

C--------------------------------------------------------C

c
C
C

C RI: RAISE TOP SPECTRU1! TO POUER SPECIFIED BY RATIO
C

4711
4710
4720
4730
4740

4760

c

SUBROUTINE RI(RATIO)
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
cormorl /CVARS/ IPRl!(6), ISPEC,LErJ,UODE, lHARD,FPVAR
continuo
rnt=ratio
urito(*,4710) RATIO
FORltAT(1X, 'CURRENT RATIO = ',F10. 6)
urito(*,4720)
FORUAT(1X,'ENTER UE~ RATIO IF DESIRED:')
READ(6,4730,orr=4711) RAT
FORUAT(F10.6)
IF(RAT.GT.O.O) RATIO = RAT
urito(*,4740) RATIO
FORMAT(1X,'RATIO TO BE USED IS',F10.6)
DO 4760 I = 1,LEll
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
ISPEC(1,I) c: IUT(REAL(ISPEC(1,I»**RATIO)
CONTIllUE
RETURn
END

C--------------------------------------------------------------

c

c
c
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C

C RO: ROLL DO\1H THE BPECTRUU STACK
C

SUBROUTINE RO
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
cmmON /CVARS/ IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,LEU,IIODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 3720 J=2,4
DO 3710 I=l,LEN
ISPEC(J-l,I) = ISPEC(J,I)
3710
COUTIlnJE
3720 CONTIlruE
DO 3730 I=l,LEN
ISPEC(4,I) = ISPEC(l,I)
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(l,I)
3730 CONTIrruE
RETURlI

EUD
C

C------------------------------------------------------------------c
c

c
C

C RS: READ-SHIFT (READ LINE, SHIFT MID ADD)
C

SUBROUTINE RS
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
COUUOll /CVARS/ IPRU(6), I8PEC,LErJ ,HODE, IHARD ,FPVAR
CALL CL
PUTS X IN LAST-X AND CLEARS X
urite(*,6660)
6660 FORUAT(' EllTER AllOUNT EACH LINE IS TO BE SHIFTED BY')
READ(6,6661) DELPIX
6661 FORUAT(F9.4)
IPIW2=IPRU(2)
DO 6670 I=IPRU(2) , IPRlH3)
IPRU(2)=I
IPIW(3)=I
CALL no
PIXELS=(I-IPIW2)*DELPIX
IF (PIXELS .HE. 0.0) CALL SH(PIXELB)
CALL AD
6670 COlJTIrnm

C

RETURll

EUD
C

C--------------------------------------------------------------c
c
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c
c
C

CRT: SQUARE ROOT OF TOP SPECTRill!
C

SUBROUTIrm RT
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(S,S12)
COI~40N /CVARS/ IPRtt(S),ISPEC,LEN,HODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 4410 I = l,LEN
ISPEC(S,I) = ISPEC(l,I)
ISIGN = 1
IF(ISPEC(l,I).LT.O) ISIGN = -1
ISPEC(l,I) = ISPEC(l,I) • ISIGN
ISPEC(l,I) = INT(SQRT(REAL(ISPEC(l,I»»
IBPEC(l,I) = ISPEC(l,I) * ISIGN
4410 COfJTlNUE
RETURlI

END
C

C--------------~------------------------------------------------c
c

c
c
C

C RV: REVERSE SPEC TRUll END-TO-END
C

SUBROUTINE RV
IlJTEGER*2 ISPEC(S,S12)
COWlOR /CVARS/ IPRtl(S),ISPEC,LEN,HODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 6610 I=l,LEN/2
II=LEI'-I+1
ISPEC(S,I)=ISPEC(l,I)
ISPEC(S,II}=ISFEC(l,II)
ISPEC(l,I)=ISPEC(S,II)
ISPEC(l,II)=ISPEC(S,I)
6610 CONTINUE
RETURlJ
EnD
C

C---------------------------------------------------------------

c

c
c
c
C

C SH: SHIFT TOP SPECTRtn! RIGHT BY FLOATING POIUT VARIABLE PIXELS.
C
SHIFT LEFT IF PIXELS < 0
C
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C
C
V
C
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE SH(PlXELS)
ROUTINE USES 4-FOLD DAl!PED SIPle FUlJCTIDrl SHIFTING
A BIT OF UAGle, SUPPOSEDLY EQUIVALEfJT TO COUPLETELY
DETERlUNING AND REEVALUATING THE FOURIER SERIES.
ACTUALLY ON TRUE FOR All INFINITE NUlmER OF TEartS.
DAltPING COEFFICIENT IS (ARBITRARILY) DETERNlNED TO
CAUSE RRORS FROM 20-PT SERIES BELO\:l ROUNDOFF.
ALGORITm~ SUPPLIED BY U BUIE, S DAVIS

C

INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
DIMENSION SINC(20)
COm(OIl ICVARSI IPRH(6), ISPEC,LEIJ,UODE, lHARD,FPVAR

e

pixolo=O.O
PI=3.1416926636
CALL CL
C
PUTS X Ifl LAST-X AND CLEARS X
IF (PIXELS .llE. 0.) GO TO 6626
6619 urito(*,6620)
6620 FORlUT(1X, 'HO\:l flAtlY PIXELS DO YOU l1ANT TO SHIFT?')
READ(6,6621,orr=6619) PIXELS
6621 FORl~T(F10.6)
6626 CONTIlJUE
IF (PIXELS .GE. 0.0) IPIX=IllT(PlXELS+0.6)
IF (PIXELS .LT. 0.0) IPIX=INT(PlXELS-0.6)
FRAC=PlXELS-IPIX
DO 6627 1=1,20
X=I-10.0+FRAC
IF (X .1lE. 0.0)
+
SIllC (I) =EXP (- (x/3. 26) **2) *SIrJ (PI*X) I (PI*X)
IF (X .EQ. 0.0) SIllC(I)=1.0
6627 COllTIfJUE
ISTART=IWC(1,IPIX+11)
IEND=Hru(LEN,LEU+IPIX-11)
DO 6630 I=ISTART,IEND
SUU=O.O
DO 6636 J=1,20
BUU=BUlI+IBPEC (6, I+J-10-IPIX) ot<SINC (J)
6636
COllTIllUE
ISPEC(1,I)=SUU
6630 Cor~TIfJUE
IF (PlXELS.LT.O.) urito(*,6640) PIXELS
6640 FORHAT(1X, 'SPECTRUU SHIFTED LEFT BY , ,F10.6, 'PIXELS')
IF (PlXELS.GT.O.) urito(*,6641)PlXELS
6641 FORllAT(1X, 'SPECTRUU SHIFTED RIGHT BY , ,F10.6, 'PIXELS')
RETUlUJ
EIJD

C
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C---------------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c
C

C SU: PERFORU 1: 2: 1 Sl4DOTHING Ofl TOP SPEC TRUll
C

SUBROUTINE SU
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
COIUtON /CVARS/ IPRl4(6) , ISPEC,LEN,I40DE,lHARD,FPVAR
CALL PUTLX
DO 6640 I
2,LEIl-1
ISUll
ISPEC(6,I-1)+2*ISPEC(6,I)+ISPEC(6,I+1)
IF (ISIDl.GT .32760) GO TO 6620
ISPEC(1,I)
ISUU/4
GO TO 6630
CONTINUE
ISUll=IBPEC(6,I-1)/4 + ISPEC(6,I)/2 + IBPEC(6,IH)/4
ISPEC(1,I) = ISUl!
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
ISPEC(1,1)
(ISPEC(6,1) + IBPEC(6,2»/2
ISPEC(1,LEfJ)
(ISPEC(6 ,LEN-1)+ISPEC(6,LEN) )/2
IF(nODE.EQ.1) t7rito(*,6660)
FORUAT(1X,'1: 2: 1 SUOOTHIUG OF TOP SPECTRtnl COUPLETED .• )
RETURN
END

=

=

=

6620

6630
6640

6660

=

=

C

C-------------------------------------------------------c

c
c

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

SUBROUTIUE SPECIO DOES DATA TRANSFER TO/FROU DISK FILES
ACCORDItm TO nODE: 0 FOR READ, 1 FOR \mITE
THE UAIU PROGRAU nUST SUPPLY THE LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER TO
\fHICH THE DESIRED FILE IS LIlJKED. THE I/o BUFFER
(UAX. LENGTII = 612), THE LEUGTII OF EACH RECORD IU THE FILE,
THE FIRST Arm LAST RECORDS TO BE READ A~D COADDED
(THESE 1\10 PAJWmTERS ARE IGUORED IF UODE
1)
AIm THE VALUE OF UODE.
\fRITTEN BY DAB.
4/28/82.

=

SUBROUTum SPECIO (LU, IBUF , lREC1. lREC2 , mODE, KO!O
IUTEGER*2 IBUF(612). IUBUF(612). ISPEC(6,612)
DIUEllSIOIJ IBLK(6)
COUllon /CVARS/ IPRll(6). ISPEC,LEll,UODE, lHARD.FPVAR
IF(IUODE.EQ.O) GO TO 20
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c
c
c
c
c

IF(Kon.EQ.1 .OR. KOn.EQ.2) GO TO 200
IF(mODE.EQ.1) GO TO 100
urito(*,10)
10 FORUAT(1X, 'IfWALlO lIODE FOR SPECIO III 110 I/O PERFORUED. ')
nODE = 1
RETUlUI
20 CONTINUE
DO 30 1 = 1,LEll
IBUF(I) = 0
30 CONTINUE
DO SO lREC = lREC1,IREC2
READ(LU,REC=IREC,ERR=60,end=60) (IltBUF(J),J=1,LEN)
CALL 8YSIO(IBLK,Y'SC',LU,lltBUF,LEN*2,IREC-1)
CALL IOCHK(IBLK,ISTAT)
IF (lSTAT .EQ. 0) GOTO 36
urito(*,36) 18TAT
36 FORMAT(' SYSIO READ ERROR: ISTAT=',IS)
36 CONTUlUE
DO 40 I = 1,LEN
IBUF(I) = IBUF(I) + IUEUF(I)
40
COlITINUE
60 CONTINUE
!J = lREC2 - lREC1 + 1
IF(NODE.EQ.1) urita(*,66) lJ,LErl,LU
66 FORUAT(1X,I4,' SPECTRA OF LENGTH' ,14,' READ FRON LU number' ,Il)
RETURN
60 CONTINUE
urito(*,70) LU,IREC
70 FOruU.T(1X, 'SPECIO READ ERROR! LU numbor ',Il,'
REC. number '14)
NODE = 1
RETURn
100 CONTINUE
tlRITE(LU,roc=irec1,ERR=160,ond=160) (IBUF(J),J=1,LEN)
IF(UODE.EQ.1) urito(*,110) LEN,LU
110 FOruU.T(1X, 'SPECTRUU OF LENGTH ',14,' l1RITTEN TO LU number' ,11)
RETURN
160 CONTINUE
ttrito(*,160)
160 FOrulAT(1X, 'SPECIO \mITE ERROR!!!')
nonE = 1
RETURII
200 COlJTIllUE
l1RITE(LU,REC=KOU,ERR=160) (IBUF(J),J=1,LEll)
RETURn
EllD

C--------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c
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C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

SR:SPIKE REUOVAL ROUTIllE FOR CORRECTING FLATFIELDS
CONNAND FORlIAT: SR,LU No. ,Y1,Y2,PL1,PL'~ Yl=FIRST LINE III SPECTRtm
WHERE SPIKES rJEED BE SEARCH FOR Y2=UPPER LIllIT ON CHIP WHERE
JUP OR MOOll LIE. PL1=PLOT LINIT 1 PL2=PLOT LINIT 2
SUBROUTINE SR USES CURSOR TO DEFIPlE SPIKE POSITIOll MID THEN SETS
THE SPIKE VALUE TO THE cONTlrruml VALUE.
THE SPIKE FREE SPECTRUll IS \1RITTEll IIITO THE FIRST DESTINATION FILF.

C

SUBROUTlHE SR(PIXPOS)
INTEGER*2ISPEC(6,612),IllBUF(612)

charnctor*l inns, ifoano

6460

300
310

200
400

COlmOll /CVARS/ IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,LEN,HODE,IHARD,FPVAR
COlmOll /PVARS/ IPP(2, 20), IPFlLE, IRFIL3
I1=:IPRri(l)
IYl = IPRl! (2)
IY2=IPIUI(3)
I4=IPRU(4)
I6=IPM(6)
DO 6460 I=l,IY1-l
IPRU(l)=Il
IPIU!(2)=1
IPIUI(S)=IPRU(2)
CALL RD
ICS=l
IPlUl(l) = 3
CALL \m(l,O,2)
CONTIllUE
DO 100 I=IYl,IY2
IPIW(l)=Il
IPIU!(2)=1
IPRU(3)=IPRU(2)
CALL RD
IPIUH1) =14
IPRM(2)=I6
CALL lIP
DO 300 J=l,612
INBUF(J)=ISPEC(l,J)
COllTINUE
CALL GRIrl(X1, Vi)
CALL GRIU(X2,Y2)
IX1=X1
IX2=X2
IYL1=Vi
IYL2=Y2
IYAVE=(IYL1+IYL2)/2
DO 200 K=IX1,IX2
IHBUF(K)=IYAVE
COUTIUUE
FORUAT (' ARE THERE OTHER SPIKES TO RElIOVE?')
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600
600
700

100
760

B60

BOO
860

t1rito (ric ,400)
READ(6,600) IANS
FORUAT (Ai)
IF(IANS.Eq.'Y') GO TO 310
IF(IANS.EQ.'N') GO TO 600
COllTINUE
DO 700 J=1,612
ISPEC (1, J) =IrmUF (J)
CONTINUE
IC3=1
IPRM(1)=3
iprm(2) = i
ie4=0
itry=2
CALL UR(ic3,ic4,itry)
CONTINUE
FORUAT (, IS THIS THE END OF THE FILE?')
vrito(rIc,760)
READ (6,600) IFEAUS
IF (IFEANS.Eq.'y') GO TO B60
IF (IFEANS.EQ.'n') GO TO B60
CONTINUE
IY3=IY2+1
DO BOO I=IY3,320
IPRU(1)=I1
IPRlH2)=1
IPRM(3)=IPRl4(2)
CALL RD
IC3=1
IPlUl(1)=3
itry=2
ic4=0
CALL UR(ic3,ic4,itry)
COlITINUE
COllTINUE
RETURN

END
C

C---------------------------------------------------------------

c
e

e
c
C

C ST: STATISTICS; FIND HEArl AND BTAIlDARD DEVIATION
C
OF TOP BPECTRUU BET11EElJ LOCB. IPRM(1) AlID IPRU(2)
C

BUBRourWE ST (tmAB , SIGllA)
InTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
REAL*4 !iEMJ
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COlmON /CVAnS/ IPIUl(6). IBPEC, LErl,rmDE, IHARD ,FPVAn
X=UEAN
IF (IPIUl(l) .LT.1 .OR. IPIUl(l) .GE.LEN) IPIUl(l)= 1
IF (IPIUl(2) .LE.1 .OR. IPRU(2) .GT •LEN) IPRU(2) = LEN
IF(IPRH(1).LT.IPIU!(2» GO TO 4310
~~ODE = 1
l1:r:ito(*,4300)
4300 FORUAT(lX, 'INVALID PAIWlETERB! III')
RETURlI

4310 CONTINUE
SUWC = 0.0
SUUX2 = 0.0
n = IPlW(2) - IPRU(l) + 1
DO 4320 I = IPIUH1). IPRU(2)
A = IBPEC(l,I)
suux = SUUX + A
4320 CONTIrJUE
EmArI = BtruX/N
DO 4330 I =IPIUl(l), IPlW(2)
A = IBPEC(l,I)
BUlUC2

= StmX2

+ (A - UEAN) **2

4330 CONTINUE
SImu = BQRT(BUUX2/tJ)
IF (X .GE. 0.0)
+
t1rito(*,4340) IPRU(l). IPRU(2), !lEAN, SIGMA
IF (IKARD .EQ. 1)
+
urito(10.4340) IPRH(1),IP~(2),HEAN,SIGIU
4340 FORllAT(28X,'PIX',I4,'-',I4,':',
+
'!mAN=' ,F9.a,' SIGIU=' ,F1.a)
RETURlJ

EUD
C

C----------------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c

C

C SU:

SUBTRACT IBPEC(l,I) FROU IBPEC(2,I)

C

SUBROUTIrm SU
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
COmtOlI /CVAnS/ IPlW(6) , ISPEC,LEl',ElODE,IHARD,FPVAn
DO 3610 I = l,LEll
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(l,I)
IBPEC(l,I) = ISPEC(2,I) - IBPEC(l,I)
3610 COUTINUE
RETURll
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ErlD
C
C

C------------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c

C SUBROUTINE T3: TOTAL LIGHT
C
C

SUBROUTINE T3(PURE,TOTSIG)
INTEGER*2ISPEC(6,612),IPIX(6)
COUltOn /CVARS/ IPRU(6),ISPEC,LEll,ltODE,IHARD,FPVAR
SUUCT=O.O
SU1!CT2=0.0
NTIDmS=O
c

DO 100,1=1,3
do 100 i = 1,3

CALL GRIN(Xl,Y1)
CALL GRIll(X2, Y2)
IPIX(I*2-1)=INT(Xl+0.6)
IPIX(I*2)=INT(X2+0.6)
100 COllTINUE
IPRU(1)=IPIX(3)
IPRM(2)=IPIX(4)
r~IX=IPIX(4)-IPIX(3)+1

XLINEM=-l .0
CALL ST(XFmAN,O.O)
SIGNAL=XlmAN* rlPIX
DO 300 ILEFT=IPIX(1),IPIX(2)-10,10
IPRU(l)=ILEFT
IPRU(2)=ILEFT+9
NTIMES=UTIUES+l
XWWJ=-1.0
CALL 8T (XHE.AN , SIGltA)
TCTS=XImMJ* 10
BUlJCT=SUUCT+TCTS
SUHCT2=SUHCT2+TCTS**2
300 CDrITIflUE
DO 360 IRIGHT=IPIX(6).IPIX(6)-10.10
IPlW(l)=IRIGHT
IPRU(2)=IRIGHT+9
~JTIUEs=nTIfmB+ 1
XlmAlI=-l .0
CALL BT (XUEAN •BIGUA)
TCTS=XlmAll* 10
SU1!CT=SunCT+TCTS
BUHCT2=SUllCT2+TCTS**2
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360 CONTINUE
AVECTB=SUMCT/NTIUEB
BIGCTS=SQRT ( (BUl{CT2-rITllmS*AVECTS '" *2) /llTIrmB)
BKGCTB=AVECTB*r~IX/10

BKGBIG=SIGCTS*SQRT(FLOAT(NPIX)/10.)
SIGSIG=BKGSIG*SQRT(SIGNAL/BKGCTS)
TOTSIG=SQRT(SIGSIG**2+BKGSIG**2)
PURE=SIGNAL-BKGCTS
SflR=PURE/'rOTSIG
urito(*,400) DTlImS,AVECTS,SIGCTS,lWIX,SIGNAL,BKGCTS,
+
PURE,SIGSIG,DKGSIG,TOTSIG,SflR
IF (IHARD .EQ. 1)
+uri to (10,400) HTIllES, AVECTS, SIGCTS, r~IX, SIGNAL, BKGCTS,
+
PURE,SIGSIG,BKGSIG,TOTSIG,SlJR
400 FORUAT(/,' BACKGROUND ANALYSIS:' ,I3,' SAUPLES,rlEAN=' ,
+F9.3,', SIGHA=',F9.3,/,
+' COUlaTS Ill' ,I3,' PIXELS: SKY+SOURCE=' ,F8.1,' SKY=',
+F8.1,' SOURCE=',F8.1,/,
+' ERRORS:',26X,F8.3,4X,F8.3,8X,F8.3,/,
+' srm=' ,F7 .3)
RETURN
END
C

C --------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c

C

C SUBROUTINE TL: TOTAL LIGHT
C
C

SUBROUTlrm TL (TOTAL, ERROR)
DlrmlJSIOfl XUEAll(3) ,SIGUA(3) ,fJPIX(3)
IfJTEGER*2 ISPEC (6,612)
cOWlon /CVARS/ IPRU(6), ISPEC , LEII ,nODE, lHARD ,FPVAR
c

DO 100,1=1,3
do 100 i = 1,3
CALL GRIll(X1,Y1)
CALL GRIU(X2,Y2)
IPRlI(1)=IUT(X1+0.6)
IPRM(2)=IIIT(X2+0.6)
UPIX(I)=IPIill(2) -IPRl!(1)+1
xmwHI)=-1.0
CALL ST(xurnuul(I),SIGUA(I»
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100 COlJTlflUE
BrmAll= (JamAN (1) +XlmAlJ(3» 12
TOTAL= (XUEAN (2) -BUEAIJ) lIP IX (2)
ERROR=SQRT(SIGllA(1) •• 2/NPIX(1) +
+SIGUA(3)**2/11PIX(3»
SNR=TOTAL/ERROR
urito(*,200) TOT/LL,NPIX(2),BUEAN,ERROR,BNR
200 FORMAT(' TOTAL LIGHT=',F8.1,' IN ',13,' PIXELS',
+' BKG=' ,F9.3,!,· ERROR=' ,F9.3,' SllR=' ,F9.3)
RETURN
EIlD

*

C

C -------------------------------------------------------c
c
c
c
C
C TR:
C

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

CHANGE TYPE OF TERUIrlAL USED (TEK4012 DEFAULT)

SUBROUTINE TR
COmmN ICVAaSI IPRU(6) ,ISPEC,LEN,HODE,IHARD,FPVAR
lTERll=IPRU(1)
IF (ITERl4 .rm. 0) GOTO 200
WRITE (7,100)
100 FOIWAT(' no VALUE ENTERED \1ITH TR COrnlAND!' ,I,
+
' EUTER 1 FOR TEKTRONIX', I ,
+
2 FOR CHROUATICS' ,I,
+
3 FOR UP')
READ (6,110) ITEM
110 FORllAT(I1)
200 CONTIllUE
IF (ITERll .EQ. 1) RETURN
CALL CLOSE (1,ISTAT)
IF (ITERl! .Bq. 2) CALL ASSIGll(1, 'CH' ,80)
IF (ITERl! .&q. 3) CALL ASSIGN(1, 'UP' ,80)
RETURII
END

C

C--------------------------------------------------------

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

VT - COADDS A VEil-TICAL STRIPOUT Oil A CCD FRAllE.
RESULT IS STORED IN ISPEC(1,I)
FORlI OF COUUAND: VT, LU no. ,IPRll(2) ,IPRl1(3)
THE LAST TUO IllTEGERS ARE THE LIUITS OF COADDITION
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C
C
C
C
C
C

PROGMU ALSO STORES I10ISE SPECTRUU RATIO IIJ ISPEC (2 , I)
OF THE FORU 1000*ACTUAL/EXPECTED
URITTEN BY PH 6/22/82

SUBROUTIrlE VT
IilTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612) , IBUF(612)
DIEmNSIOlJ IBLK(6)
cmmarl ICVARSI IPRU(6) .ISPEC,LElJ,IIODE,IHARD,FPVAR
IF (IPRlH3) .EQ.O)GO TO 6800
LU=IPIU! (1)
IF (LU .EQ. 1) LU=9
IF(IHARD.EQ.l) GO TO 6740
C
urito(*,6730)
C6730 FORllAT (' HARD COpy !iUST BE ENABLED FOR A' ,I,
C
+' A nOISE SPECTRUU. COlITINUE?')
C
READ(6,6736) WIB
C6736 FORUAT(Al)
IF(IAllS.EQ.1HN) GO TO 5800
C
5740 CALL PUTLX
N=IPrul(3) -IPRU(2) +1
C
N IS THE llmmER OF COLUUNS COADDEO
C
READ III RECORD
DO 6770 lREC=3,322
SUU=O.
C
SQ=O.
READ(LU,REC=IREC,orr=6764) (IBUF(J),J=l,LEN)
c
CALL SYSlO(lBLK,Y'6C',LU,lBUF,LErl*2,lREC-l)
c
CALL IOCHK(IBLK,ISTAT)
c
IF (ISTAT .EQ. 0) GOTO 6766
go to 6766
5764 urito(*,6766) ISTAT
6766 FORUAT(' SYSIO READ ERROR: ISTAT=' , 16)
6766 COlITlNUE
C
NO\1 COADD SPECIFIED VALUES \1ITHI1l RECORD
DO 6760 I=IPJU1(2), IPIW(3)
SUU=SUU+lBUF(I)
C
ASPEC=FLOAT(IBUF(I»
C
SQ=SQ+ASPEC**2
6760 COlITlNUE
AlJs=suu/~

ISU=IrIT (AIlS)
IF(IHARD.EQ.O) GO TO 6768
C
IF OJ . LT. 13) GO TO 6763
C
urito(*,6768)
C6768 FOR11AT(' l1AlUUIJG! HARD COPY \1ILL nOT LOOK PRETTY'
C
+' \1ITH SO LARGE A \11[100\1 ArID UAY SCREI:1 UP. EITHER'
C
+' DISABLE THE HARD COPY OR lJARROI:1 THE Ullmo\'!'. ')

C

RETURU

.I,
.I ,
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C6763 IF (IREC.EQ.3) t7rito(O,6764) IPRU(2).IPlUl(3)
C6764 FORUAT(' COL' ,lX, 'AVG VALUE' ,2X, 'SUU SQUARES' ,2X,
C
+ 'ACTUAL tnlC' ,2X, ' EXPECT tnIC' , 7X, 'LAST COLUUN IS',
C
+' RATIO (=1000 IF OK)
ROUS ',13,'-',13)
C
UNC=SQRT(ABS(SQ/N-ANS**2»
C
UNCL=SQRT(ABS(26+ANS/28»
C
lRAT=INT(1000.*UlIC/UNCL)
C
lRECO=IREC-2
C
vrito(O,6766) IRECO,ANS,SQ,UNC,UNCL,(IBUF(J),
C
+J=IPru4(2),IPRN(3»,IRAT
C6766 FOruIAT(I4,2X,4(E10.4,2X) ,1316)
C
UNC IS STDDEV (USES N,NOT 11-1 IN DEllOIUNATOR)
C
UNCL IS THE EXPECTED UllCERTAIUTY PER POINT
C
STORE THE VERTICAL STRIP OUT AT TOP
C
STORE RATIO OF llOISES *1000 AT 2UD FROl! TOP
C
ISPEC(2,IREC-2)=IRAT
6768 ISPEC(1,IREC-2)=ISn
6770 COllTIllUE
DO 6180 1=319,612
ISPEC(1,I)=0
C
ISPEC(2,I)=0
6780 CONTINUE
urito(*,6786) N,IPruI(2) ,IPRU(S)
IF (IHARD .EQ. 1) urito(10,6786)iI,IPR!4(2),IPru!(S)
6786 FOmlAT ('/' ,IS,' PIXELS (',13,' -' ,13, ') COADDED PER POINT')
C
FIllD UAXIUlill VALUE
UAXll=ISPEC(1,1)
tIAXI=1
DO 6790 1=2,320
IF (ISPEC(1,I).LE.UAJa!) GO TO 6790
EWm=ISPEC (1, I)
UAXI=I
6790 CONTINUE
t7rito(*,6796) rtAXE~,rtAXI
IF (IHARD .EQ. 1) t7rito(10,6796) twm,ltAXI
6796 FOmlAT (' tIAXlutm VALUE OF ',16,' OCCURS AT POINT ',13)
6800 RETURN
END
C

C -------------------------------------------------------c
c

c
c
C

C l1R:

\mITE TOP SPECTRUU TO FILE SPECIFIED BY IPruf(1)

C

SUBROUTIlm UR(IC3,IC4.itry)
IUTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612), IOUT(612)
chnractor*1 iano
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carmon /CVAns/

IPru~(6)

,ISPEC,LEU,tlODE,IHARD,FPVAn

LU = IPRU(l)
IF(LU.EQ.l) LU = 9
IF(IPRr!(1).EQ.3 .OR. IPRll(1).EQ.4) GO TO 3110
uri to (*,3100)
3100 FORl!AT(lX, '\fR: INVALID PARAllETERSI \1RlTE lJOT ATTEl4PTED. ')
IIODE = 1
RETURN

3110 CONTINUE
IF(IPRH(1).EQ.3 .AND. IC3.EQ.l) GO TO 3160
IF(IPRH(1).EQ.4 .AND. IC4.EQ.l) GO TO 3160
urito(*,3120)
3120 FORrlAT(lX, '\mITE commNTS FIRST! CONTINUE?')
READ(6,3130)IANS
3130 FOlUlAT(Al)
IF (IANS .NE. 'Y') UODE=l
IF(IANB.EQ.'Y') RETURN
if (itry .oq. 0) then
iprm(2) = 1
0100 if (itry .oq. 1) than
iprm(2) = 2
and if
iprm(3) = iprm(2)
iracl = iprm(2) + 2
iroc2 = iprm(3) + 2
DO 3160 I=l,LEN
IOUT(I)=O
3160 CONTINUE

C

CALL BPECIO(LU,IOUT,irocl,iroc2,l,l)
CALL SPECIO(LU,IOUT,iracl,iroc2,l,2)
tmlTEB ZEROES TO THE 1\10 COrnlENT RECORDS

3160 DO 3170 I = l,LEll
IOUT(I) = ISPHe(l,I)
3170 c:orJTIUUE
c RON: I think iracl and 2 nood to bo oot horo.
if (itry .oq. 0) than
iprm(2) = 1
0100 if (itry .oq. 1) than
iprm(2) = 2
ond if
if (iprm(2) .1t. 1) iprm(2) = 1
iprm(3) = iprm(2)
irecl = iprm(2) + 2
iroc2 = iprm(3) + 2
CALL BPECIO(LU,IOUT,irocl,iroc2,1,0)
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RETURN

END
C

c-----------------------------------------------------------------

c
c
c
c
c

C

C XG: EXCHANGE ISPEC(1,I) A1ID ISPEC(2,I)
C

SUBROUTINE XG
INTEGER*2 ISPEC(6,612)
cormon /CVARS/ IPRU(6),ISPEC,LEU,HODE,IHARD,FPVAR
DO 4210 I = 1,LEll
ISPEC(6,I) = ISPEC(1,I)
ISPEC(1,I) = ISPEC(2,I)
ISPEC(2,r) = ISPEC(6,I)
4210 CONTIflUE
RETURN

END
C

C-----------------------------------------------------,-------------

c
c

c
c
C

C ZE: tlAKE BOT TOll OF PLOT AT ZERO OR flEG
C
(EASIER TO SEE LIflE DEPTHS, ETC)

110.

IF flECESSARY

C

SUBROUTINE ZE
COUUDrI /PVARS/ IPP (2,20) , IPFlLE, IRFIL3
IPP(1,12)=1
RETUlUI

ErlD
C
C
C
C
C

C ----------------------.. -------------------------------------------

APPENDIX B

Correcting Airmass of the Moon to Jupiter

The simple series of equations below describe how raising a Moon
spectrum to the power equal to the ratio of its airmass to the airmass of
the Jupiter spectrum of interest, coorects the Moon's airmass. Let's assume
a zenith optical depth of T. If our Moon spectrum is at an airmass J.ll and
the Jupiter spectrum of interest is at an airmass of J.l2 then:

(Bl)

and

(B2)

where 11 and h are the measured intensities of the Moon and Jupiter spectra
respectively and 10 is the intensity at the top of the Earth's atmosphere.
From this it follows that:
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189

lnIt = lnlo

- T/

ILl

(B3)

and

(B4)

multiplying both of the equations by ILI/ IL2 and subtracting gives:

or

APPENDIX C

A Program for Deriving Spatial Coordinates

C.1 DESCRIPTION
This program was used to calculate cosines of the zenith angles of
the Earth,

p"

and the Sun, P,o. The program allows us to determine (p" ¢)

and (P,o, ¢o) for any point on the planetary disk. The program requires a
number of input parameters such as the planetocentric right ascent ions and
declinations of the earth and the sun for the data of the observation of
interest. Other values which need to be given are the (x,y) coordinates on
the planets surface (both given in measures of the equatorial radius). The
value of A¢ was calculated with the equation:

cos(180 - phaseangle)

= -p,P,0 + (V(l -
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p,2)(1 - p,~) cos(A¢)

(Cl)
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C.2 THE PROGRAM

I

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

program coord2.f calculateD tho pmu and pmunot and
tho delta phi and tho latitude and longitudo
for Q givon Do, Do, AD-Ao, phaoo anglo, x pootion ond
y pooition (both in Roquator) longitudo io moaoured
eastward alng tho equator from tho ell -- or ueotward if
viowed from the oky.
To run tho program typo - coord2 <input filonamo> output filoname
implicit double precision (n-h,o-z)
doublo procioion pmu,pmuO,plat,plong,de,do,da,pa,dolphi,ro,x,y
doublo prociaion coodo.cocdo,cooglt,coDlng
double procioion cinglt,oinlng,oindo,cindo,radog,n,b,c,d,pi
character*1 ooru
integer day,month,yoar
rond (*,*,ond=30) de,da,da,pa,opo,ro
read (*,*,ond=30) month,day,yoar
pi=dncoo(-1.0dO)
radog=pi/180.0dO
coodo=dcoc(radeg*do)
coodo=dcoo(radog*do)
oindo=doin(radog*da)
cindo=doin(radog*do)
oindn=doin(radog*da)
cooda=dcoo(rndag*da)
urito(*,20)
10 continuo
road(*,*,ond=30) x,y
r=doqrt(x**2 + y**2)
if (r .gt. re) go to 40
tol=1.0d-7
oinlo=O.OdO
nine=O
rl=re
roq=x**2 + y**2
o = y*cocdo
f = oindo
1 continuo
toot = rl**2 - roq
if (toot .It. O.OdO) go to 40
if (nine .gt. 26) go to 6
nine = ninc +1
rainl = o+f*doqrt(teot)
oinl = rainl/rl
if (dabo«oinl-oinlo)-tol) .10. O.OdO) go to 6
rl = ro*(1.0dO - opo*oinl*oinl)
oinlo = ainl
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go to 1
5 continuo
plat = datnn(oinl/doqrt(1.0dO - oinl*oinl»
platd = plnt/radog
slat = dntnn(tnn(plat)/(1.0dO - opo).*2)
glotd = glnt/radog
oinglt = doin(slat)
cooglt = dcoo(glat)
bot = roin1*coodo-y
if (bot .oq. O.OdO) go to 7
plong = atan«x*oindo)/bot)
go to 11
7 continuo
if (x .10. O.OdO) thon
plong = -0.5 * pi
0100

plon" = 0.5 • pi
ond if
go to 11
11 continuo
p1ng = p10ng/radog
coolng = dcoo(p10ng)
oinlng = doin(plong)
pmu = (coog1t*coolng*coode) + (oinglt*oindo)
pmuO = (coaglt*coolng*coodo*coada) + (coag1t*oinlng*coodo
+
*oinda) + (oinglt*oindo)
a = (pmu * pmuO)
b = (doqrt(1.0dO-pmu*pmu»*(doqrt(1.0dO-pmuO*pmuO»
c = dcoo(radog*(180.0dO-pn»
d = (c+a)/b
if (daba(d)-1.0dO .gt. 0) delphi = 2.0dO*pi
dolphi = dacoo(d)/rndog
40 continuo
if (x .It. O.OdO) thon
eoru = '11'
0100

c
c
c
c
c

oor11 = 'E'
ond if
Qx=dabo(x)
urito(*,*) pmu,pmuO,dolphi
urito(*,.) coodo,coodo,coolat,coolng,coola
urito(*,*) oinda,oindo,oinlat
urito(*,*) plnt,plong,da,de,do,pa
urito(*,*) a,b,c,d
20 format('xpoan(rj)',4x,'ypoon(rj)',4x,'Lat.',7x,'Long.',8x,
+
'Pmu' , 6x 'PmuO' , 7x, 'Delta Phi')
urito(*,21) nx,ooru,y,platd,plng,pmu,pmuO,do1phi
21 format(£6.2,1x,n1,4x,f6.2,4x,5(£8.3,4x»
go to 10
30 continuo
urito(*,22) do,da,da,pn
22 format('Do = ',f6.2,' Do = ',f6.2,' Ao - Ao = ',f6.2,
+
' Phaoe anglo = ',£6.2)
urito(*,23) month,day,yoar
23 formnt('Dato for thoDa calcu1ntiono =',i2,'/',i2,'/' ,i4)
otop
ond
I
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